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"Tu Ne Cede Malis"
-Ludwig von Mises

RESUME
Ce travail presente des resultats theoriques et expErimentaux qui explorent la
possibility de remplacer les carburants traditionnels par un combustible a base d'hydrure de
bore, un mEtal alcalin leger. Sur la base d'une oxydation compl&e, sous certaines modalites,
1'hydrure de bore a une densite volumetrique d'Energie depassant les exigences les plus
reconnus de l'industrie automobile tout en produisant des fluides incompressibles pouvant etre
regeneres par des moyens efficaces. L'oxydation inverse Electrochimique complete au centre
de notre intEret peut etre conceptualise comme la combustion electrochimique inverse ou
encore comme l'hydrolyse Electrochimique inverse, combinee en serie avec une cellule
d'Electrolyse de l'eau.
Pour exprimer plus clairement les cycles Electrochimiques concernes, un module
thermodynamique des reactions en jeu a ete developpe sur la base d'un formalisme amphotere,
qui utilise une nouvelle echelle de concentration definie par les fractions ioniques elementaire
equivalentes. Par une Equation de Nernst modifiee, les compositions de l'anolyte et du
catholyte d'une cellule electrochimique sont definies par le ratio des fractions ioniques
elEmentaire Equivalentes des elements electro-actifs du compartiment.
Experimentalement, l'analyse par plasma inductif, la diffraction par rayon-X sous
atmosphere inerte, et la microscopie electronique a balayage ont ete utilisees pour l'Etude de la
compatibility entre le compartiment anodique et les compositions catholytiques (823 ± 10 °K,
1,00 ± 0,01 MPa). Les compositions catholytiques Etaient fondees sur le systEme quasiternaire H2-Na4B2Qs-Na2BHs (50mol% NaH-NaBH4) et un design du compartiment anodique
d'hydrolyse Electrochimique inverse a support metallique a Ete choisi. L'anode d'oxyde de fer
et nickel, et les poudres de l'electrolyte solide a anion oxygene d'oxyde de cerium et de
LaGaC>3 & structure perovskite utilisees pour la projection par plasma inductif de suspensions
du compartiment anodique d'hydrolyse Electrochimique inverse a support mEtallique ont EtE
prepares en utilisant le procEdE au nitrate de glycine. Le solvant, le substrat, le traitement
thermique aprEs dEpot, et le type de support du substrat Etaient les parametres variables clEs
lors de l'optimisation de la projection par plasma inductif de suspensions.
En raison des phEnomEnes intrinseques de micro et macro fissuration, les procEdEs de
dEpot par projection thermique tels que la projection par plasma inductif de suspensions
demandent encore une optimisation pour etre adaptEs a la fabrication de compartiments
anodiques pour la combustion Electrochimique inverse et l'hydrolyse Electrochimique inverse,
requis pour une Etude Electrochimique fondamentale.
ConsidErant la remarquable conductivitE spEciftque du LSGFM a ~ 673 °K, un design
de compartiment anodique a base d'electrolyte solide a anion oxygene pour la combustion
Electrochimique inverse ou l'hydrolyse Electrochimique inverse devrait etre utilisE pour une
Etude fondamentale de leur comportement dans les systEmes anhydres de Na+,B3+,H+/H",02"
liquide sous pression ambiante de H2. II a EtE dEterminE que le LSGFM Etait rEactif face a ces
compositions catholytiques et l'Electrolyte solide k anion oxygEne de LaGaOj ne devrait pas
etre en contact direct avec ces mElanges non plus. Ainsi, une fine couche de protection
supplEmentaire, possiblement un Electrolyte solide a anion oxygEne de zircone stabilisEe au
scandium, serait nEcessaire, mais les Etudes de compatibi1itE/solubi1itE font defaut. Ce
domaine gEnEral d'Etude est encore peu explore.
Mots-clEs:
stockage de 1'hydrogEne; sels fondus; plasma inductif; suspensions; Electolytes en cEramique

ABSTRACT
This work presents theoretical and experimental findings pertaining to the possible
replacement of conventional, automotive fuels by solid, light alkaline-metal borohydrides
(IM+,B3+/H"). On a complete oxidation basis, and under certain arrangements, the latter fuels
have volumetric energy capacities that exceed the most recognized, automotive constraints;
furthermore, the solid metal oxide products (EM+,B3+/02) have the potential to be regenerated
off-board to their respective hydrides via electrolytic reverse complete oxidation processes.
Electrolytic reverse complete oxidation processes are conceptualized as water
electrolysis and electrolytic reverse combustion or electrolytic reverse hydrolysis unit
operations in series. To more clearly express these mostly electrochemical fuel-cycles, a
thermodynamic reaction model was contrived.
To investigate the electrolytic reverse hydrolysis hypothesis, attempts were made to
prepare metal-supported, electrolytic reverse hydrolysis anode compartments. The glycine
nitrate process facilitated the synthesis of nickel iron oxide (anode) and select doped ceria
fluorite and double-doped LaGaC>3 perovskite (solid oxygen anion electrolytes) powders.
Hydridic electrolyte compositions belonging to the Na2BHs-Na4B205 quasi-binary system
were synthesized from NaH, NaBH4 and NaBC^. Analyses for the materials' compatibilities
and solubilities studies (823 ± 10 °K, 1.00 ± 0.01 MPa) included induction coupled plasma,
inert x-ray diffraction, and scanning electron microscopy.
NaH reduces magnetite to austenite; hence, the most promising solid oxygen anion
electrolyte, Lao.7Sro3Gao.7Feo3Mgo.iC>3.5 (LSGFM), cannot be in direct contact with these
hydridic electrolytes. The other oxides of La0.sSr0.2Ga0.8Mgo.203_s are significantly soluble in
these melts, but either a quenching or an electrochemical technique will be required to more
accurately assess their values.
For the preparation of small, metal-supported, electrolytic reverse hydrolysis anode
compartments, suspension plasma spraying was used for the depositions of the anode and solid
oxygen anion electrolyte layers. Energy dispersive x-ray spectroscopy, scanning electron
microscopy, and x-ray diffraction were used for the analyses of the resultant coatings'
characteristics.
In consequence of LSGFM's remarkable specific conductivity at ~ 673 °K, a solid
oxygen anion electrolyte-supported, electrolytic reverse combustion or electrolytic reverse
hydrolysis anode compartment design may be considered, but this will require the addition of
a protective, solid oxygen anion electrolyte layer. The thermodynamic analyses has identified
scandia stabilized zirconia as the most auspicious solid oxygen anion electrolyte; hence,
understanding the nature of the anhydrous Sc +,Zr4+,B3+,Na+,H+/H",02" system at 723 ± 50 °K
and < 1.0 MPa is paramount to further efforts regarding electrolytic reverse hydrolysis or
electrolytic reverse combustion proof-of-concept studies.

Keywords:
hydrogen storage; molten salts; radio-frequency induction-coupled suspension-plasmaspraying; solid oxide electrolytes
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1 INTRODUCTION
In 2003, the United States Department of Energy's (USDoE) Office of Energy
Efficiency and Renewable Energy launched the FreedomCAR and Fuel Partnership Program.
The program's focus is on identifying and solving the preeminent problems impeding the
widespread acceptance of electric or alternatively-powered vehicles so that, by 2015, the
original automotive equipment manufacturers will find it technically and economically
feasible for 90% of the current, North American, light-duty vehicles to be substituted by
alternative analogues. Thus far, if compared to the general target of > 500 km charge"1, the
most obvious deficiency of all alternative vehicles has been their comparatively shorter
driving ranges. The general program's first report1 identified vehicular hydrogen storage as
being the most technically challenging, hydrogen-related sub-program. The sub-program has
been useful in defining key parameters and assigning target values thereon2. In contrast,
considerable progress has been made in the hydrogen sub-program designated for vehicular
hydrogen fuel cells3 (VHFC).
While considering a hydrogen storage material for automotive applications, its
hazardous and toxic nature along with its cost are of paramount concern; this is closely
followed by its energy capacities, both volumetric (kWh dm"3) and gravimetric (kWh kg"1),
with the former capacity being the more crucial. Energy capacities are calculated by dividing
the volume/mass of the maximum available, onboard, molecular hydrogen (H2) energy, which
is based on H2's lower heating value (LHV=33.3 kWh kg H2"1), by the volume/mass of the
hydrogen storage material, its vessel, and auxiliary components (i.e. balance of plant). Energy
capacities for the state-of-the-art, hydrogen storage systems are shown in Figure 1.1 .
The ratios of the 2015 target volumetric and gravimetric energy capacities assigned in
20043 to those given in 20094 are 2.08 and 1.67, respectively. This seemingly drastic change
is supposedly due to: (i) the recent developments in vehicular hybridization; (ii) the test results
on actual as opposed to projected VHFC and hydrogen-powered internal combustion engine
(ICE) vehicle performance; and (iii) the original automotive equipment manufacturers' claims
that vehicular architecture is now more accommodating towards hydrogen storage systems.
Along with the updated 2015 energy capacity targets (1.3 kWh dm'3 and 1.8 kWh kg'1), a new
(Ultimate) category, having ratios as just defined of 1.17 and 1.20, respectively, was assigned
in the most recent report3.
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Figure 1.1 USDoE's 2009 hydrogen storage system energy capacity diagram
H2's type-1 phase diagram5, given in Figure 1.2, demonstrates the material's narrow,
low temperature, liquid phase limits along with its low critical-point temperature (33 °K).
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The energy that is required to isothermally compress a gas from its initial pressure
( p 0 ) t o i t s final p r e s s u r e ( p ) c a n b e e s t i m a t e d f r o m t h e relationship: A G = R T I n p j p o ,
where R and T denote the universal gas constant and the absolute temperature. For onboard,
compressed H2 (CH2) storage systems rated to 35 - 70 MPa, an additional ~ 6 % should be
included to account for irreversibilities and non-isothermal conditions; hence, if compared to
hh's LHV, the useful work required to compress H2 to the current vehicular, upper value of 70
MPa (2.21 kWh kg"1) is low.
As the H2 pressure within a vessel increases, the system's gravimetric energy capacity
decreases; thus, it is impossible for this mode of hydrogen storage to achieve the USDoE's
energy capacity targets. Regardless, most of the Fh-powered, vehicle testing2 has been done
with CH2 contained in cylindrical, semi-spherical-capped vessels constructed of materials
having high tensile strengths (e).

According to the relationship, dw/da = Ap/(2e - Ap),

whered a , d w , and Apare the vessel's o.d., wall thickness, and pressure difference,
respectively, a CH2 vessel's volumetric energy capacity increases to a point, and then
decreases. Currently, vessel construction materials consist of carbon fiber and expensive
polymers (e.g. Kevlar™). For vessels rated to 35 MPa, materials' costs7 are in the order of
350 USD kg"1 and increase quasi-exponentially with further pressurization8.
The theoretical and actual energies9 that are required to liquefy H2 are 3.23 and 15.2
kWh kg H2"1. At 0.1 MPa, liquid fy's (LH2) density (Plh2 - 0.078 kg dm"3) is approximately
one order of magnitude lower than those of conventional, liquid, transportation fuels, and on a
complete oxidation basis, one kilogram of H2 is approximately equivalent to one gallon of
gasoline2. Therefore, the gasoline to LH2 volumetric energy capacity ratio is 3.8. Despite
these dreadful statistics, compared to CH2 storage sytems, the state-of-the-art, cryocompressed LH2 (plh2 < 0.088 kg dm"3) systems have significantly lower capital costs and
meet the USDoE's revised, 2010 energy capacity targets (Figure 1.1). However, H2 boil-off,
which stems from the ingress of heat into the cryogenic vessel, is always significant.
As certain light metal hydrides (e.g. LiH or LiBFU) theoretically have higher energy
capacities than either LH2 or CH2 (Figure 1.3), in recent decades, reversible metal hydrides
have been widely considered for transport applications.

Metal hydride formations (i.e.

2M + XH2 -> 2MHX) are usually exothermic processes that are often represented by type-2,

3

pressure-composition, phase diagrams5 whereby composition, expressed in atomic percent,
and the logarithm of pressure are the abscissa and ordinate, respectively. A metal hydride's
dissociation pressure (p°Hi) is defined as the pressure associated with obtaining a zero AGjm
can be calculated by plotting In p°Hi against T~l

at constant temperature. AH°I(XN and

(i.e. van't Hoff diagram) after measuring p°Hj at several temperatures. An authoritative work11
was recently published on reversible metal hydride classifications, conventions, and
methodologies used in the measurement of their thermodynamic properties. Problems such as
low energy capacities, pyrophoric or toxic nature, high decomposition temperatures, and
hysteresis have prevented these materials from becoming automotive fuels. This mode to
vehicular hydrogen storage also requires an auxiliary heat exchange system for the removal
and addition of heat to the metal hydride's bed during the exothermic H2 release and
endothermic H2 uptake processes. Figure 1.3 indicates that reversible metal hydrides are
restricted to the light metals (i.e. Li, B, Na, Mg, K, Al, and Ca). Contemporary reviews on
some of the more promising materials are available12'13.
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Figure 1.3 Observed gravimetric energy capacities of metal hydrides as a function of H2
release and sorption temperatures2
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Ammonia borane (H3NBH3) and alane (AIH3) were recently defined by the USDoE as
off-board, regenerable metal hydrides14.

Like reversible metal hydrides, this mode of

vehicular H2 production occurs via the metal hydride's thermal decomposition; however,
because of complex chemistry and extreme pressurization requirements, the regeneration
process must be done off-board. The USDoE's report15 on the regeneration of H3NBH3 and
AIH3 indicates that straightforward processes do not exist. These materials are pyrophoric and

slowly decompose at ambient pressure.
Chemical or irreversible hydrides4 were terms used by the USDoE between 2004 and
2007. They referred to vehicular H2 production via the hydrolysis of metal hydrides. Steam
(name of hydrocarbon) reformation and metal hydride hydrolysis are similar processes. They
are ones whereby, on an equivalent basis, M-H and H-0 pairs rearrange themselves to form HH and M-0 pairs, where M, H, and O represents atomic metal, hydrogen and oxygen,
respectively. Most of the automotive studies regarding metal hydride hydrolysis implicate the
catalysis of caustic, aqueous solutions of sodium borohydride (NaBH4) to a hydrated sodium
metaborate (xH20*NaBC>2) species.

A catalyst is required in order to overcome kinetic

barriers. An immense number of investigations of this topic are available190.
In essence, metathesis reactions, which are also known as double decomposition or
reciprocal or exchange reactions, involve two "ionic compounds", wherefore, upon their
mixing, without there being any net change in any of the elements' oxidation states, there is a
tendency towards stable pair formation; hence, (1-1) holds, where A and B are cations, C and
D are anions, andqA, qB, etc. are their respective absolute charges. If H2 is substituted by
H+H\ and if the H that are nearest neighbours to O (i.e. H20) and M are taken as H+ and H",
respectively, then this general relationship

applies itself to hydrolysis processes. In regards

to NaBH4 hydrolysis (1-2)), by substitutingH + - A , N a + + Z?3+ = X4+ = B, H~=C, and
O2' = D, from (1-2) into (1-1) we obtain (1-3).

(<7C<1BY %

+ fotfo)"'

MDD(1A

(<?»?«)"' BqDDqH + {qcqAY AqcCqA

(1-1)

(4)"1 NaBH4 + (2)"1 H20 ->(4)"1 NaB02 + H2

(1-2)

{AY XA+H;+(iy H+O2- —> (8)"' X\+0]~ + H* H~

(1-3)
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In 2007, the USDoE suspended its funding of aqueous NaBfy - transportation fuel
projects17.

None of the proposed vehicular H2 generation18'19 or off-board hydride

regeneration20"25 processes could meet the specified targets (energy capacities, recycling
efficiency, costs, etc.). There are two fundamental problems with this approach to vehicular,
H2 storage/generation: (i) NaBH4 is diluted by a solvent (H2O); and (ii) at least three onboard
compartments (hydrolysis reactor, fuel, and waste) are required.

Direct NaBHL( fuel cell

technologies26'27 suffer from the same shortcomings.
On a chemical energy basis, the complete oxidation of certain solid, light alkalinemetal borohydrides (£M+,B3+/H") resembles the status quo.

Several investigations of

hydrolysis reactors having solid NaBH4 as the fuel have recently been reported31"35. To
surpass the present-day, vehicular fuel system's volumetric/gravimetric energy capacities,
these unconventional fuels' vehicular, complete oxidation processes are strictly limited to
certain configurations. Figure 1.4 shows the schematic of the crude flow diagram of the ideal,
onboard, chemical hydride, complete oxidation process. The solid fuel's container is also its
hydrolysis reactor and the H2O required for its hydrolysis is supplied directly from the VHFC.

air
(02 rich)

H2Oi
VHFC

HR
h2

air
(02 lean)

Figure 1.4 Schematic of the crude flow diagram of the ideal, vehicular, chemical hydride,
complete oxidation process - hydrolysis reactor (HR); vehicular hydrogen fuel cell (VHFC)

The schematic of the crude flow diagram of a hybrid, vehicular, chemical hydride,
complete oxidation process is given in Figure 1.5. A small vessel of CH2, a condenser, and a
storage vessel for H2O are incorporated into the ideal flow diagram; the most former's utility
is three-fold: (i) it ensures the initiation of H2O formation; (ii) it serves as a means to forcibly
pump H2O into the hydrolysis reactor/hydride bed; and (iii) it acts as a storage vessel for the
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Hi produced in the hydrolysis reactor. Evidently, a VHFC based on solid oxygen anion
electrolytes (SOAEs), as opposed to solid hydrogen cation electrolytes (SHCEs), is preferable
for this mode of vehicular hydrogen storage.

H20 (liquid)

H20 —X^FtXH
|H20 (vapor)

H,Q (liquid) fX

Air (Oj rich)

VHFC
(SOAE)

Air (02 lean)

11 11H;
H2

Hj

Figure 1.5 Schematic of the crude flow diagram of a hybrid, vehicular, chemical hydride,
complete oxidation process - hydrolysis reactor (HR); vehicular hydrogen fuel cell (VHFC);
compressed hydrogen storage vessel (CH2); H2O condenser (C) and storage (H2O)
Consider the 50mol%NaH-NaBH4 (Na2BH5) mixture that was previously remarked
upon29. The ambient, facile hydrolysis of sodium hydride (NaH) (1-5), followed by the
exothermic process37 that occurs at elevated temperature (1-4), indicates that disodium oxide
(Na20) is a sort of catalyst for the hydrolysis of solid NaBUt (1-2).

(4)"' NaBH4 + (4)"1 Na20+(4)"1 H20 -• (4)_l NaBO, + (2)"1 NaH+(2)"1 H2

(1-4)

(2)"1 NaH+(4)"1 H20 -> (4)_1 Na20+(2)_l H2

(1-5)

Table 1.1 lists ^BHs's net energy capacities so that they can be compared with the
USDoE's targets (Figure 1.1). By assuming 100% conversion of the fuel's hydrolysis (1-6)
and complete oxidation (1-7) processes, the minimum and maximum amount of product mass
can be calculated. The USDoE's gravimetric energy capacity calculations for hydrogen
storage systems that gain weight during discharge includes the maximum possible weight of
the system; however, this constraint should not be considered as being crucial for transport
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applications; rather, within reason, the fuel's initial volume and its respective oxide's density
should be of paramount concern. For this fuel mixture, in order to maintain the highest
volumetric energy capacity possible, while capturing the maximum amount of water for a
subsequent electrolytic reverse complete oxidation (ERCO) process, the ratio, nHi()/nNaiBi()},
should not exceed a value of ~ 1.3. Beyond the USDoE's Ultimate target, the volumetric
energy capacity of pure Na2BH5 leaves 1.35 times the volume required for the fuel available
for the volume of the hydrolysis reactor and its auxiliary components. The efficient, onboard
hydrolysis of Na2BHs has not been explicitly reported on in the open literature; it poses as a
significant technical challenge that could only be superficially investigated here (Appendix B).

(5)"' Na2BH5 + (2)"' H20 -> (l O)"1 Na4B2Of + H2

(1 -6)

(5)"1 Na2BH5 + (2)_l 02 -> (l O)"1 NaAB2Os + (2)'1 H20

(1-7)

Table 1.1 Calculated net energy capacities of pure and variably hydrolyzed Na2BHs
Energy capacity
Na4B205*5H20
Na2BH5
Na4B205*2H20
Na4B205
16.3%
10.4%
8.8%
7.1%
kg H2 kg"1
3.5
5.4
2.9
2.4
kWh kg'
0.09
0.16
0.26
0.13
kg H2 dm"3
8.5
5.4
4.3
2.9
kWh dm3
T,39 / A A-.

j .Jv

1

* net energy capacities have been calculated using the literature value densities of NaH (0.92 kg dm), NaBH4^107 kg
dm"3), Na.BjO,4® (2.46 kg dm'3), and H20 (1.00 kg dm 3)

Reversible metal hydrides can also be considered as chemical hydrides. Their net
gravimetric energy capacities double if they are contemplated in this way.

The same

procedure as the one used to obtain the energy capacity values in Table 2.1 applies.
An efficient process for regenerating metal hydrides from their respective oxides is not
readily available. Elucidation of such a method and attempts to perform proof-of-concept
thereon has been the author's principal preoccupation for several years.

Amongst other

matters, this has included the clarification of the requirements pertaining to the electrolytic
reverse hydrolysis (ERH) and electrolytic reverse combustion (ERC) processes. The simplest
embodiments of the electrolytic regeneration of NaaBHs from Na4B20s are represented by the
schematics shown in Figure 1.6(a) (ERH) and Figure 1.6(b) (ERC), which are the reverse of
the processes given by (1-6) and (2-1*8), respectively.

Recently, a general patent191 was

awarded for the former process. In theory, the concepts are exceedingly simple, and can be
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described by the following: (i) the cathode is in contact with a solution of metal oxides with
their respective hydrides and dissolved H2; the most latter species is electro-reduced to hydride
ions (H ) and this invokes the reduction of the metal oxide species to oxygen anions (O ") and
its metal hydride species; (ii) a dense SOAE facilitates the transport of O2" in the internal
circuit and negates molecular cross-over between a cell's two distinct compartments; hence,
the back-reaction is avoided; and (iii) either H2O vapour (ERH) or O2 gas (ERC) formation
occurs at the anode. These hypothetical processes are based on the assumption that the SOAE
and electrodes are non-reactive with and only very sparingly soluble in the electrolytic cell's
anolyte and catholyte. As variations on this theme are conceivable, other ERH and ERC
arrangements are given in (2-4).

j 5H,

I

f

+

O2 f O2
-

f

(a)

anode (porous)

le'
le"

5H20

f

SOAE

f

O2 to2"

cathode (porous)
15H2 + Na4B20, t

4 2NaH+2NaBH4 ^

t (5/2) 02 f
le'

+

anode (porous)
O2 f O2" f

*e'

-

SOAE

f

O2 f O2

cathode (porous)
15H2 + Na4B2051

\ 2NaH+2NaBH41

Figure 1.6 (a) Schematic of an ERH cell illustrating the production of H2O and Na2BHs from
H2 and Na4B20s; (b) Schematic of an ERC cell illustrating the production of O2 and Na2BHs
from H2 and Na4B20s
As they relate themselves to the regeneration of Na2BHs from Na^Os, the schematics
illustrating the crude flow diagrams for the hypothetical, ERCO processes incorporating the
ERH and ERC unit operations are given in Figure 1.7. Ostensibly, the water electrolysis (WE)
and dehydration (D) unit operations do not represent technological barriers in the overall
development of these processes; however, the ERH and ERC unit operations have yet to be
proven.
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WE
(SOAE)
H3O (makeup)

ERH
(SOAE)

WE
(SHCE)
H2O (makeup)

ERC
(SOAE)

Figure 1.7 Block diagrams for steady state, ERCO processes (~1.0 MPa; ~823 °K) - (a) ERH
based process; (b) ERC based process
The principal focus of this work is on the development electrolytic cells that will allow
for either the ERH or ERC concepts to be proven. These concepts were previously conceived
by the author28'29 and have been re-expressed in a new thermodynamic reaction model - a socalled amphoteric formalism - which was serendipitously discovered. The article describing
the formalism can be found in (Appendix A) and is a corrected and expanded version of an
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article that was published in a proceedings . The formalism's original concentration unit
allows one to clearly define the compositions of an isothermal, isobaric, electrochemical cell's
anolyte and catholyte. Furthermore, the model unambiguously shows why ERCO processes
can only be accomplished via two separate electrolysis unit operations - WE and either ERH
or ERC.

Moreover, if there is only one obvious stable compound on all of the elemental

binary systems, the formalism can seemingly be extended to numerous NM-M-NM ternary
and higher order systems, where NM denotes a non-metal. The reader is obliged to turn to
Appendix A before proceeding onto Chapter 2.
A herein defined isothermal, isobaric, elemental, equivalent, quaternary composition
triangular-prism for the Na+,B3+,H+/H',02" system is shown in Figure 1.8. From the figure, it is
possible to extract equivalent, reciprocal sub-ternary composition squares. Aside from (1-7),
the metathesis processes discussed hitherto are all illustrated in the composition domain.
Triangulations of the sub-ternary composition squares indicate the spontaneous direction of
the various processes at the temperatures and pressures of interest. As well, the composition
of an electrochemical cell's distinct compartments can be expressed by the ratio of the electroactive element's two elemental, equivalent, ionic fractions (EEIF) (Appendix A). In this case,
the electro-active element is hydrogen. Any composition lying within the three-dimensional
composition figure can be specified by the most convenient three coordinate system - (YNS+,
Yb3+, Yh-X (YNa+i YB3+, Yo2-)> etc. The further constraint, 2Na++B3+ = X5+, makes the (2)"
lH20-(10)'lNa4B2C>5-(5)"1Na2BH5-H2

reciprocal sub-ternary composition square equivalent to

ionic stability region II in Figure A.8, which is most logically defined by the (YH+, YH.)
coordinate system.

Using this stoichiometry to calculate the standard Gibbs energy for the

reaction (AG°^t) at a specified temperature and pressure one attainsA£^,, =-F"'AG^,
which, to the first approximation, gives an estimate for the standard electrochemical potential

(&E°mel) that could be obtained from an electrochemical cell having well defined anolyte and
catholyte compositions. From KirkhofFs relationship, ACp = FT

rd2&E,

met

ar2

^

, where NCp is

y.

the difference between the summation of the products and summation of the reactants heat
capacities (Cp), values for AE"^ can be calculated using the absolute enthalpy and entropy
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and heat capacity data of the concerned compounds that are available in the FactSage™
database193.

,
(6) B2H6
(4) NaBH4 (0,M)
.
(0.25,0.75,"
(5) NajBH5
^
(0.4,0.6,1
NaH
(1,0,

(4ji'NaBOj (0
^0.25,0.75;

\

(10)'NajBiO,

/<2)'NaHj
*(0.5,0,0),

(0/''

(2)'Na,Cr

(1,0,1)

(0,0,0)
(2) NaOH
(0.5,0,1)

(2)''hjo
(0,0,1)

Figure 1.8 Isothermal, isobaric, elemental, equivalent, quaternary composition triangularprism for the Na+,B3+,H+/H",02" system defined by the (YN3+, YB3+, Y02-) EE1F coordinate
system

In Chapter 2, relative concepts and technologies to the ERH or ERC processes that
have been investigated by others are reviewed and discussed. This is followed by a secondary,
thermodynamic analysis of ERCO processes, which for convenience is based on the H2Na2BH5-Na4B205-C>2 quasi-quaternary system. Then, for the first time, in order to obtain an
idea of the overpotentials that would necessarily have to be applied for commercially operable
(>0.1 A cm'2) ERH or ERC cells, preliminary mass transfer analyses are given.

These

analyses employ a primitive circuit model that incorporates pertinent, transport property
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values taken from the open literature. As well, the merits and demerits of metal-supported and
SOAE-supported, ERH or ERC anode compartment designs are debated; the latter was chosen
prior to this project's start and its development is central to the experimental portion of this
work. This is succeeded by thermodynamic analyses of the stabilities of candidate SOAEs and
other materials with select hydridic elecrolytes. Finally, a review of thermal spray deposition
processes (TSDPes) is given; emphasis is placed on the fabrication of metal-supported,
intermediate temperature, solid oxide fuel cells (IT-SOFC) as they closely resemble ERH or
ERC cells. Particularly, radio-frequency induction-coupled oxygen-fuel vacuum suspension
plasma spraying (SPS) is discussed in detail as it was the chosen TSDP - it is the principal
reason why this endeavour was undertaken at the Universite de Sherbrooke's Centre de

recherche en energie, plasma, et electrochimie.

The general schematic for the metal-

supported, ERH or ERC anode compartment is given in Figure 1.9. In order not to deceive the
reader, it must be pointed out at the onset that a large portion of the experimental work done
here pertains to SPS process development.

secondary SOAE layer (10-20 fim)
primary SOAE layer (50 -100 |im)

porous anode layer ~ 50 |im
• porous metal support

metal support
—electric insulator
gas inlet
gas outlet

Figure 1.9 General designs for a metal-supported, ERH anode compartment

Chapter 3 is dedicated to the what, why, and how of the experimental procedures.
They include:
1. synthesis of feedstock powders required for SPS optimization and materials'
compatibilities and solubilities testing;
2. investigations of the compatibilities and solubilities of relevant commercial and
synthesized materials with select hydridic electrolytes (823 ± 10 °K, 1.00 ± 0.01 MPa);
3. ERH experimentation.
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Chapter 4 is devoted to presenting and discussing the experimental results. General
conclusion and recommendations are reserved for Chapter 5.
It will be emphasized one final time that in this text, more often than not, the
thermodynamic processes are written on an equivalent basis. This means that the negative of
the Gibbs energy of reaction (AG^), divided by Faraday's constant, gives the standard
electrochemical potential of a supposed process (i.e. Nernst equation); thus, the standard
potentials of various electrochemical processes can be conveniently compared on a one
Coulomb (equivalent) basis.
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2 BIBLIOGRAPHIC REVIEWS
2.1 Regeneration of NaBH4 from NaBC>2
If compared to the ERCO processes, the recent proposals on the regeneration NaBRt
from NaBC>2 via chemical synthesis routes20"25'41"45 are more complex and energy intensive.
For example, consumption of materials is required in the regeneration process proposed by
Kojima and Haga44 (2-1).
2H20+Si + 2C+Fe + NaBO, -» NaBH, + Si(Fe) + 2C02

(2-1)

The critical step in most of the proposed NaBfy chemical regeneration schemes is the
metathesis reaction between NaBC>2 and magnesium hydride (Mgfy).

While other metal

hydrides could perhaps be considered, the metal oxide product (e.g. MgO) would need to be
regenerated back to its respective hydride; hence, synthesis routes of this type are equivalent to
'passing the buck', and are therefore less efficient; they require significantly more unit
operations compared to what the author is proposing (Figure 1.7).
Recent reports on the electrochemical synthesis of NaBFU in aqueous and organic
media46,47 confirm the previous journal literature's findings48"51 and further alienate the
patents' claims52"54.

Clearly, NaBUt electro-oxidation processes are highly irreversible in

these media.
The USDoE's progress reports20"25 on spent NaBfy regeneration processes involve the
supposed electrolysis of molten NaOH or LiOH to metallic sodium or lithium and water using
a solid sodium-cation electrolyte (SSCE) or a solid lithium-cation electrolyte (i.e. P"-Al203).
The solid cation electrolytes prevent the back-reaction of the alkaline metals with the anode
compartment's contents.

These reports offer scant amounts of experimental details and

results.

2.2 Technologies and investigation relative to ERH and ERC
2.2.1 Molten salt - solid oxygen anion electrolyte, electrolytic processes
Molten salt - solid oxygen anion electrolyte, electrolytic processes pertain to the
production of metals from mixtures of molten salt systems containing their respective oxides
and have been considered since 197155. In their study of metal and O2 production for lunar
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applications, Sammels and Semkow56 worked with Li20(24 mol%)-Na20, Li20(66 mol%)B2O3, and Li20 (23.9 mol %)-LiF (23.6 mol %)-LiCl electrolytes, an yttria-stabiIized zirconia

(YSZ) SOAE, an Lao 89SrojoMnOj anode, and FeSi2 and Pt cathodes. For the electrolytic cell
configuration (-) FeSi2| Li20-LiF-LiCl | YSZ | LSM (+), operating at 973 °K, while applying
an overpotential of ~1 V, a reported current density of 60 mA cm"2 was obtained.

The

observed voltage plateaus were said to be due to the cathodic formation of ternary metal
alloys. Post-experimental information for the YSZ tubes was not given.
In recent years, the research group from the University of Boston, along with their
associates, have published extensively on molten salt - solid oxygen anion electrolyte,
electrolytic processes

57'63.

Figure 2.1 depicts the types of electrolytic cells that have been

investigated by this group. At the laboratory scale, magnesium58'59, tantalum60, and titanium62
have all been produced from their respective oxides; hence, the general electrolytic processes
are well established.

In all cases, a reactant for the oxygen-anions (O2) is passed through the

anode compartment to reduce the cell's potential. In their initial investigation58, while running
at 1023 °K and flowing H2 through the anode compartment, pathetically low current densities
were obtained.

With convection, large over-potentials (~ 5 V), an extended anode

compartment comprised of a carbon rod immersed in liquid copper, YSZ tubes having wall
thicknesses of 0.24 cm, and a MgF2 or MgF2-CaF2 flux saturated with MgO (1423-1575 °K),
high current densities (>1A cm'2) were obtained59. Mg vapors were condensed out of the
system in a third compartment. The overall electrolytic process was expressed by,

MgO(J> +Cis)= Mgig) +CO(H), and the observed dissociation potential was between minus
0.59 - 0.63 V. YSZ was reportedly very stable towards the liquid system; furthermore, the
electrolytic process was aimed at MgH2 regeneration for vehicular applications.
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H2(g) + o2;(YSZ)

—* H20(g) +2e
CO(g) + 02"(YSZ) -> C02(g) + 2e
C(s) + 02"(YSZ) —»CO(g) + 2e~

+
02t

©

Anode

+
0:|

SOAE

02"(melt) —* 02'(YSZ)
molten salt containing O2'

Me/++ ze~—>Me
-

Cathode -

Figure 2.1 General schematic of the molten salt - solid oxygen anion electrolyte, electrolytic
processes investigated by the University of Boston

Krishnan et al.59 expressed the cathode and anode half-reacions by (2-2) and (2-3),
respectively, while the Nernst potential (EN) was given by (2-4). With the aid of the concepts
provided in Appendix A, a different expression may be derived.

Mg2+ +2e~

(2-2)

C + O2" -> CO(g) + 2e~

(2-3)
M()l untidtJt

'Applied

Mo(catht>d$
7F

= ^l„-^()2 {anodt$

"4 F

P()

2

(2-4)

{cathode

Martin et al.64'65 investigated the production of calcium metal from liquid CaO-CaCk
at ~ 1123 °K. Their test cell, which is depicted in Figure 2.2, was equipped with an Ag/AgCI
reference electrode. O2 was produced at an inert (Pt) anode and calcium metal was deposited
on the steel cathode. Galvanostatic and potentiostatic electrolysis studies revealed that the
corrosion of YSZ occurs via synergetic chemical, thermo-mechanical, and electro-chemical
phenomena.

Using the former technique, excessive overpotentials were applied, and the

current was said to be limited by the diffusion rate of the complex (CaxOCl2X0)2" ions, which
was said to have created an environment prone to SOAE-moIten salt interactions.
Objectionable processes at and beyond the SOAE-molten salt interface were indicated by a
white to black color change that penetrated their 0.1 cm thick YSZ tube. After operating the
cell for extended periods of time, the tubes became brittle and broke. While operating under
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potentiostatic conditions, no color change was reported, but the current densities decreased
significantly during the electrolysis periods of ~ 14 hrs until the YSZ tubes broke.
Mechanisms for YSZ's degradation were discussed in terms of "hot corrosion"
processes66"69. Depending on the pO2' (i.e. -log [O2']) of the melt, the SOAE can undergo
-%

*

degradation due to oxoacid (low pO ) or oxobasic (high pO ") processes, which can be given
by (2-5) and (2-6), respectively.

Y203(YSZ) -> 2Y3+ + 302-

(2-5)

Y203(YSZ) + 02~ -> 2YO;

(2-6)

*'!. Argon in/out

it

Pi wire

h
Vilon O'ring
Cooling water jacket

Iron current lead (Armco)

YSZ zirconia tube

Reference electrode
Porous alumina tube
ft wire
Agwire
CaClj-NaCI-AgCl molten salt

1*1 deposit

CaClyCaO molten sail
Iron cathode (Armco)
Alumina crucible

Figure 2.2 Experimental set-up for the molten salt - solid oxygen anion electrolyte,
electrolytic process for the production of calcium metal6S

Others have investigated the stability of YSZ in the presence of soda lime glass70,7I,
LiF-NaF-KF72,73, Na2S(>474, and Na2SC>4-NaVC)375 melts at temperatures substantially higher
than those being considered here. Electrochemical impedance spectroscopy70, laser Raman
spectroscopy72"74, and x-ray diffraction74'75 have been used to determine corrosion mechanisms
1A

under polarized

7^

-7<;

and non-polarized ' '

j,

conditions. Deterioration in YSZ performance can

generally be attributed to the leaching of Y2O3 from the stabilized structure which causes the
formation of the more fragile Z1O2 monoclinic phase.
Rapp and Zhang76 reported that in liquid cryolite (Na3AlF6) solvent, at ~ 1200 °K,
YzOj's solubility was greater than that of A^CVs. Their molten salt - solid oxygen anion
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electrolyte investigations of electrolytic aluminum metal production succeeded Marinek's55.
As a minor variation, in order to diminish the cell's En, reforming gases were flowed through
the anode compartment. From their follow-up investigation77, which employed sodium sulfate
(Na2SC>4) solvent, it was found that the solubilities of YSZ's components were lower than
AhCVs in liquid Na2SC>4. However, aluminum reacted with the solvent. These researchers
were intent on developing an alternative to the Hall-Heroult process that is currently used for
the mass production of aluminum metal. Because of the catholytes' charge asymmetries, the
hypothetical, ERH and ERC processes (Na+, B3+/02', H") are akin to the Hall-Heroult process
(Na+, Al3+/02-, F).

2.2.2 Electrochemistry implicating the hydrogen anion
Following the discovery of liquid lithium hydride's high ionic conductivity, in his
seminal paper78, G. N. Lewis suggested that atomic hydrogen should be the first element of the
periodic table's IA and VIIA columns. Bardwell's article79 entitled "Hydrogen as a halogen in
metallic hydrides", includes the first in-depth, experimental investigation of the electrolysis of
dissolved hydrides (NaH, KH and, CaH2) in liquid KCl-NaCl mixtures at ~ 630 °K.
Electrolysis invoked gas formation at the anode; hence, by the quanitities gas evolved,
ostensibly, hydrogen anions were oxidized to H2. There was nearly a forty year hiatus in the
molten metal hydride -electrochemistry literature until Indig and Snyder's obscure article80
was published on the electrolysis of supposedly solid LiH in contact with liquid LiCl-KCI (~
640 °K). Later on, in their investigations of the thermodynamic properties of the Li-H binary
system (675-885 °K), Johnson et al.81 carried out electromotive force (EMF) measurements on
Li(l) | LiX - LiHstd | H2 (g) Fe cells. Plambeck et al.82 investigated a lithium hydride cell by
cyclic voltammetric and chronopotentiometric techniques. The oxidation reaction was said to
be a two-electron process and the electro-reduction of dissolved H2, to H' , was sluggish
because of a speculative, intermediate, chemical reaction.
Significant efforts towards the development of thermally regenerative EMF cells were
made during the 1960s. These processes have the potential to transform industrial waste heat
into useful electrical work. They involve the thermal decomposition of a compound at high
temperature, along with its simultaneous, galvanic reformation at low temperature. As the
book

01

devoted to these types of processes indicates, there are many possible arrangements.
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Since these pioneering investigations of molten metal hydride electrochemistry, the
investigations by American and Japanese researchers has been largely focused on the
measurement of the thermodynamic properties of solid M-H systems.

For these

investigations, a metal hydride, which is dissolved in a molten salt, is used as the hydrogen
source.
Similar to the technique concieved by Kiukolla and Wagner85, Weppner and Huggin84
introduced a galvanostatic intermittent titration technique for the investigations of M-H86,87
binary and M-H-M88'90 ternary systems. Amongst other matters, their technique allows for the
simultaneous

measurement

of

the

electroactive

component's

diffusion

coefficient.

Electrochemical cells having hydrogen as the electro-active species at both electrodes have
been investigated. The electrochemical cell's potential is given by (2-7).

E=

PT

— In aH

(2-7)

nF
From the relation aH = pi], where aH is the activity of hydrogen at the working
electrode on the atomic concentration scale, the thermodynamic properties of £M-H systems
are obtainable. In other words, pressure-composition studies are analogous to their potentialcomposition studies, wherefore small changes in the applied potential correspond to large
pressure change. Molten salt systems containing soluble metal hydrides are essentially void of
H2O and O2; hence, the working electrode is free of oxide layers that would otherwise
complicate the formation of £M-H type alloys.
Japanese researchers

9I"98

have carried out similar investigations in alkaline metal

chloride and bromide melts containing small quantities of LiH between 523-773 °K. Working
electrodes that are both reactive and inert to H2 have been investigated.

2.2.3 Solid oxygen anion electrolytes
Hypothetical, ERH and ERC cells' anolytes and catholytes must be separated from
each other by a dense SOAE. The dense SOAE facilitates the conduction of the internal
current (O2') and eliminates molecular cross-over.
back-reactions to occur.

Molecular cross-over would allow for

Now, the fundamental theory of O2" conduction in SOAEs, along

with the applications and state-of-the-art of SOAEs, will be briefly reviewed.
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A. Theory of solid-state oxygen-anion conduction
An ionic compound's structure approaches near perfect periodicity as its temperature
approaches absolute zero. With increasing temperature, the magnitude of the vibrations of the
crystal's lattices augment. This causes disordering within the crystalline structure; hence, ion
vacancies form, which results in the crystal attaining slight ionic conductivity. In the case of
metal oxide compounds, the addition of aliovalent cations on the normal sites of one of its
cationic sub-lattices results in the formation of a significant number of O2" vacancies (V"A).

V('A are considered as mobile ionic species that are susceptible to the influences of an applied
electric field. Wagner" was the first to explain O2' conduction phenomena for the case of
doped ZrC>2.
From Ohm's law (2-8), the ionic current density (iionlc) can be equated to either the
product o f t h e s p e c i f i c i o n i c c o n d u c t a n c e ( < x , „ „ ( c ) a n d t h e a p p l i e d e l e c t r i c p o t e n t i a l f i e l d ( E ) ,
or as the product of the number of normal sites (N), the fraction of normal sites that are
vacant (nv), the absolute charge of the vacancy (q), and the average drift velocity of the V"AV
( V OAV )•
home =

= qXnvvOAV = q\y"A\nOAVE-x

(2-8)

The charge carrier mobility (fj()AV - vOAVE'x) comes from the Nernst-Einstein
relationship (nOAV = {kf)'1 qDOAV). From the random walk theory, under isothermal, isobaric
conditions, the diffusion coefficient of V"A (DOAV) is modeled as a function of the Debye
frequency (v), the ion's jump-distance (a0), and the Gibbs energy of migration (AGm) (2-9).
Aw =a>exp^AG^ =

a >exp^^exp^

A// ^

(2-9)

The specific conductance of a material is presented by Arrhenius plots, where In
(v„>nJ) or logio(er)mc) is plotted as a function of (1000/T), which often gives a straight line
with a slope equivalent to AHm (2-10). This is, however, not always the case, as ASmmay
also be a temperature dependent quantity due to, for example, a phase change or clustering
phenomena109.
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=

(2"10)

p[ ^Tkl)

In solid-state electrochemistry, Kroger-Vink notation100 is used to describe the
electrochemical reaction at the so-called triple boundary layer (2-11).

The relation infers that

O2 (in a pore), a free electron (electrode), and a V"A, (SOAE) simultaneously come together to
form a filled vacancy site (O™).

02+2V"A+4e- =20%

(2-11)

From the law of mass action, if it is assumed that the [ V')A ] is dependent on the dopant
concentration, it can be shown that[e"Joe
conducting materials.

There are many mixed (electron, hole, ion)

The summation of their transport numbers (f,) is equal to unity

C^Jj = 1). While a SOAE's cation transport number(s) are negligible because of the cations'
J

diffusion coefficients being several orders of magnitude lower than that of V"A 's, the
magnitude of the electronic transport number (te), which stems from n-type conductivity, is of
concern. (2-12) gives the theoretical potential of a concentration cell with the SOAE having
only n-type and V"A conduction, where tionicis V"A 's transport number, and P0i and P()i are the
O2 pressures at the cathode and anode electrolyte interfaces, respectively.

DT In PL
Y*
£=

11,..J In/J,,

(2-12)

Assuming that a SOAE has only ionic and electronic conduction, then Pg can be
defined as the O2 pressure when the transport numbers are equivalent (i.e. tjnmc = te = 0.5); thus,
the expression tionil. = \\ + PgAP(^^

is derived, and its substitution into (2-12), while

applying the constraint P0i « P^, yields the result (2-13) first derived by Schmalzried101.
For the SOAE, CaO-doped Z1O2, at ~ 1273 °K, values of Pe range between -24 to -31 atm;
however, (2-20) does not mean that O2 must be present to avoid n-type conductivity; rather,

Pa could be considered as a measure of the [O2 ] on either side of the SOAE; hence, O2"
bearing compounds are proportional to P0 .
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(2-13)

B. Applications of SOAE technology
EtselPs and Flenglas's review102 shows that numerous studies have investigated the
thermodynamic properties of metal and

metal oxide equilibria

electrochemical cells' compartments are void of O2.

where both of the

For example, cells of the type

Mi,Mi0|S0AE|M20,M2 have been used for the measurement of the thermodynamic properties
of the reaction given by (2-14); furthermore, cells using inert electrodes (e.g. Pt) can be used
for the determination of a metal's activity in an alloy using cells of the type Pt| MiO, Mi
|SOAE| M|0, M1-M2 |Pt.
M, + M20 -> M2 + MxO

(2-14)

Cell arrangements of the type (xreference)|02-Mi0-M20|S0AE| O2-M1 0-M20|(Xworking)
have been used for the determination of activity coefficients.
somewhat relevant case for the 02-Na20-B203 system103.

This has been done in the

Other arrangements have been

employed for the measurement of the free energy of metal oxide formation from their
respective elements104 and for the determination of O2 solubility in molten metals105.
Thus far, the most investigated SOAE application has been solid oxide fuel cells
(SOFC) operating with air-02 (cathode) and H2-H2O (anode).

Mobius106 has given a

historical account of the advances in this field of study from its inception in 1853 up until
1970, after which time global research efforts intensified.
By definition, the word galvanic can be replaced by electrolytic for the cells just
described, if a potential of reverse polarity with an absolute magnitude greater than |EN| is
applied. Such processes include water electrolysis107, carbon and hydrogen production from
water and carbon monoxide108, the molten salt - solid oxygen anion electrolyte processes
(2.2.1), and so on. SOAE materials, as they pertain to ERCO processes, will now be reviewed
and discussed.

C. SOAEs for the hypothetical ERH and ERCprocesses
Up until the present, the investigated molten salt-solid oxygen anion electrolyte
processes (2.2.1) were operated at high temperatures (1353 ± 120 °K) and used SOAEsupported anode compartments. NaH's thermal decomposition28,29 (923 ± 10 °K; 1.00 ± 0.01
MPa ) limits the ERH and ERC processes to much lower operating temperatures (748 ± 75
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°K). Because of YSZ's relatively low crionjc at the desired temperatures (Figure 2.3), only if its
layer's thickness is < 20 |xm could it be considered for the hypothetical, ERH or ERC
Reviews109'110 indicate that the conductivities of the double-doped LaGaCh

processes.

perovskite, doped ceria fluorite, and scandia stabilized zirconia (ScSZ) fluorite SOAEs can
fulfill the operating temperature constraint if the SOAE layers are < 100 |im. The criteria that
have been put forth by the thin-filmed, intermediate temperature SOFC (IT-SOFC)
community111 can be extended to the metal-supported, ERH and ERC anode compartments of
interest (Figure 1.9).

The SOAE must have excellent chemical stability with all other

connecting materials (i.e. molten salt, anode material and the anode's chemical environment);
the cells must have long cell operational lifespans (4000-5000 hrs); the various cell layers
must have similar thermal expansion coefficients (TEC); the SOAE must have acceptable
thermal and mechanical properties and have a crl0„ic >0.01 S cm"1; and so forth.
At elevated temperatures, the ceria doped (Gd, Sm, etc.) fluorite family of SOAEs are
unstable in reducing atmospheres112. Ceria experiences a change in its oxidation state (Ce4+ to
Ce3+); hence, this SOAE family cannot be in direct contact with either hydridic electrolytes
contined in the hypothetical ERC or ERH cathode or ERH anode compartments.
In 1994 Ishihara et al.113 reported on the near pure O2" conduction of certain
compositions belonging to the doped-doped LaGa03 perovskite family. A review114 of the
first decade of international investigation of these materials is available. The extraordinary
electronic properties of Lao7Sro3Gao.7Feo.2Mgo.|03.g (LSGFM) at low temperatures were later
reported on by the same group115'117. Using LSGFM as the primary SOAE, a 0.5 mm thick,
SOAE-supported IT-SOFC was prepared. A Lao.gSro iGao.8Mgo.203^ interlayer was deposited
by pulsed laser deposition and a 90wt%Ni-Fe electro-catalytic anode and, Smo sSro 5Co03^
cathode layers were applied by screen-printing. Their cells yielded power densities of 0.2 and
•j

0.1 W cm" at 873 and 773 °K, respectively. LSGFM has mixed electronic conductivity and
the addition of a thin (< lfim) LSGM interlayer blocks electron flow

to the anode SOAE

interface thereby allowing for near pure O " conduction through the multi-layer assembly. As
presented by Ishihara et al.115, Figure 2.3 shows the Arrhenius plots of some of the more
relevant SOAE.

The recent and drastic improvement in <rmmc is encouraging for the

hypothetical, ERH or ERC processes being considered here.
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Figure 2.3 Arrhenius plots for relevant SOAEs117
Having reviewed the relative concepts to the hypothetical ERH and ERC processes, a
secondary thermodynamic and a preliminary kinetic (i.e. mass transfer) analyses of
hypothetical cells is forthcoming.

For convenience, they will be centered on the quasi-

quaternary, H2-Na2BH5-Na4B205-C>2 system.

2.3 Thermodynamic assessment of an ERCO process
This analysis refers to the block diagrams for the steady-state, ERCO processes given
in Figure 1.7. According to the USDoE2, the well-to-power plant efficiency (WTPPE) for offboard, hydride regeneration processes must exceed a value of 0.6. WTPPE is defined as the
ratio of the energy available to the automotive power-plant, which is calculated from the LHV
of the available H2, divided by the total amount of energy devoted to the regeneration of the
hydride, which includes the energy required for the production of H2 via water electrolysis and
other material and thermal input streams.
For a hypothetical ERCO process incorporating a ERC unit operation (Figure 1.7(b)),
operating at 923 °K, using the available thermodynamic compound data193, Calabretta and
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Davis29 calculated a WTPPE of 52.6%; hence, the production and storage of H2 in the Na2BHs
complex was 63.36 kWh kg H2'1. To account for losses, the electrical energy input stream for
the WE and ERC unit operations were multiplied by 1.2 and 1.3 times their respective,
theoretical values, and the thermal energy stream required for the preheating of the reactants
was multiplied by 1.1.
In retrospect, as is the case in the Hall-Heroult process, N848205 could be dissolved in
the hydridic electrolyte so that its concentration does not exceed a few wt% (Figure 2.5).
Although not indicated in Figure 1.7, the exothermic latent heats of freezing (i.e. -

AH^"f a n d - A ) o f t h e E R C o r E R H c o n d e n s e d p h a s e p r o d u c t s c o u l d b e u t i l i z e d i n t h e
dehydration of hydrated Na4B20s. The experimentally obtained literature values for the latent
heats of fusion for NaH192 and NaBH/9, along with the calculated value for Na4B20s193, are
open to scrutiny; if used, however, the stoichiometric ratio of the fusion enthalpies of the
condensed
(i.e.(2

phase

products

to

the
is

the

0.82.

condensed
A//£-,

phase

which

was

reactant
obtained

experimentally29, seems low compared to analogous salts, and a reproducible experimental
value was not obtained. This may have been because of an unspecified reaction between
NaBH4 and the aluminum crucible, or to vapour mass loss; hence, the largest measured value
was used.
Taking the above considerations into account, on the basis of one mole of Na4B20s, the
ERCO process incorporating the ERH unit operation (Figure 1.7(a)) will be assessed. The ca.
thermal energies193to heat solid Na4B20s from room temperature to 823 °K, and to heat and
vaporize five moles of H2O from room temperature to 923 °K, are 127.66 and 334.30 kJ,
respectively. The summation, plus 18% of AHffaXo, (18.02 kJ) multiplied by 1.1 (losses)
gives a thermal energy estimate of 528.0 kJ. The ca. electrical energy requirements for the
electrolysis of ten moles of H2O and for the corresponding, hypothetical, ERH process at their
respective temperatures are 1968.8 and 1032.2 kJ.

When multiplied by 1.2 and 1.3,

respectively, to account for overpotentials, gives an electrical energy requirement of 3591.6 kJ.
Therefore, the overall ERCO energy requirement in this case is 4231.4 kJ, which renders a
WTPPE of 57.1 %. As previously mentioned29, because of the low energy penalty associated
with CH2, a hybrid mode to hydrogen storage (Figure 1.5) would further increase the WTPPE.
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Notably, ERH and ERC are endothermic processes.

Additional thermal energy may be

required if Joule heating is insufficient to maintain the unit operation at the desired operating
temperature.
Formation reactions can be expressed in amphoteric notation (Appendix A) by
assessing the formal charges of the product compound and writing it in its equivalent form

((qAqH)~lAqiBq ). The left hand side of the reaction is then expressed as an equivalent
compound whereby the elements are assigned oxidation states of opposite sign and equivalent
magnitude. This convention has been is applied to the three compounds Na4B20s (2-15),
NaaBHs (2-16), and H2O (2-17) that are required for this discussion. This results in reaction
stoichiometrics that render AEFORM = -F"'AG^rm.
(5)rlAfa,2>+W'Q ->(lorN°AO,

„.|5)

(1 0)~' x\~o^ -> (1 o)-1 x\+o]-

(5)-'AM+Wff, MiTNatBH,
(5)' 1 X 5 -H; ->(5YX S + H;

(4)"'02 +(2)_i^2 ->(2)"'//20

(iy X H ~ 2 o 2+ ->(2Y 1 H;O 2 '
Using the available thermodynamic data193, while assuming the most stable phase of
the elements and compounds at 0.1 MPa, six relevant standard potentials are plotted as a
function of temperature in Figure 2.4. Three of the plots correspond to the three standard
formation potentials

arA£° (2-15),md£° (2-16),

and0//A£°(2-17) for the three principle

binary compounds that can be found in the isothermal, isobaric, equivalent, reciprocal subternary, composition triangle given in Figure A.8. Na+B = X, or more specifically (5)"'X5+X5",
is substituted for (5)"'((2Na+B3+)(2Na"B3")).
Q COMBUST,(2.18),OXAE°

The relationships between

HyJr"'yx,sA£°(l-

(2-15), ™ AE° (2-16), and OFIAE' (2-17) are easily deduced from

the arguments given in Appendix A. The 02"-X-H composition domain given in Figure A.8
pertains to this analysis; amongst other matters, it illustrates the here defined standard metal
combustion potential (Me'r"mA£° (2-19)).
(5)"1 Na2BH; +(4)"'02 -*(\Q)~lNaAB205 +(2)~lH2

(2-18)

(2)_l H20+(5)~l Na2B -» (lO)-1 Na4B205 +{2 )~l H2

(2-19)
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It

was already

shown

thatr"mftuv"""AF=xoAE°

wheremAF* =Q,c"mhu*"""AE°=xoAE°, and

ML ; therefore, at the temperature

WA£°undergoes

a change in sign from positive to

negative with increasing temperature; hence, above Na2BHs's decomposition temperature,
<••"»>»>*»»»&£^>WAET. Likewise, it can be shown that
temperature where mAE° = 0,

MelComAE° =Hydrol)*isAE°

MaC"mMT

+ WAF ; thus at the

>MeK'"mAE° with increasing

and

temperature.
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Figure 2.4 Calculated potentials (V) that are relevant to the Na2BHs-Na4B205 ERH and ERC
processes (0.1 MPa)) plotted as a function of temperature
Plots for

c"mhm"""AE°(2-18)

and

Hydr",ys'*hE°{\-6)

multiplied by 1.3 (dotted plots)

represents applied potentials in hypothetical cells operating with significant current densities
(< 0.1 A cm"2). From this analysis it can be concluded that: (i) the cathodic material must have
high overpotentials towards metal (i.e. Na or B) formation; (ii) the cathodic material must
have low overpotentials towards H2 electro-reduction; and (iii) the stated processes should be
operated at the lowest possible temperature.
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Although NaaBHs's calculated decomposition temperature under these conditions is
815 °K, it has been shown that, once it is in solution with NaBfy under positive hydrogen
pressures, NaH decomposes at significantly higher temperatures ' .

Theoretically, it is

preeminently the low conductivities of the available SOAEs that discourage the possibility of
operating ERH or ERC cells at temperatures < 673 °K. The liquid, anhydrous £M+,B3+,H+/H"
,02' system having a significant value of Y()1_

probably exists at significantly lower

temperature. Few investigations'18''19 on this interesting topic are available.
Again, investigations of ERC or ERH processes are not bound to the liquid, anhydrous
Na+,B3+,H+/H",02~ system's isopleth whereby^ =0.4 (Figure 2.5). Only for convenience
was it chosen as a base-case for this aniysis as it results in the hypothetical formation of single
borate species rather than a mixture of NaBC>2 and Na4B20s or Na3BC>3 and N848205.

MN4BAM.
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Figure 2.5 Relevant liquidus topology29 of the anhydrous Na+,B3+/H',02' (EEIF) system at
1.55 ± 0.01 MPa (H2) with isotherms given in ± 5 °C
A detailed mass transport analysis of hypothetical ERH or ERC cells has never been
presented; the previous assumptions that 1.3*("mhux"°"£j?°

or

\2>*Hydr",y!"*dd?° would be

acceptable applied potentials for commercial cells were arbitrary and probably optimistic.
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2.4 Mass transfer analyses of hypothetical ERH and ERC cells
The nature of the considered fuel cycle is such that electro-reduction of one mole of
N848205 to two moles of Na2BHs is equivalent to storing 20.16 g of H2. A kinetic analysis
will now be made for a hypothetical, ERH or ERC unit operation operating at 823 °K and 1
MPa producing 5 kg H2 day"1. This corresponds to solid Na4B20s volumetric and molar flow
rates of 0.23 ml s"1 and 2.87x10"3 mol s"1. The supposed cathodic half-reaction in both ERH
and ERC cells is given by (2-20).

Na4B2Os + 5H2 +10e" -> 2Na2BH5 + SO1'

(2-20)

Using this ten-electron basis, from Faraday's law (2-21), the molar electrolytic rate of
consumption (dN/dt) corresponds to an overall current (/(7.u) of 2770 A.

If an average

current density {ici;LL) of 0.1 A cm"2 is assumed, such a unit operation would require a cathode,
anode or SOAE surface area of at least 2.77 m2. Taking r'jm6u5"°',A£0 or

at 823 °K

(Figure 2.4), multiplication of their values by 1.3 corresponds to overvoltages of 0.32 and 0.64
V, respectively.
—=

dt

1<i:u

(2-21)

nF
The circuit model shown in Figure 2.6 closely resembles the one that Krishnan et al.59

used to analyze their molten salt - solid oxygen anion electrolyte process. It serves as a useful
starting point for discussions on mass transfer in hypothetical ERH or ERC cells. Here,
and

RMS'

R S O A ,'

, are the resistances to ionic transfer in the SOAE and molten salt, respectively.

Cryolite melts used in the Hall-Heroult process are known to have a t

t

close to unity;

however, F' is more rigidly attached to Al3+ and Na+ than H' is to B3+ and Na+. Therefore, it is
possible that t

could be significant in these hydridic electrolytes. From the investigation on

the sodium cation's conductivity in Na4B205 by Martin120, a crNo+ of 0.06 S cm"1 at 823 °K will
be assigned as an approximate value for R M S ' ; furthermore, a molten salt layer thickness of 1-2
mm is assumed.
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RSOAi;e and RMS" are the SOAE and molten salt resistances to electronic transfer. As
R S O A I*

is large for SOAE having tmmc > 0.99, the bottom portion of the upper parallel circuit

can be neglected.
RCT

Rsoae'

RMS'

RMT

vi4—m—w—m—«i—

Rsoae'

Rms'

-m

w-

R«ternal
W

^Applied
|l

'CELL

Figure 2.6 A general circuit model for ERH or ERC cells
R CT is the summation of the charge transfer resistances experienced at the anode and

cathode. From the study of Ishihara et al.121 at 673 °K, the overvoltage of 0.05 V can be
substituted for either ERH (Ni90wt%-Fe) or ERC (SmCoCh) anodes. An equal value will be
arbitrarily used to approximate the overvoltage at the cathode thus giving an RCROF 0.1 V.
R MR may stem from: (i) the availability of H2 at the cathode - hydridic electrolyte

interface; or (ii) the diffusion of complex oxide-hydride species to the SOAE-molten salt
interface; or (iii) the rates of dissociation of complex species to give O2". Pal and Britten122
suggest that the diffusion coefficient of O2" be in the order of 10"5 cm2 s'1 for the transfer of O2"
across the molten salt/SOAE interface to be non-rate-limiting in the overall process.

For

comparison114, Lao.9Sro lGao.sMgo^Oj^ has a Dy„ of 6.40 10"scm2 s"1 at 1073 °K.

2.4.1 Hydrogen mass transfer to the cathode
The theoretical concentration of hydrogen available for reduction at the cathode is
highly dependent on the ERH or ERC cell's design.

A. Dissolved hydrogen
From Henry's law (i.e. Ch2 = k*Pm)> using the measured92 constant of 5.68 10'12 mol
cm"3 Pa"1 for dissolved H2 in the liquid H2-LiCl-KCl system at 723 °K, the concentration of
dissolved H2 at 1.0 MPa would be 5.68 10'3 mol dm"3. If H2 is indeed dissolved as a molecular
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entity, and if convection is excluded from consideration, only diffusional migration would
determine its rate of transfer to the cathode during electrolysis; hence, the relationship given
by (2-22) is valid65. [//2Lt

an<*

[^2 L«/*are

concentrations (mol dm"3)of dissolved H2 at

the cathode-molten salt interface and in the bulk, respectively, and i{im and i are the limiting
and actual current densities.
[^L« _ 'lim

[^2 Lulh

—'

(2-22)

'lim

As the electro-reduction of H2 is a two electron process, the flux ( J ) is related the current
density (/ = 2FJ). From Fick's law we have (2-23), where S is the length corresponding to the
concentration gradient from the bulk to the catholyte - molten salt interface, and is here
assigned a value of 10 fim. While substituting a measured97 dissolved H2 diffusion coefficient
(DHi) of 3.2 x 10"5 cm2 s"1 into (2-23), the ca. value for /ljm is 3.6 x 10'3 A cm'2.
..

T-fdAH,L
bulk

(2-23)

s

The obvious way to counteract these low current densities is to employ porous, inert
cathodes having surface areas of the order of 103 compared to the SOAE's surface that is in
contact with the catholyte.

The binary temperature-composition, Cu-(H, Na, B) phase

diagrams123 reveals that liquid Na-Cu amalgam forms at 753 °K and the" solubility of Cu is
~0.01 wt% at 823 °K; furthermore, Cu is essentially inert to B and H at 823 °K; thus, Cu's
thermodynamic stability, along with its low cost, makes it a promising, inert, cathodic material
for the applications considered here.

B. Metallic hydrogen membranes
The flux of hydrogen to the cathode - molten salt interface could be facilitated by a closedended, tubular, hydrogen membrane. Several materials such as vanadium, tantalum, niobium,
or palladium could be considered

"

. Pd?7Ag23 (wt %) has a permeability ((ft) of 2.4 x 10"

mol m'1 s"1 Pa"05 at 673 °K125, and the flux of atomic hydrogen through its thickness (/) is
given by (2-24).

P2 and P{ are the pressures at the low and high pressure sides of the

membrane, respectively.
exponent 0.5 as fy's

Their difference (Z*,0 5 - P205 ) is given with their values to the

solubility is half of its atomic value. If the operator has control of the
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pressure at the tube's interior, and if the membrane is of the order of several microns thick, (225) allows for an estimation of possible current densities. Figure 2.7 shows the theoretically,
achievable, current densities as a function of a Pd77Ag23 membrane's thickness for the
scenarios wherefore two pressure differential values (2-25) are calculated. For hypothetical,
commercial, ERH and ERC cells, the raw material(s) and manufacturing costs, the hydrogen
membrane's stability under cell operating conditions, and the mechanical strength as a
function of applied pressure would also have to be taken into consideration.

J=

AK5 - P ™ )

(2-24)

(2-25)

x
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Figure 2.7 ERH or ERC cells' current density dependence on Pd77Ag23 layer thicknesses for
two pressure differential values (2-25)

C. Ceramic solid hydrogen anion electrolytes
Using the quasi-elastic neutron scattering technique, Bridges et al.

found the rock-

salt/perovskite LaSrCoCbHoj to be a solid hydrogen anion electrolyte (SHAE) and measured
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its diffusion coefficient I)- to be 8.5 ± 1.3 x 10"5 cm2 s'1 at 750 °K.

H

If the SHAE is

thermodynamically stable in the hydridic electrolyte, the possibility of constructing of double
solid membrane ERH or ERC cells (e.g. (-) H2|SHAE| Na2BH5-Na4B205|S0AE|H20-H2(+))
exists. Given the reports by Hayward et al.127 (< 473 °K) and Hayward and Rosseinsky128 (>
473 °K), processes given by (2-26) and (2-27) occurred, respectively.
(2)"1 LaNi03 + (2)"' NaH -• (2)"1 LaNi02 + (2)"1 NaOH
(2)"1 M3+ + (2)"' H~ -> (2)"1 Ni+ + (2)"1 H+

LaSrCoO, + xNaH —> LaSrCoO. , + xNaOH
4

(2-27)

Co3+ + (2)"' H~ -> Co2* + (2)"' H+
Analogous processes would be highly detrimental to transition metal containing SOAE like
LSGFM (2.2.3). A fuller discussion of potential, objectionable, chemical processes will be in
sub-section (2.5).

2.4.2 Mass transfer of O2"
A. To the molten salt SOAE interface
The molten salt must fully wet the SOAE in order for there to be a good transference
across their interface.

Molten salts are often said to have preferred ordering (i.e.

complexation); hence, the [O2 ] may be limited by the dissociation of complex ionic species
that can be described by the acid-base concept129 as it applies to the relevant case (2-28). With
regards the Na^Osfy-NaBRt-NaH sub-ternary system of interest (Figure 2.5), the acid-base
concept can also be applied to the B20sH26* complex ion (2-29). Combining (2-28) and (2-29)
would yield the supposed [O2"] in the melt.

base o acid + O2'
2BO]~

B20*~ + 02~

B2Ol~

2BO; + O2'

(2-28)

base <-» acid + H~

(2-29)

B205H62~ ^B2045-+2H~
It should be noted that due to the similarity between the ionic radius'130 of H' (1.42 ±
0.09

A) and O2" (1.40 A)in alkaline and alkaline earth

metal hydrides, H" could substitute the

O2" in the V"A byway of the process H~ + V"A —> H*)A. On the other hand, H"'s free ionic
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radius as calculated by Pauling131 is considerably larger (2.08

A), thereby

making the process

doubtful. However, calculating ionic sizes is a dubious process132.
If the rate-limiting step in the overall ERH or ERC processes is not due to H2 mass
transfer to the cathode, then what sort of reduction occurs between H" and the supposed 0 '
bearing complexes? The desired processes may occur at the cathode-molten salt interface, or
in the bulk of the solution, or at or near the SOAE-molten salt interface. If the reduction
occurs at the bulk near the SOAE-molten salt interface, while neglecting electronic migration,
the process could be dependent on the diffusion of H". 598 ± 75 °K, using voltammetry and
chronopotentiometry, Kasajami et al.97 found that the diffusion coefficient of H" (DH_) in the
liquid LiBr-KBr-CsBr-LiH system could be approximated by the relationship, 0.12 exp (45000//?7) cm2 s"1. Assuming that the relationship holds in the liquid, Na2BH5-Na4B205, subbinary system is similar, by extrapolation to 823 °K, DH_ is 10"4 cm2 s"\ which exceeds Pal's

criterion

122

.

Martin et al.65 remarked that the experimental dissociation constant for the
Cax0Cl2X02" complex anions, the p[02'] in the CaO-CaCl2 melt, along with the value of D()1,,
would have made it impossible for them to have obtained the current densities that they did
during their potentiostatic experiments.

Therefore, they concluded that the diffusion of

complex ions to the SOAE-molten salt interface was the current limiting factor.
The high current densities (> 1 A cm" ) achieved by Krishnan et al.

CQ

were only

possible while agitating their melt which was tailored to have low viscosity. No experimental
viscosity data exists for the Na2BH5-Na4B20s sub-binary system; such investigations of the
Na20-B203 binary are limited its B2O3 rich composition domain. In fact, no other studies than
2R

2Q

those previously cited '

^

^

2

exist for the liquid, anhydrous Na ,B ,H /H",0 " system of interest;

any estimates of its respective transport properties should be considered as being highly
subjective.
In summary, the transport of O2" from liquid electrolyte-SOAE interface is a highly
speculative subject that should be left to the experimentalist to investigate.

B. Across the SOAE
The anode compartment could either be SOAE or metal supported, with the former
typically having thicknesses that are an order of magnitude greater than the latter's. Knowing
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the cr,(m,cof each layer in a multi-layer assembly of SOAE, the summation of the individual
resistances of each SOAE layer of thickness (/,) allows one to estimate RS0Al'. Assuming that
the area parallel to the SOAE surface is 1 cm2, multiplyingRSOAb' by the assigned minimum
current density (0.1 A cm"2) gives the estimated overpotential, iRSOAl!, of the SOAE assembly
(2-30).

h '
^ A Oionic, J

(2-30)

0.1 S cm"1), but its thermodynamic

At 823 °K, LSGFM has the highest
stability with the melt in questionable (2.4.1).

SOAE-supported, ERH or ERC cells may

therefore be multi-layered wherefore a thin layer of ScSZ or LSGM (crton(q~0.01 S cm"1)
protects the LSGFM layer from the hydridic electrolyte, while still allowing for the transport
of O2" through the assembly.

2.4.3 Overpotential assessment for hypothetical, ERH and ERC cells
Figure 2.8 show the plot for the calculated overpotentials for hypothetical, ERH or
>y

ERC cells operating at 823 °K with a current density of 0.1 A cm" as a function of the
LSGFM-support thickness.

The overpotential due to charge transfer at both electrodes is

assumed to be 0.1 V and the thickness of the protective SOAE layer having an crlrinic of 0.01 S
cm"1 to be 20 jim. The RMS' has been assessed assuming a catholyte thickness of 1 and 2 mm
while RM1 has been assigned a value of null.
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Figure 2.8 Overpotentials plotted as a function of SOAE support thickness for the examples
whereby LSGFM-supported, ERH and ERC cells (823 °K, 0.1 MPa) having molten salt layer
thicknesses of 1 and 2 mm are operated at 0.1 A cm"2
Horizontal lines correspond to the assigned overpotentials (2.3) of 0.32 V (ERH) and
0.64 V (ERC). Under the aforementioned assumptions, SOAE-support thicknesses for ERH
cells would have to be impractically thin (< 0.5 mm). Notably, ERH cells with an LSGFMsupport thickness of 0.24 cm, as was the case for the YSZ tubes used by Krishnan et al.59,
gives a ca. overpotential of 0.51 V, which lessens the calculated WTPPE (2.3) to 54.7%.
Admittedly, at the start of the project, the author was unaware of LSGFM's existence
and had chosen a thin-filmed, metal-supported, ERH (or ERC) cell design. The plots in Figure
2.8 indicate that the process would not be limited by the SOAE's conductivity if high-quality,
thin-filmed (< 100 ^m), metal-supported, ERH or ERC anode compartments could be
prepared (Figure 1.9). Ostensibly, the SOAE has high thermodynamic stability with the melt;
hence, a discussion of possible detrimental processes involving the liquid catholyte and the
SOAE is warranted.
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2.5 Thermodynamic assessment of materials' compatibilities
Experimentally, other than a preliminary pressure differential thermal analysis
investigation144 of YSZ and Lao gSro^Gao.gMgo 2034 sintered pellets with molten Na2BHs (923
± 5 °K, 1.00 ± 0.01 MPa), nothing has been reported on materials' compatibilities/solubilities
with/in the anhydrous, liquid Na+,B3+,H+/ H",02" system (Figure 2.5). There was an obvious
white to black color change in the sintered YSZ after exposing it to liquid NaiBHs whereas
Lao 8Sro 2Gao gMgo 203^ sintered discs appeared to be stable; however, the analytical technique
lacked the resolution required to determine the solubility of the components in the hydridic
melt.

The thermodynamic analysis given in this sub-section will be followed by crude

experimental investigations of the compatibilities and solubilities of SOAE and electronically
insulating materials with and in the hydridic melts (823 ± 10 °K, 1.00 ± 0.01 MPa (H2)). For
commercial ERH and ERC cells under both non-polarizing and polarizing conditions (2.2.1),
the materials must be non-reactive and very sparingly soluble with and in the hydridic
electrolytes.
Potential detrimental

processes under

non-polarizing conditions will

now

be

considered. Firstly, for the rare-earth metal hydrogen binary systems, only the binary MH2
hydrides should be considered as compounds135; therefore, reactions between the hydridic
electrolytes and the SOAE's rare-earth oxides would result in H2 rare-earth dihydride
formation; hence, as given by (2-31) and (2-32), the rare-earth metal would have its oxidation
state reduced. Secondly, reactions expressed by (2-33) parallel those that were encountered by
Hayward and Rosseinsky128 wherefore NaH reduces one of a SOAE's oxide components to a
metal oxide of a lower oxidation state; furthermore, NaH may have the capacity to further
reduce a metal oxide in its lowest state to the metallic phase (2-34). The combination of (233) and (2-34) results in the process given by (2-35). In an analogous fashion, H2 may also
have the capacity to reduce a metal oxide to either a lower oxidation (2-36) or metallic (2-37)
state. Finally, the metathesis reactions given by (2-38), (2-39), and (2-40), are illustrated in
the isothermal, isobaric, quaternary, composition triangular-prism for the Na+,B3+,Mq+/02",H"
system shown in Figure 2.9. Given the decomposition temperatures of the corresponding
borohydrides (see Table 2.1 and Figure 1.3), intuitively, these processes are seemingly
unfavorable. However, due to the severe lack of available thermodynamic data pertaining to
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the vast majority of these borohydrides, this presumption cannot be analyzed by conventional
thermodynamic calculations.
(2)"'M02 +2NaH -> (2 )~l MH2 +Na20+{2)'1 H2
(2-31)
(2)"1 M4+ + (2)"' H~ -• (2)"1 A/2+ + (2)"1 /T

(2)"' M203 +3NaH -> MH1 +{3/2}Na20+(2)"' //2
(2-32)
A/3+ +(2)"' H~ -+ M2+ +(2)_1 H+
(2)"' M203 + M*// -> MO+(2)~l Na20+(2)~l H2

M3+ +(2)_1/f~ ->M2+ +(2r'/r
(2)'1 MO+NaH -> (2)~l M+(2)~l Na20+(2)~l H2

(2-33)

(2-34)

(4)-'A/2+ +(2)-'//" ->(4)"'M2- +(2)~l H+
(2)"'M203 +3NaH-+M+(3/2)Na20+(3/2)H2
(2ylM203+(2)-'H2 ->MO+(2)~' H20

(2-35)

(2-36)

M3+ + (2)"1 /T -• M2+ + (2)"1 H+

(2)~x MO+(2)~x H2 -> (2)"1 M+(2)"' H20

(2-37)

(4)~'A/2+ +(2r'/T ^(4)-'M2-+(2r'//+
(6)"' M203 + NaBH4 -> (3)~1 M(5//4 )3 + (2)"' Na20

(2-38)

(2)'1 MO+ (5)'1 Na2BH5 ->(2)"'MH2 + (10)"' Na4B2Os

(2-39)

(2)"' MO + NaH -» (2)"' MH2 + (2)"' Afr20

(2-40)

(2)"' MO+NaBH4 -> (2)"'M(5//4)2 + (2)"' Afa20

(2-41)

Table 2.2 lists the Gibbs energy of reaction for the reactions given by (2-31) - (2-40)
which have been calculated using the available data193. The values in italics implies that the
referred to oxide species are in the vapour phase; thus, only if (2-41) and (2-44) are
spontaneous should (2-42) and (2-45) be considered. Aluminum has been included in the
analysis to adjudge the stability of the solid sodium cation electrolyte, P"Al203, for mixing
studies, and for its possible use as an electrically insulating material.
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(4)-'NaBH

NaH,

Figure 2.9 Isothermal, isobaric, quaternary, composition triangular-prism for the anhydrous
Na+,B3+,Mq+/02",H" system

Table 2.1 Decomposition temperatures of relevant hydrides and borohydrides (0.1 MPa)
MZ+HV
NaH
SrH2
MgH2
FeH2

YH3
LaH2
GaH3
ScH2
ZrH2

Td(°K)
693
948
600
<RT
>1200
800-900
<RT
1123
363

Ref.
133
133
133
134
135
135
141
142
12

MBH4

Td(°K)

NaBH4
Sr(BH4)2
Mg(BH4)2
Fe(BH4)2
Y(BH4)3
La(BH4)„
Ga2(BH4)6
Sc(BH4)n
Zr(BH4)4

838
683-693
580
<RT
595
~RT
<RT
<500
~RT
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Ref.
133
136
136, 137
138
139
143
136
139, 140
136,139

Table 2.2 Temperature dependent Gibbs energy of reaction (kJ) for (2-31) - (2-40) for the
metals Al, Fe, Ga, La, Mg, Sc, Sr, Y, and Zr
Eq.
2-31

2-32

2-33

2-34

2-35

2-36

2-37

2-38

2-39

2-40

T(°K)
600
700
800
900
600
700
800
900
600
700
800
900
600
700
800
900
600
700
800
900
600
700
800
900
600
700
800
900
600
700
800
900
600
700
800
900
600
700
800
900

Al

Fe

Ga

La

Ms

Sc

Sr

Y

.

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

599.3
574.3
549.5
525.0

-53.0
-60.8
-68.5
-75.9
-47.4
-51.8
-56.2
-60.5
-147.8
-164.5
-180.8
-196.9
-0.2
-4.1
-7.9
-11.4
5.4
4.9
4.4
4.0

521.8
497.7
473.8
450.3

481.5
459.0
436.9
415.2

-276.7
-274.9
-273.2
-271.4

-

-

312.6
309.6
307.4
305.7
614.8
591.3
568.1
545.4

105.7
99.5
93.4
87.3

-115.0
-112.3
-109.8
-107.3

Zr
128.6
124.3
120.4
116.8
-

-

595.4
571.6
548.1
524.8

-75.7
-73.5
-71.3
-69.1

108.5
101.8
95.3
88.7

-106.4
-103.4
-100.5
-97.8

-31.5
-52.1
-72.5
-92.6
574.6
554.4
534.4
514.8

330.0
312.1
294.4
277.0
534.3
515.7
497.5
479.7

-

-

382.5
364.9
347.1
329.2
648.2
628.3
608.7
589.3

-223.8
-218.2
-212.6
-207.0

-22.9
-16.8
-10.7
-4.6

161.3
158.5
155.8
153.2

-53.6
-46.7
-39.9
-33.3

158.5
156.2
154.0
151.8

384.9
366.6
348.6
330.9
667.7
648.0
628.7
609.9
-62.1
-55.6
-49.2
-42.8

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

•

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-167.6
-164.8
-162.1
-159.4

264.1
244.7
225.4
206.3
652.1
631.0
610.1
589.5
-114.7
-108.1
-101.5
-94.9

238.0
235.7
234.1
233.3

-128.9
-119.4
-109.9
-100.4

-

-

68.4
69.1
69.8
70.4
110.8
111.1
111.5
112.0

-

-

-

15.1
16.6
18.2
20.0
57.5
58.7
60.0
61.5

-

-163.8
-161.1
-158.4
-155.8
-

-

-

-151.1
-140.8
-130.4
-119.9

-206.6
-196.2
-185.7
-175.0

Theoretically, under ERH or ERC polarizing/operating conditions, if a large enough
potential is applied across the cell, a sparingly soluble oxide will dissociate; consequently, this
would cause the oxide's further dissolution. If an ERC cell is considered, r"m**v"°"A£°(2-18)
can be compared with a soluble oxide's standard formation potential,
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MOAE°.

Similarly,

Hydrolysis(i_6)

can

be compared with a soluble oxide's standard metal combustion

potentials, u*'romA2T, which is simply its

MOAE° minus

HOAE°

(2-17).

Table 2.3 lists the

calculated193, linear, temperature-dependent functions for the considered oxides' ,VlWAiT s at 0.1
MPa. As well, their

M()AE°

and

can be compared with those of

WE'R,'MAZT

values at 823 °K have been tabulated so that they

(omhus""n£j?°(2-18)

(\-6). The latter potentials

and

were used in the thermodynamic analysis (2.3) and have values of 2.10 and 1.05 V,
respectively.

Table 2.3 Temperature dependence of standard formation and metal combustion potentials of
relevant oxides (0.1 MPa)

AE° (T) (773-823 °K)
AE° (823 °K)

Formation Reaction

3.2696- 0.0005 *T

(3)" Sc + (4)_l 02 -*(6ylSc203

2.86

(6)- Sc20? -+{6yxSc\+o]-

1.81
3.284 - 0.0005*T
2.87

(3)" Y + (4)"' 02 -> (6)""'%<h
(«)- Y2'02}+ -+{6)-xY?0\2
3

1.82

-1

3.0861-0.0005 *T
2.68

(3)- La + (4) 02 ->(6) La2Oi

(6)" La\'0]* -> (6)"' Lc?2Ol~

1.63

3.0562-0.0005*T
2.64

(2)' Sr + (4)-102 -> (2)"' SrO
+
2+
2
M- Sr2~02 ->(4)"'Sr2 02 '

1.59

3.1163-0.0006*T

(2)' Mg + (4)"102 -> (2)"' MgO

2.62

(4)' Mgl-O? ->(4YlMgl+022(3)" Al+(4)"'02

-+(6y

1.57

203

lAl

2.8909-0.0005 *T
2.45

(6) Al]-0]+ -> (6)"1 Al\+Ol~

1.40

2.8339-0.0005 *T
2.42

(4)" Zr + (4)-'02 -> (4)_l Zr02
(8)" Zr*-Ol+ -> (8)_l Zr2+C>l~

(2)"

1.37

Ga+(4)"' 02 ->(6)~lGa20,

(6)" Gay O]* -)• (6)"1 Ga\*0\-

(2)"

Fe + {4)~102

0.35

1.2228-0.00005*T

-> (2)"' FeO

0.02

2-

(4) Fel'Of ->(4)~xFe20,2

1.2706-0.0002 *T

(3)" Fe + (4)~' 02 ->(6) Fe203
2+

(6) FeTO,

1.893-0.0006 *T
1.40

-0.05

,2-
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The preeminent findings from the temperature dependent, thermodynamic analysis given
in Tables 2.2,2,3 and 2.4 can be enumerated as follows:
1. Fe2C>3 and Ga2C>3 have decomposition potentials that are less than the theoretical,
standard potentials required for ERH and ERC;
2. Fe2C>3 and Ga2C>3 should react with NaH (2-43);
3. H2 should reduce Fe2C>3 to FeO (2-44);
4. ScSZ has thermodynamic stability under both polarized and non-polarized ERH and
ERC, operating conditions.

The analysis should eliminate the possibility of having the double-doped, LaGaCh
family in direct contact with the hydridic electrolytes.

However, it is worth verifying the

supposed instability of the most promising members of this family as, when in solid solution,
the oxides may have unpredictable stability.
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2.6 Thermal spray deposition processes
ERH or ERC proof-of-concept studies are overshadowed by the assumed, successful
preparation of metal-supported, ERH or ERC anode compartments by the chosen thermal
spray deposition process (TSDP).

In order to understand the challenges that this general

technology poses to the stated goal, it is prudent to assess its characteristics and make the
relevant comparisons with its relative technologies.

Particularly, because of the obvious

parallel, emphasis will be placed on TSDP development pertaining to the preparation of metalsupported, IT-SOFC.

2.6.1 Plasmas
Briefly, plasma is the most abundant state of matter in the universe. Being comprised
of electrically neutral mixtures of ions, molecules, atoms, and electrons gives rise to their
significant conductivities. Two sub-categories147 are considered for plasma processes initiated
by electric discharge: local thermodynamic equilibrium and thermal (hot) plasmas. The latter
is relevant to this project and is differentiated from

the formed because of the approximate

equality between the electrons and heavy particles energies (l-2eV) and high electron density
(1023 - 1028 m"3). Non-equilibrium (cold) plasmas have higher particle energies ranging from a
few to 10 eV and lower electron densities (10

-10

m"). Thermal plasmas are used for

material processing due to their high energy densities that are able to heat materials beyond
their fusion temperatures in short periods of time (105 - 107 °K s"').

2.6.2 TSDP technologies and characteristics
TSDPes differentiate themselves from vapor deposition processes, such as the pulsed
laser deposition or radio frequency magnetron sputtering processes, in that the feedstock
materials are ejected into a high temperature environment where they are fused en route to the
target, which renders depositions comprised of piled-up 'splats'. TSDPes include thermal
plasma processes and high velocity oxy-fuel spraying.

As it pertains to dense layers,

compared to their vapour deposition counterparts, TSDPes typically yield higher deposition
rates, but the resultant coatings are typically of lower density and suffer from vertical and
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horizontal cracks.

High velocity oxy-fuel spraying utilizes the thermal energy from the

exothermic, oxygen-fuel, quasi-complete oxidation processes, as well as the high gas
velocities, to fuse the feedstock materials. Further TSDP classifications can be made while
remarking if the state of the matter being injected into the plasma are powders, solutions, or
suspensions, or if the pressure of the deposition chamber is atmospheric or sub-atmospheric, or
if supersonic or subsonic nozzles are used, and so forth. Different combinations have been
investigated using both direct current thermal plasmas and radio frequency induction coupled
thermal plasmas145.
TSDPes that utilize a direct current plasma torch include atmospheric plasma spraying
and vacuum plasma spraying. As it pertains to the suspension, these technologies often use
alcohol solvents instead of water in order to take advantage of the former's lower heat
capacities, fusion temperatures, and latent heats of fusion and vaporization; hence, more
energy can be directed towards the heating and melting of the solids. Slightly reducing-inert
mixtures (H2, Ar, and He) are used due to their larger recombination energies (He and H2) and
to avoid oxidation at the electrodes. TSDPes investigations that incorporate direct current
plasma torches with suspension feedstock's containing sub-micron powders were initiated
with the goal of achieving dense coatings. However, it becomes more difficult to inject submicron powders into the direct current plasma torch's plasma jet because of the solid particles'
lower momentum.
Depositions that result from TSDPes generally have some degree of porosity,
particularly if ceramics are deposited on metals. Micro-fissures parallel to a splat's surface are
a result of the alleviation of residual stresses (tension). Macro-fissuring often occurs due to
difference in the metal's and ceramic's thermal expansion coefficients (TECs). Open porosity
stems from splat formation around large, un-melted particles.

The frequency of splat

formation can be discussed in terms of the Sommerfield factor ( Ks), which is a function of
the dimensionless, Reynolds and Weber numbers. Empirically determined limits separate the
three different rebounding, splashing, and deposition phenomena, with the latter being sought.
A substrate's transition temperature is defined as the substrate's minimum temperature
requirement to avoid the complete shearing of a particle upon its impact. The bibliographic
review given by Vallet-Renouard146 is an excellent summary of what was known up until 2004
about the effects of various parameters on deposition qualities and classification thereof along
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with other related phenomena. While some guiding principles can be used to obtain highquality depositions, TSDPes are are highly variable processes that are still in their infancy.

2.6.3 Plasma torch technologies
The direct current arc torch, the radio-frequency (RF) induction-coupled plasma torch,
and various microwave devices are currently being used for thermal plasma processing. In
1996, Boulos148 reported on the economic direction of thermal plasma processing and divided
the general subject into two general categories: material processing and treatment of waste
materials.

The former includes particle spheroidization, chemical synthesis of ultrafine

materials, surface modifications, and substrate coatings. A brief discussion on the differences
between direct current arc and RF induction-coupled plasma torches and hybrid systems
thereof are needed for future discussions.

A. Direct current arc torch
Reviews149"151 on suspension and solution coating depositions employing the direct
current arc torch technology are available. The direct current arc torch operates at low voltage
(10-100 V) and high power (0.1-1.5 MW) and employs high-field or thermionic cathodes,
such as thoriated tungsten, and annular water-cooled copper anodes.

The derived arc's

temperature is ~104 °K and the gasses that must continually be swept between the electrodes in
order to maintain the arc can have velocities exceeding the supersonic level. Unless two coannular water-cooled electrodes are used, cathode vaporization will occur. Otherwise, due to
corrosion issues, non-inert plasma gasses, such as O2, cannot be injected into the arc.
Compared to the radio frequency

induction coupled plasma torch, higher particle velocity and

deposition rates are possible; furthermore, if the process is run under atmospheric pressure, the
torch can be manoeuvred.

Using supersonic, Laval-type nozzles, plasma jet and particle

velocities of 2000-3000 and 800-900 m s"1, respectively, are achievable. Usually the injection
of sprayed material (powders, solutions or suspensions) is made in the radial direction
downstream from the plasma discharge. Injected materials have low plasma residence times
(0.5-1.0 ms) and a short torch nozzle-to-substrate spraying distances (4-10 cm) are used.

B. RF induction coupled plasma torch
Reed152 first

reported on the electrode-less, RF induction coupled plasma torch in

1961. The fact that any gas can be passed through the discharge region was the impetus for
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the invention and remains the principal advantage of the technology. Amid operation, the RF
induction coupled plasma torch maintains the induction discharge by inductive coupling it
with an alternating magnetic field

(Faraday-Lenz's law).

This is analogous to a high-

frequency transformer with the primary being a water-cooled, copper inductance coil with a
variable number of turns, which is separated from the induction discharge (secondary) by a
quartz or ceramic tube. Eddy currents flow in the secondary (plasma) perpendicular to the
induction coils axial direction. As plasmas are conductors, power is dissipated to the plasma
hot zone via the Joule effect (P=I2R).

Being based on the same principles, RF induction

coupled plasma torch theory has its roots in the field of induction heating of metals153.
The skin depth (S) rule, which is derived from Maxwell's equations, infers that, for a
uniform conductor, the optimal conditions for magnetic energy dissipation occurs when the
plasma's radius to skin depth ratio is -1.75, where a (A V"1 m"1) is the conductivity of the
plasma, £ (4rc* 10"7 V s A'1 m"') is the magnetic permeability of free space, and cd (S'1) is the
frequency of the magnetic field oscillations. Although plasmas are not uniform conductors,
the relationship loosely holds.

The first

ten years of the development of the RF induction coupled plasma torch

technology was concentrated on optimizing the plasma generation and maintenance
parameters, and measurement, along with one-dimensional modeling of the temperature,
magnetic-field, and velocity profiles and determination of the transport properties of mostly
argon plasmas. There are many notable characteristics of RF induction coupled plasmas such
as the pinch effect154. A complete historical account of the early published literature related to
the induction arc is given by Eckert155.

Boulos et al. have done considerable amount of

theoretical and experimental work at the Centre de Recherche en Technologie de Plasma.
Power losses due to the oscillator tube, transmission, and coil renders the overall efficiency of
the typical commercial, RF induction coupled plasma torch of 40-50%'56. Two-dimensional
mathematical models using numerical methods that simultaneously solve the continuity,
momentum, thermal energy, and electromagnetic field

equations, which allows for the

determination of temperature, velocity, and concentration profiles as a function of gas (sheath,
central and injection) type, plate power, etc., have been developed for RF induction coupled
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plasma torch technology, but it would be too odious to fully elaborate them here. Injected
gases and materials into RF induction coupled plasma torch have longer residence times (1020 ms) and lower particle velocities in the discharge (10-20 m s"1) compared to the direct
current arc torch. The former parameter is advantageous, as particles can more intimately mix
with the plasma, while the latter is less of an issue as both technologies can incorporate super
sonic nozzles. Injection of materials is best achieved by inserting the injection probe in the
center of the discharge to avoid the excess back-pressure that results from the pinch-effect. As
it pertains to depositions, the substrate is always translated with respect to a stationary RF
induction coupled plasma torch.
The next sub-chapter will discuss RF induction coupled plasma torch ceramic
deposition processes that implicate hydrocarbon suspensions. Only a few investigations of
this sub-technology are available; however, it was chosen for the preparation of the metalsupported, ERH and ERC, anode compartments.

2.6.4 Radio-frequency induction-coupled suspension plasma spraying
A brief history of RF induction-coupled suspension plasma spraying (SPS) deposition
technology is warranted. In the patent's invention summary157, the physical steps that sheared
droplets exiting the atomization probe into the plasma core experience were described by the
consecutive steps: (a) vaporizing the carrier substance; (b) agglomerating the small particles
into at least partially melted drops; (c) accelerating these drops; and (d) projecting the
accelerated drops onto the substrate to form the material deposit. This is true if inert gas or O2
plasmas with aqueous solvent based suspensions are used.
Consideration of the solvent-plasma interaction(s) and their effect(s) on deposition
quality has been lacking. If hydrocarbons are injected into O2 rich plasmas, reactions tending
towards the hydrocarbon's complete oxidation will occur.

These processes are generally

exothermic and thus cause localized heating around the solid particles, which will cause them
to melt faster and increase their acceleration. No mention was made of this potentially
1
important factor by Bonneau
who injected liquid glycol-water solvent based suspensions
into an O2 rich plasma in an attempt to deposit conventionally sized (5 < dp < 26) electrolyte
(CeC>2, Z1O2, La2C>3, Y2O3) powders as dense SOAE layers. Negative results were obtained
due to the difficulties in maintaining the powders in suspension.
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In Jia's bibliographic

review145, no mention was made between potential effects of the suspension's solvent
character on the overall deposition process's energy balance other than ' low torch power limits

the ability to use high solid content suspensions and often requires suspensions to be alcohol
based to lower the energy required to vaporize the suspending liquid'. Schiller et al.159 did
remark on the possibility of increasing the enthalpy of the plasma by combustion reactions, but
this point has not been sufficiently elaborated on in the literature. A recent review160 on the
preparation of SOFCs via thermal plasma processing did not discuss the possibility of
harnessing the exothermic, solvent-plasma interactions either.
So-called SPS processes whereby an O2 rich plasma and a hydrocarbon is the
suspension's solvent would be more appropriately be characterized as a hybrid between the
high velocity oxy-fuel and RF induction coupled plasma deposition technologies. It could be
defined as RF induction coupled oxygen-fuel vacuum suspension plasma spraying. Due to the
lengthliness of such an acronym, however, it is more practical to use the trademark acronym,
SPS.

Rudimentary considerations are given using available thermodynamic properties193.

Assuming the complete oxidation of two solvents at standard temperature and pressure, the
exothermic heat addition per unit time divided by the power dissipation in the RF induction
coupled plasma torch, which is typically 40-50% of the plate power, is here defined as the
maximum power of complete oxidation to power dissipation ratio (PCO/PM). In Figure 2.14,
the ratios have been plotted as a function of solvent flow-rate for the solvents methanol

(CH3OH), and pentadecane (C15H32); the latter has been used to approximate mineral oil.
Clearly, the effects of the type of hydrocarbon solvent, along with its flow-rate, are both
significant variables in the overall deposition process.

In the studies of Bonneau

,

Schiller159, and Jia145 the O2 sheath gas flow-rates were always well in excess of the
stoichiometric amounts required for the complete oxidation of their respective solvents. More
detailed considerations of the effect of the wt% solids in suspension are warranted but cannot
be treated here. Rather, SPS of dense ceramic layers and the RF induction coupled solution,
plasma spraying of a preferred SOFC porous cathode material will be experimentally
investigated

with

emphasis
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Figure 2.10 Maximum power of complete oxidation to power of heat dissipation ratios'
dependencies on MeOH and C15H32 flow rates - 45% overall plasma circuit efficiency
operating at 50 kW plate power

2.6.5 Preparation of integrated, metal-supported IT-SOFC by TSDP
The highest electrochemical performances of IT-SOFCs have been prepared using the
vaporization

deposition

techniques

RF-magnetron

sputtering161'162

and

pulsed

laser

deposition121,163, which yield deposition rates of 10'4 and 10"3 |im s"1, respectively. The most
exceptional IT-SOFCs were developed by Ishihara et al. which involved the SOAE
Lao gSro iGao gMgo203.s. A thin interlayer of Smo^Ceo 8O24 was deposited between the anode
and LSGM layer in order to prevent the formation of nickel lanthanates.
Despite the amount of literature related to the preparation of metal-supported IT-SOFC
by TSDPes, there are surprisingly few reports detailing the electrochemical performances of
complete cells. Recent reviews160,164 on integrated, metal-supported IT-SOFC preparation via
TSDPes can be compared with the earlier review by Henne et al.165.
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Takenoiri et al.166 prepared nickel felt supported cells via atmospheric plasma spraying
(cathode LaCoC>3 and electrolyte YSZ) and high velocity oxy-fuel (anode) technologies.
Ceramic-coated metal separators were used in their thirty, seal-less stack that achieved power
densities of 0.3 W cm"2. Stack degradation was significant while operating at 1243 °K for
2400 hrs. Tsukuda et al.167 constructed calcia-stabilized zirconia supported, tubular IT-SOFC
having a Ni-YSZ cermet anode, YSZ electrolyte, and LaCo(>3 cathode.

Their cell

performances of ~ 0.5 W cm"2 were similar to analogous cells fabricated by co-sintering
procedures.
Shiller et al.168 and Lang et al.169 reported on IT-SOFC that were assembled by vacuum
plasma spraying the functional layers on nickel-alloy, porous metal filter and nickel felt
substrates using Laval-type nozzles. Power densities were measured to be 0.3 - 0.4 W cm"
between 1023 - 1073 °K.

Compared to atmospheric plasma spraying, vacuum plasma

spraying allows for the electrolyte's permeability to be decreased by about an order of
magnitude.

The high melting temperature YSZ and ScSZ powder SOAE were sprayed

directly into the arc while electrode materials were injected downstream.

Electrochemical

characterization was later reported170 for larger IT-SOFCs using the same fabrication
procedure.

Schiller et al.171 assembled anode-supported

electrochemical performances to those reported by Lang et al.

IT-SOFCs

169.

having similar

By obtaining a maximum

power density of 0.5 W cm"2 at 1073 °K, Stover et al.172 set a new benchmark for mostly
TSDP-prepared SOFCs which were comprised of an NiO-YSZ anode and anYSZ electrolyte.
In regards to TSDP for depositions of double-doped LaGa03 based IT-SOFCs, Ma et
al.173 reported on near theoretical open circuit voltages for their Ni-YSZ/LSGM/LSM button
cells.

Electrolyte layer thicknesses of 50 - 80 (xm were deposited by atmospheric plasma

spraying. Power densities of 0.085 - 0.15 W cm"2 were obtained between 773 - 1073 °K and a
post deposition heat treatment step was required in order to obtain an acceptable level of
perovskite phase. Hwang et al.174 later reported on Ni-YSZ/LSGM/LSCF IT-SOFCs that were
prepared by atmospheric plasma spraying technology and used porous nickel substrates;
compared to the cells prepared by Ma et al.

, they obtained superior power densities.

To the author's knowledge, at the start of this project, a fully-functional, metalsupported IT-SOFC had not yet been assembled and tested at the Centre de Recherche en
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Energie, Plasma et Electrochimie. Efforts towards the development of small IT-SOFCs have
always been in regards to the individual cathode175'176 or electrolyte145'146,158'177 layers.

2.7 Conclusions from the bibliographic review
From the secondary thermodynamic and preliminary mass transfer analyses of the
hypothetical ERH and ERC unit operations and the hypothetical ERCO processes, important
conclusions can be enumerated.
^TO/^"AF(r)(l-6) and c"mhmU"ni^£a (T') (1-18) augment with temperature and

•

therefore it is desirable to run at the lowest possible temperature (2.3);
•

conductivities of the current SOAEs, rather than the anhydrous £M+,B3+,H+/ H\02"
system's liquidus temperatures, negate the possibility of using SOAE-supported
cells operating at temperatures < 673 °K (2.3);

•

metal formation may occur at the cathode if the previously suggested

operating

temperature of 923 °K is used (2.3);
•

transport properties for the liquid, anhydrous Na+,B3+,H+/ H",02" system are
nonexistant in the literature (2.4);

•

LSGFM-supported cells may be considered for operating temperatures slightly
above 673 °K (2.4);

•

electo-reduction of dissolved H2 requires the cathode's surface area to be three
orders of magnitude greater than the anode's (2.4);

•

running with an average current density of 0.1 A cm"2 under potentiostatic
conditions at 823 °K may render WTPPE of ~ 0.5 (2.4).

Additionally, important conclusions were drawn following the thermodynamic
assessment pertaining to materials compatibility (2.5) under both polarized and non-polarized
conditions.
•

Fe2C>3, FeO, and Ga2C>3 will either react or decompose;

•

ScSZ is the most promising SOAE;

•

AI2O3, La203, MgO, SC2O3, SrO, Y2O3, and Z1O2 can all be considered as potential
electronically insulating materials.
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Vertical and horizontal cracking phenomena associated with TSDP constitute themselves
as significant obstacles in the preparation of metal-supported, ERH or ERC test cells (Figure
1.9).

Furthermore, the discovery of an acceptable, commercial, electronically insulating

material poses an additional challenge.
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3

EXPERIMENTAL

PROCEDURES

AND

APPARATUSES
In order to prove the conceived ERH or ERC concepts (Figure 1.6), it is essential to ensure
that the metal-supported, anode compartments' exterior materials are compatible with the
hydridic electrolytes. These materials include an electronic insulator and a SOAE (Figure
1.9). As well, in order to assure that no molecular transfer occurs between the cathode and
anode compartments, the goal of depositing dense, fissure-free, SOAE layers via SPS must
also be attained. Any failure in achieving the two aforementioned conditions will negate the
possibility of performing unambiguous ERH or ERC proof-of-concept experiments. Because
of the energetic and hygroscopic nature of the hydridic electrolytes, such experiments require
the careful preparation of protocols having emphasis placed on personal safety. As well, most
of the SPS, feedstock powders, and all of the hydridic electrolytes, are not commercially
available; hence, their successful synthesis and tailoring adds an additional precondition.

3.1 Powder synthesis
Protocols, results, and discussions regarding the synthesis of high purity Na4B20s can
be found in Appendix B. Several metal oxide powders were synthesized by the glycine nitrate
process (GNP). Reagent materials are given in Table C.2. Compared to the TEC of the most
promising ERC anode material121 (SmosSrosCoCh - SSC), the TECs of the ERH anode
materials more compatible with the nickel-alloy substrate materials (Table C.l); hence,
investigation of the preparation of ERH anode compartments by SPS was especially favoured.

3.1.1 The glycine nitrate process
The vessel normally used at the Centre de Recherche en Energie, Plasma et

Electrochimie for the synthesis of nano-powders145 by RF, induction coupled, solution plasma
spray processes was slightly modified for the synthesis of powders by the glycine nitrate
process (GNP). Figure 3.1 shows the schematic for the set-up.
Briefly, metal nitrate salts of the corresponding metal oxides are dissolved in water, or
the metals or oxides are reacted and dissolved in [HNO3].

Glycine (C2H5NO2) is then

dissolved into the solution which is subsequently heated and agitated on a hot-stir-plate. After
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a few minutes, the majority of the solution's water is evaporated and the homogeneous,
viscous fluid reacts exothermically to give a porous oxide powders having sub-micron grain
sizes. GNP powder post-synthesis sintering and tailoring protocols are given in Appendix C.

filtrationvessel

double-walled
powder
collection- vessel

reaction
vessel

thermostat

hot-plate
stirrer

Figure 3.1 Schematic of the arrangement used for the synthesis of GNP powders

3.2 Materials' compatibilities and solubilities testing
The

following

protocols

allowed

for

the

investigations

of

the

compatibilities/solubilities of commercial electronic insulators, relevant SOAE materials, and
B"-Al203 with/in the pre-synthesized, hydridic electrolytes.
While solubility measurements would preferably be done via electrochemical or
quenching techniques186, these methods were not considered.

The former was ill-advised

because, along with the number of materials that needed to be investigated and the high cost of
p"-Al2C>3

tubes,

prior

to

this

investigation,

nothing

was

known

about

the

compatibility/solubility of P"-Al2C>3 with the hydridic melts. The latter technique was avoided
because of the potential hazards that could arise during the quenching process. Although the
methodology given below is simple, it allows for the rudimentary investigation of numerous
materials at relatively low cost.

For example, incompatibility (i.e. reactions) between the
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hydridic electrolytes and the concerned materials could be detected simply by observing the
overall texture and colour of the mixtures after the equilibration period and comparing it to its
corresponding blank hydridic electrolyte.
Details regarding the modifications made to the as-found, custom glove-box along with
the design and construction of the custom pressure vessel are given in Appendix D. The
overall System was used for the synthesis of the hydridic electrolytes, for the subsequent
material compatibility tests, and for the ERH experiments. Additionally, the protocols used
for the synthesis of the hydridic electrolytes, along with their compositions, are given in
Appendix E. Finally, the investigated commercial, electronically, insulating paints, powders,
and sintered ceramics are given in Appendix F; the preparation and application of the
commercial paints and copper crucibles can also be found in Appendix F.
Figure 3.2 shows the compatibility testing arrangements that were used. For the first
arrangement (A), material masses (1.5 ± 0.5 g) were positioned in the bottom of 3.2 cm o.d.
copper crucibles (tube caps) before 7.5 ± 0.5 g of hydridic electrolytes were carefully added
over top of them. For the second arrangement (B), commercial and non-commercial powders
(0.7- 2.0 g) were placed in the bottom of small copper crucibles (1.3 cm o.d.) that had small
holes drilled slightly above the midpoints of their heights; they were put in larger 3.2 cm o.d.
copper crucibles before gently adding the hydridic electrolyte (7-10 g); the objective being to
attain a saturated electrolyte free of solid powder contamination such that the 1CP elemental
analysis (3.5) represented the powder's solubility. Arrangement (C) was used to saturate large
quantities of hydridic electrolytes that were used for the subsequent ERH experimention.
Following the saturation period, samples were taken from the large crucibles' tops, middles
and bottoms for ICP analysis. This was done to determine the variability in the materials'
solubilities as a function of the crucibles' heights. Furthermore, inert-XRD analysis was done
above and below the interface that separated the SOAE and hydridic electrolyte.
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Figure 3.2 Schematics for materials' compatibilities and solubilities testing arrangements A,
B, and C

3.3 SPS for the preparation of ERH anode compartments
The SPS apparatus's cross-view schematic is shown in Figure 3.3.

Located in

Appendix G are details regarding the apparatus's suspension atomizer, torch, and substrate
holder, along with other relevant points on the preparation of substrates and the suspension's
solvent and injection methodology. Essentially constant SPS parameters are listed in Table
3.1.

Table 3.1 Constant values of SPS parameters
Parameter
Value
central plasma gas(Ar) flow rate (slpm)
22
sheathe plasma gas (O2) flow-rate (slpm)
atomization gas (Ar) flow-rate (slpm)
deposition chamber pressure (kPa)
plasma plate power (kW)
suspension injection flow rate (ml min"1)
spraying distance (cm)
atomization gas pressure (kPa)
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6.6- 20.0
50
4-7
4-10
345

suspension

peristaltic pump

stir-plate Faraday cage
torch

t high-pressure
~6 water outlet

4
~~™"

high-pressure
water inlet
water-cooled
automated arm

high-pressure
water outlet

deposition
' chamber

vacuum

Figure 3.3 Cross-sectional schematic of the apparatus used for SPS - (1) electrically-grounded
water-cooled mask; (2) copper plaque; (3) SS304 water-cooled substrate holder; (4) doublewalled, aluminum, water-cooled jacket; (5) flexible SS316 hose; (6) dielectric fitting; (7)
Teflon nipple; (8) metallic adapter

Initial investigations of the character of SPS depositions were done on self-synthesized
or commercial, porous or solid, metal substrates. Once the depositions had been optimized,
attempts were made to prepare multi-layered, ERH anode compartments for the subsequent
use in ERH experimentation.

3.3.1 Design and preparation of ERH anode compartments
Both 'pipe' (Figure 3.4(a)) and 'NPT' (Figure 3.4(b)) anode compartment designs were
investigated. Following several negative attempts to obtain quality depositions, the former's
design was discarded. It was imperative for the substrates' interior and exterior walls to be
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intensively cooled amid SPS; hence, this was the impetus for the development of the NPT
design.
For the preparation of ERH anode compartments, protocols were taken from the
studies of Shiller et al.168, Lang et al.169 and Ishihara et ai.l21>187'188 (2.6.5); the deposition of a
dense layer of Ni0-Fe203 on nickel-alloy, GKN™ porous metal filters, followed by its H2
reduction, prior to or after the depositions of the electrolyte layers, is essentially a hybrid of
the research groups' designs. The selection of SPS feedstock materials coincided with those
used by Ishihara et al; however, LSGFM typically took the place of LSGM as the principal
electrolyte.
A functional, ERH anode compartment must completely isolate the anode from
cathode compartment's contents so to avoid molecular mass transfer. As well, the operator
must be at liberty to purge H2 through the anode compartment's interior so that effluent water
vapour can be detected. Assuming that dense oxide layers impermeable to molecular transfer
is attainable by SPS, and that the anode compartment's exterior materials are compatible with
the catholytes, the other joint connections can be made using variable SS316 Swagelok™
union and dielectric tube fittings.

(a)

integrated NPT ERH anode
compartment
exterior water-cooling

-4.16 cm OD SS316 tube

effluent water -

-0.48 cm OD SS316 tube
influent water

TIG weld
1.27 cm OD
GKN™-HX-5
1.91 cmOD machined Inconel bar
'1.91 cm OD machined SS316 bar

interior water-cooling

copper plaque —i

Figure 3.4 Cross sectional schematics of the metal-supported, ERH anode compartments
substrates - (a) pipe design; (b) NPT design

3.4 ERH experimental apparatus and protocols
Figure 3.5 is the schematic of the experimental arrangement used for the ERH
investigations. The schematic of the experimental arrangement that would be required for
ERC can be found in Appendix I.
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potentiostat

analogue/digital
card
effluent Hj /H20 anode
PV
influent H2 anode
PV

influent H2 cathode
PV
PV

I
effluent H2 cathode
(purging)

argon glove-box

|MO-cooling (int P.-vessel)
water-cooling (ext. glove-box

counter electrode (copper)furnacesheathed thermocoupleworking electrodeanh. Na+,B>+,H+/ H .O2 (liquid)

Figure 3.5 Schematic of the experimental set-up used for ERH experimentation - OT - over
flow trap; PV - precision needle valve; I - electronically insulating Swagelok™ high-pressure
thermoplastic hose; PT - pressure transducer; FA - flash arrestor; PC - personal computer
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At the temperature range of interest (773 ± 50 °K), positive pressures are required (1.00
± 0.01 MPa), which makes the experimental investigation of either the ERH or ERC concepts
difficult as the operator is not at liberty to adjust the measurement probes during operation.
ERH is experimentally simpler, however, because of the single gas reservoir that is required.
The large differences between the TECs of Smo sSro sCoOa-a (SSC) and those of iron and
nickel based alloys (Table C.l) also makes ERH the more attractive option.

Only a few

atempts at depositing ERC anode layers (SSC) via solution plasma spraying using Bouchard's
protocal175 were made and the preparation of ERC anode compartments was not investigated.

3.4.1 ERH experimentation
ERH was attempted on only two occasions near the end of the project. The most
promising

electrically

insulating

materials

compartments were used for the experiments.

and

optimized

NPT-type,

ERH

anode

Following the deposition of the anode and

SOAE layers by SPS, a sandblasted and cleaned Swagelok™, male, NPT fitting was screwed
into place with pliers. Then, the ERH anode compartments' SOAE surfaces were protected
with masking tape and two layers of Aremco 634-AL Pyro-paint™ were applied with a paint
brush.

Following each application, the assembly was heat-treated according to the

manufacturer's specifications. Finally, a coating of ZiCVCaO aerosol (Alfa Aesar - 40480)
was sprayed onto the appropriate surfaces of the protected, ERH anode compartment before
heating it at 2 °K minin the custom pressure-vessel under 99.9 vol% H2 to 773 ± 10°K and
soaking it for 6 hrs.
The pressure-vessel's lid was fitted with two 9.5 mm o.d., SS tubes which ran through
machined aluminum components that had been screwed into the lid's top so that the tubes ran
parallel and across its top surface and to each other.

The tubes were supported by two

mechanical jacks that were situated in line with each other and adjacent to the pressure-vessel.
This allowed for the ERH anode compartment, the thermocouple, and the copper crucible to
be manipulated into place so that afterwards the pre-melted, hydridic electrolytes could be
gently added into the suspended crucible.

The working electrode (i.e. ERH anode

compartment) was electrically insulated from the pressure-vessel's lid by fitting the 4.76 mm
o.d., SS316 tubes with several corresponding Teflon ferrules, which were then stuffed into the
space between the lid and the ERH anode compartment's tube.
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During experimentation, a two, as opposed to three, electrode arrangement was used
both times.

The ERH anode compartment and copper crucible were connected to the

potentiostat's working electrode and counter electrode leads, respectively. Ideally, a threeelectrode arrangement incorporating a reference electrode would have been used, but further
experimentation was not warranted. As well, the copper crucible was not electrically insulated
from the ground and a custom, copper-sheathed, grounded, k-type thermocouple had its end
situated 3.0 ± 0.5 cm from the crucible's bottom.

While taking the electrochemical

measurements, 99.9 vol% H2 was purges through the anode compartment at 7.5 ± 2.5 ml min'1.
The H2 reservoirs were placed under an air vent and were connected in series with brass
regulators, H2 flash arresters (McMaster Carr; product no. 78335A25), and pressure
transducers (McMaster Carr; product no. 3591K18) with SS316 tubes. Pressure, temperature,
and current response were recorded with a desktop computer, a Labview™ SCB-68 data
acquisition device (National Instruments Corp., TX, USA), and a program written in
Labview™.

3.5 Analyses
XRD patterns of non-hydridic materials were measured with an X'Pert Pro™, multi
purpose, x-ray diffractometer (Philips, Eindhoven, Netherlands) which operated with Cu Ka
radiation (45 V; 45 mA). The inert-XRD patterns of hydridic materials were recorded using
the X'Pert Pro™, multi-purpose, x-ray diffractometer at Queen's University's (Kingston,
Ontario) Geology Department which operated with Co K a radiation (45 V; 45 mA).

In

preparing the hydridic materials, previously molten samples were firstly ground to fine powder
with an agate mortar and pestle in the commercial glove-box and transferred into 1 mm o.d.
soft glass capillaries (Charles Supper Co., MA, USA). Then, the capillaries were subsequently
sealed with a propane torch moments after their exit from the glove-box. In order to compare
the results obtained from the different apparatuses, the hydridic materials' XRD patterns were
converted to Cu Ka radiation with the Jade™ 7 XRD Picture Processing, Identification and
Quantification software. XRD patterns were measured between 5-85 °20.
A model S-4700 (Hitachi, Tokyo, Japan) field-emission scanning electron microscope
(SEM) equipped with an energy dispersive x-ray spectroscopy (EDS) apparatus facilitated the
micrographic and elemental analyses of the GNP synthesized powders. The apparatus was
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also employed for the elemental line scan measurements of sintered ceramic discs' crosssections following their exposure to the hydridic electrolytes. In preparation for their viewing,
the samples were thoroughly washed in D.I. water, dried, and then immersed into a
homogeneous mixture of epoxy resin and hardener (Precision Surfaces Int., TX USA) and then
left to harden for two days under ambient conditions.

They were then halved with an

ISOMET 2000 (Buehler Co., IL, USA) precision saw and manually polished with an Ecomet
3-variable speed grinder (Buehler Co.) with 180-600 grit silica-papers.
employed 6 |im diamond suspensions (Precision Surfaces Int.).

The final polishing

Finally, a thin layer of

80wt%Au-Pd was applied with a Hummer IV Sputtering System (Anatech; CA, USA) which
operated at 10 mA and 90 ± 10 Pa for ~1 min.
Coatings that were deposited by SPS had their top and cross sections analyzed with
either the S-4700 or JEOL J840A (JEOL Ltd., Tokyo, Japan) or variable pressure N-3700
(Hitachi, Tokyo, Japan) SEM apparatuses. The methodology previously just described was
used for the preparation of depositions' cross sectional views.
Hydridic materials' hydride concentrations were measured using a familiar gas
evolution technique28'29.

The concentrations of materials that had been immersed in the

hydridic electrolytes (3.2) were measured by inductively coupled plasma optical emission
spectrometry (ICP) using a Optima™ 2100 DV ICP-OES (PerkinElmer Inc., MA, USA)
apparatus (Kingston Process Metallurgy Inc.). Following equilibration periods, ~1 g of the
hydridic electrolytes were removed with pliers and a spatula from the regions of the crucible
that were not in physical contact with either the sintered ceramic or the powder containing
crucible; thereafter, they were placed in PTFE bottles and diluted with 20.00 ± 0.01 ml of D.I.
water. The ICP apparatus was calibrated with standard solutions prior to measuring the metal
atomic concentrations (ppm) that are herein reported with respect to the composition of the
molten salt. Concentrations were calculated under the assumption that only NaH, not NaBH4,
was hydrolyzed during the samples' preparations.
Often the SPS experiments were filmed using a hand held, video camera. A filmed
account of the optimization process is available for the future researchers at the Centre de

Recherche en Energie, Plasma et Electrochimie.
In two instances, the adherence of SPS depositions on the ERH anode compartments
were investigated by measuring their open circuit voltages using the arrangement depicted in
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Figure 3.6. Following the depositions, 9912-G silver conductor paste (ESL Electroscience;
PA, USA) was applied as a cathode (SOFC) layer, and a layer of Aremco 634-AL Pyropaint™ was coated on the ERH anode compartments' exterior walls with a paint brush. A
nickel wire, which was inserted in an AI2O3 tube and coiled at its end, was used to make the
electrical contact with the silver cathode. Electrical contact was made with the anode via a
Swagelok™, SS316, male, NPT fitting. The OCVs were measurements were taken with a
hand held multi-meter. Electrical contacts were made at the exterior of the furnace at the 1.56
mm o.d., SS316, influent H2 tube and the nickel wire. 99.9 vol% H2 and 99.9 vol% O2 were
passed through their respective compartments at 200 ± 50 ml min"1.

Teflon tubing and

Swagelok™ components were used to electrically insulate the influent H2 line from its
reservoir and a grounded, k-type, Omega™ thermocouple was inserted in an alumina tube
such that its end was in physical contact with the ERH anode compartment's electrically
insulating layer. The arrangement was heated at 2 K min"1 to 923 ± 10 °K in a Lindberg
55035 mini mite, horizontal, tubular furnace (Lindberg/MPH; MI, USA).

fnrnanA fAcictan/«A rnilc

quartz tube
634-AL pyro-paint™.

lwagelok™-NPT fitting

effluent H2
influent H2
1.56 mm o.d.-""'^
SS316tube
4.76 mm o.d.'
SS316tube

Ni wire
NPT-type ERH anode
sheathed k-type
thermocouple

Figure 3.6 Experimental arrangement used for OCV measurements
Notably, the OCV and power-density test-benches that were available in the
Department of Chemistry, which were previously used by Bouchard181 for investigations of
electrolyte-supported SOFCs, were unsuitable for metal-supported SOFC testing.
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4 RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
Results and discussion regarding the synthesis and characterization of the SPS
feedstock powders and the hydridic electrolytes required for the materials' compatibilities and
solubilities investigations will be given first. Then, the findings on materials' compatibilities
and solubilities are presented. This will be followed by the results and commentary on the
initial investigations pertaining to SPS which will be succeeded by the presentation of its
relative, follow-up, research; particularly as it relate itself to the eradication of plasmasubstrate arcing. Consecutively, inquests towards the fabrication of ERH anode compartments
are elaborated. Lastly, the first known accounts of ERH experimentation are presented.

4.1 Characterization of GNP powders
During the supposed GNP synthesis of nickel oxide - magnetite mixtures (NFO), there
was a remarkable increase in the reaction vessel's temperature (673 ± 10 °K). As shown by its
XRD pattern given in Figure 4.1, the as-synthesized powder was identified as Awaruite
(Ni3Fe); however, subsequent sintering (1773 ± 10 °K) in air for 8 hrs rendered the desired
oxide mixture. As the oxide mixture is ferro-magnetic, it tends to agglomerate, which makes
it arduous to sieve to the preferred particle sizes (dp < 32 y.m).
LSGM, LSGFM, SDC, and SSC GNP, synthesized powders (Table C.l) that were
obtained from the GNP collection vessel were ethereal.

During the reaction, the reaction

vessel's temperature did not exceed 473 ± 10 °K, over-pressurization of the collection vessel
did not occur while applying the specified vacuum conditions (Appendix C), and about half of
the materials could be collected directly from the reaction vessel (3.1).
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Figure 4.1 XRD patterns for GNP synthesized NFO powder before (bottom) and after air
sintering at 1773 ± 10 °K for 8 hrs
Following the GNP synthesis of Lao.sSro 2Gao sMgo^Os-s the resultant phases coincided
to with what was already known182. As shown in Figure 4.2(a), the SrLaGajO? insulating
phase, which was initially significant, diminished with sintering temperature, and became
negligible after soaking it at 1748±10 °K for 6 hrs. Figure 4.2(b) is the EDS spectrum of
Lao sSro^Gao gMgo 203.S following its post-sintering at 1748 ± 10 °K.

Magnesium was

undetectable using this technique; however, the subsequent two-electrode conductivity tests
affirmed its composition (Jason Bilodeau, Master's thesis).
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Figure 4.2 Analyses for GNP synthesized Lao sSro 2Gao gMgo 2O34 powder - (a) XRD patterns
before (bottom) and after air sintering for 6 hrs at 1523,1623, and 1748 ± 10 °K; (b) EDS
spectrum for Lao.8Sro.2Gao.8Mgo.2C>3.8 after air sintering at 1748 ± 10 °K
For Lao.7Sro.3Gao.7Feo.2Mgo.i03^ (LSGFM), if the same sintering sequence as the one
used for LSGM is employed, it was not possible to completely eliminate the SrLaGa3C>7 phase;
this is exemplified by LSGFM's XRD patterns shown Figure 4.3(a).
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Figure 4.3 Analyses for GNP synthesized Lao 7Sro.3Gao 7Feo2Mgo ,03^ powder ~ (a) XRD
patterns after GNP synthesis (bottom) and after air sintering for 8 hrs at 1748 ± 10 °K; (b)
EDS spectrum after air sintering at 1748 ± 10 °K for 8 hrs; (c) SEM micrograph after GNP;
(d) SEM micrograph after air sintering at 1623 ± 10 °K for 8 hrs; (e) SEM micrograph after air
sintering at 1748 ± 10 °K for 8 hrs, pulverizing, and sieving to dp < 32^m
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Iron's presence can be found in LSGFM's EDS spectrum (Figure 4.3(b)). The SEM
micrographs for the as synthesized powders (Figure 4.3(c)) shows that the dp is greater than
several hundred microns and that the particles are comprised of interlocking grains having
sizes in the order of 0.20 ± 0.05 ^m. Although dp had remained essentially the same following
the sintering at 1623 ± 10 °K (8 hrs), the particles' grain sizes augmented to 0.75 ± 0.25 nm.
It was discovered that it was essential to pulverize and sieve the powders such that their dp <
32|im.

The SEM micrograph shown in Figure 4.3(d) exemplifies the conventional sized

powders that were used for the majority of the SPS depositions.
Following their GNP synthesis, LaogSroiGaosMgo^Oj-s and Smo.2Ceo 8O2-5 (SDC) were
sintered at 1773 ± 10 °K for 8 hrs. Their XRD patterns given in Figure 4.4 shows that in both
instances good phase purities were obtained.

....

(a)

•"TO U|«uiua>rfn> -:
_u_L

Figure 4.4 (a) XRD pattern for GNP synthesized Lao.gSro iGao.8Mgo.203^ powder and after air
sintering at 1773 ± 10 °K for 8 hrs (b) XRD patterns for GNP synthesized Smo^CeogCh-s
powder before and after air sintering at 1773 ± 10 °K for 8 hrs
As indicated by the XRD pattern shown in the bottom of Figure 4.5, the synthesis of
Smo.sSro.5Co03.5 (SSC) via the GNP rendered a multi-phased material that included cobalt
metal. Certain phases could not be identified by the Jade™ database. SSC's post-synthesis,
a OA

sintering protocol comes from the study by Yank et al.

. A fairly good perovskite phase was

obtained after heating the material to 1323 ± 10 °K (12 hrs). The resultant powder was easily
pulverized and sieved to dp < 32 fim. Because of the excessive metal - SSC TEC mismatch
the powder was not used for the SPS depositions; however, it was used by Y. Shen (M. Sc.
Eng).
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Figure 4.5 XRD pattern for GNP synthesized Smo sSro 5C0O3.5 powder before (bottom) and
after air sintering at 1323±l0 °K for 12 hrs
Other than the inability to completely eliminate LSGFM's SrLaGasCb impurity, GNP
powder synthesis, in combination with post-sintering, pulverizing, and sieving renders
conventional feedstock powders that are suitable for SPS.

4.2 Hydridic electrolyte synthesis
The XRD pattern of anhydrous NaBC>2 that was obtained using the protocol described
in Appendix E is shown in Figure 4.6. Compounds contained within the sub-systems of the
H20-Na20-B203, ternary system were undetectable.
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Figure 4.6 XRD pattern of NaBC>2 following the dehydration of reagent grade NaBC>2*4H20
On four different occasions the 0.15 ± 0.05 kg quantites of NaH were prepared using
the protocol given in Appendix E.

Using the familiar gas evolution technique28'29, the

resulting powder masses yielded 99 ± 2% of their corresponding theoretical volume of H2 (15).
Figure 4.7 shows the post-synthesis photos of 0.25 ± 0.05 kg quantities of Na2BHs
mixtures. The measured temperature differences between the furnace thermocouple, which
was in contact with the bottom of the glove-box's custom pot, and the copper-sheathed,
interior thermocouple that was situated 3.5 ± 0. 5 cm above the custom copper crucible's
bottom was in the order of 135 ± 15 °K for the first several hours. It took ~ 24 hrs for their
difference to equilibrate at 50 ± 5 °K. The temperature of the pressure vessel's lid was 373 ±
10 °K during the first several hours and slowly decreased to 323 ± 10 °K. The cooling coils
(Figure 3.5) caused salt vapours to condense in the pressure-vessel's headspace; ostensibly,
the condensations impeded heat transfer between the furnace's hot zone and the pressure
vessel's lid; the latter's temperature stagnated at 373 ± 10 °K for the first several hours before
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it slowly decreased to 323 ± 10 °K. The photos given in Figures 4.7(a)-(b) demonstrate the
nature of the condensations. Caution must be taken in their handling as they react violently
with water and are believed to be rich in NaH. For example, MSi's (Table D.l) condensation
yielded only 53 ± 1 % of the theoretical volume of H2 as it corresponds to complete Na2BH5
hydrolysis (1-6).

Figure 4.7 Photos of MSii (Table E.l) after stability test f (Table 4.2) - (a)-(b) condensations
in the pressure vessel's headspace; (c)-( d) mixture following the manipulation from its
crucible

At ambient temperature, metal oxide-hydride mixtures have a distinct yellow colour.
In order to obtain reasonably homogeneous mixtures on this scale, it was necessary to soak
them at 823 ± 10 °K for 2-3 days. Figure 4.8 shows the photos of MSiv that was used for
subsequent investigations of materials compatibilities and solubilities. Again, there was a
minor secondary phase at the bottom of the crucible. As the interior thermocouple was not in
direct contact with crucibles' bottoms, the phase may stem from some slight decomposition of
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NaH; consequently, small amounts of liquid sodium metal may have diminished the eutectic
temperature of the copper crucibles' zinc-containing, silver solder. Compared to the primary
phase's mass, the secondary phase's mass was minor and had crystalline character. As was
found to be the case while saturating electrolytes with SOAE materials for ERH
experimentation (4.5), longer equilibration times may result in more homogenous mixtures.

Figure 4.8 Photos of MSiv (Table E.l) following its synthesis and before further use in
materials's compatibilities and solubilities experiments (Table 4.2)
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4.3 On materials' compatibilities and solubilities
Four of the five compositions given in Table E.l were used for the compatibility and
solubility testing of commercial electrically insulating materials and ionically conducting
materials (SOAEs and Na+ conducting IT-A^Os). To be clear, materials that were deemed as
unstable (NS) with the hydridic electrolytes are those that had clearly undergone a reaction;
evidence for this was given by a noticeable colour change in the melt combined with an
obvious change in the investigated material's volume. If the two aforementioned conditions
were not met, materials were deemed to be nonreactive/stable (S) but soluble. Some materials
appeared to be stable/non-reactive (AS) with the melts.

However, after the equilibration

period, hydrolysis of the hydridic electrolytes that covered the coated, SS316 discs apparently
continued up to the discs' surfaces and the coatings seemingly dissolved into the resulting
caustic mixture; hence, although the molten salt had not undergone a noticeable colour change,
the melt apparently penetrated the insulating layer. Very stable (VS) materials refer to those
that were easily recovered from their crucibles and maintained their integrity during and after
the hydrolysis of the excess hydridic electrolytes.
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4.3.1 Electronically insulating materials' compatibilities and solubilities
Along with general stability remarks and measured solubility values, listed in Table 4.1, are the experimental conditions that
were used during the investigations of electronically insulating materials' compatibilities/solubilities with/in the hydridic electrolyte(s).

Table 4.1 Electronically insulating materials' compatibilities and solubilities testing summary (823 ±10 °K, 1.00 ± 0.01 MPa (H2))
Source
Form
Material
SU Analysis Stability
Base
MS ICP (ppm) ET (hrs)
903 HP*
919
634-BN**
634-SIC**
634-AL**
AIN
BN
Mg0-Zr02
ZrOj-CaO
ai2o3

Cu
Si3N4

Cotronics
Cotronics
Aremco
Aremco
Aremco
Alfa Aesar
Carborundum Co.
Sultzer-Metco
Alfa Aesar
Alfa Aesar
-

McMaster Carr

a

A
B
B
B
B
B
B
B
B
A
B

N/A
N/A
N/A
N/A
ICP
ICP, H
N/A
ICP
RM
ICP
ICP
ICP

NS
NS
NS
NS
AS
AS
NS
AS
AS
S
S
VS

ai2o3

Mg0-Zr02
BN
SiC
ai2o3

AIN
N/A
N/A
N/A
N/A
N/A
N/A

iii
iii

v
v
v
iii

v
v
v
v
v
v

-

2670
147 (Al)
-

338 (Zr)
-

915
321
0

24
24
48
48
48
72
72
72
72
72
48
72

P
P
P
P
P
P
SC
Po
A
Po
C
SC

SU - set-up (3.2); MS - molten salt (Table E.l); ET - equilibration time; NS - not stable; AS - appeared stable; VS - very stable; H - hydrolysis; RM - resistance
measurement; P - paste; SC - sintered ceramic; Po - powder; A - Aerosol; C - crucible; *Resbond™, **Pyro-paint™
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The hydridic electrolytes clearly reacted with the majority of the investigated
commercial ceramic paints (Appendix F), and more probably with their proprietary binders,
such as perhaps phosphates. Only aluminum nitride (A1N), Pyro-paint™ 634-AL, and Z1O2CaO had not clearly reacted with the melts and were henceforth used in combination for the
fabrication of the ERH anode compartments (3.4.1).

Despite using different hydridic

electrolytes, the measured differences between the solubilities of Al in the instances of 634AL (2670 ppm) and A1N (147 ppm) were significantly different.

It may be expected that

AI2O3 would have higher solubility in the oxide ion containing melts due to the common ion
(O2"); however, the melt apparently penetrated the 634-AL layer that covered the SS316 disc
(Appendix F); following the stability test, an attempt was made to recover the coated SS316
disc by hydrolyzing the salt with D.I. water, but hydrides seemingly were present up to the
SS316 disc's surface. In the case of the commercial ZKVCaO aerosol coating (SS316 disc),
following its compatibility test, a substantial colour change (white to black) was noticed, but
the coating adhered to the metal following the hydrolysis procedure. An infinite electrical
resistance was measured between neighbouring points on the coating at ambient temperature.
By eye, the A1N paste seemed to be non-reactive with the melt, but a hydrolysis test (3.5) of
the recovered salt indicated that only 65 ± 1 vol% of the theoretical volume of H2 was
recovered.

Compared to the commercial ceramic paint, the powder form of AI2O3 had a

significantly lower measured concentration in the melt. One possible reason for this may be
that the ceramic paint's binder(s) increased A^Oa's solubility.
The sintered boron nitride (BN) sample was not compatible with the hydridic
electrolyte. Hydrolysis of the sample in its crucible resulted in sludge formation. Only the
sintered SijN4 bearing appeared to be completely unaffected by the hydridic electrolyte;
furthermore, Si's solubility was below the ICP apparatus's detection limit.
The hydridic electrolytes should hydrolyze any residual water in the ceramic paint.
Commercial ceramic paints may not have been totally dense; hence, electrolytes may have
penetrated the coatings up until the SS316 substrate.

This would obscure measurements

during ERH experimentation. Time constraints negated the possibility of investigating the
pre-deposition of a dense, non-reactive, insoluble, electronic insulating layer (e.g. Si3N4) on
the metallic support by a vapour deposition or thermal spray process.
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To summarize, no commercial electronic insulator was found to be ideally suited for
the application at hand.
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4.3.2 Ionic conducting materials compatibilities and solubilities
Listed in Table 4.2 are general stability remarks and solubility values along with the experimental conditions employed during
the investigations of ionic conducting materials' compatibilities/solubilities with/in the hydridic electrolyte(s).

Table 4.2 Ionic conducting materials' compatibilities and solubilities testing summary (823 ± 10 °K, 1.00 ± 0.01 MPa (H2))
Test
Material
Source SU
Analysis
Stability MS ET (hrs) form
GNP
NS
LSGFM
SEM,
EDS,
XRD,
ICP
iii
24
SC
a
A
GNP
b
LSGFM
SEM, EDS, ICP
NS
v
24
SC
A
c
GNP
LSGFM
ICP
NS
iii
72
Po
B
d
LSGM
GNP
S
v
72
SC
A
XRD, ICP
e
LSGM
Praxair
ICP
S
iii
72
Po
B
LSGFM
GNP
NS
f
C
ICP, inert-XRD
ii
168
Po
g
LSGFM
GNP
NS
iv
C
ICP, inert-XRD
168
Po
h
Alfa
S
v
Po
La2C>3
B
ICP
72
i
s
La2C>3
Alfa
B
ICP
iii
72
Po
j
SrO
Alfa
s
v
Po
B
ICP
72
k
GNP
s
v
Po
B
ICP
72
Ga203
1
MgO
s
Alfa
B
ICP
v
72
Po
m
ICP (356 ppm)
s
Alfa
A
v
72
Po
Z1O2
SDC
n
GNP
NS
B
v
48
SC
0
Alfa
NS
v
72
Po
B
Y2O3
fi"-Al
lonotec
B
XRD,
EDS,
SEM
S
v
96
SC
203
P
-

SU - set-up (3.2); MS -molten salt (Table E.l); ET - equilibration time; S - stable; NS - not stable; S - stable; H - hydrolysis; SC - sintered ceramic; Po - powder
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SDC and Y2O3 seemingly reacted with the select molten salts. Because of the
reduction of Ce4+ to Ce3+, it is improbable that doped ceria SOAEs are stable in these
highly reducing media. Although YSZ does not have the aionic required for either ERH
or ERC (2.2.3), ScSZ does; hence, Y2O3 is not a material of great interest; its reactivity,
however, may stem from the reaction given by (2-32) as YH^'s thermodynamic
properties are dubious193. The Zr concentration that was obtained in compatibility test m
(356 ppm) was close to the one obtained while investigating MgO*ZrC>2 powder (Table
4.1). Unfortunately, solubility/compatibility investigations of Sc were not done.
LSGM and LSGFM were investigated by varying the experimental set-up, the
hydridic electrolytes' composition, the equilibration times, and the materials' history.
The solubilities of the LSGM's individual metal oxides were also measured (h-1).
Figures 4.10 and 4.11 show the measured solubilities (ppm).

To determine the

measurements' variability as a function of the samples' depths, after tests f and g,
samples were taken from the top, middle, and bottom of each of the large crucibles (e.g.
Figures 4.9).
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Figure 4.9 Photos of MSiv (Table E.l) after test g (Table 4.2)
Contrary to the thermodynamic analysis in 2.5, NaH did not appear to have
reduced Ga2C>3 (k) to its metallic phase (2-35). Minus the exceptional instances of the
relatively high metal concentrations measured at the bottoms of the large crucibles (f and
g), the data suggests that the solubility of La > Sr ~ Mg > Ga > Fe with [La] < 3000 ppm.
In the case of f, there was a noticeable color difference between the top and bottom of the
large copper crucible after the equilibration period (see Figure 4.8). Hydrolysis testing
(3.5) yielded 110% (top) and 68 vol% (lower) of the theoretical volume of H2 (1-6),
respectively. The effect's presence is less apparent in the case of stability test g, where
the metal concentrations are considerably less compared to stability test f, but high
compared to stability tests a-e.
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Figure 4.10 ICP atomic solubility measurements (ppm) of SOAE materials
corresponding to the test conditions given in Table 4.2 - (a) circles - a, diamonds - b,
squares - c, open hexagons - d, half circles - e; (b) tests i -1 are noted in the figure
solubility test f

* eooo

solubility test g

2* 1500

element

Figure 4.11 ICP atomic solubility measurements (ppm) of LSGFM's components (Table
4.2) as a function of the large copper crucibles' depths indicated by diamonds (tops),
squares (middles), circles (bottoms) - (a) test f; (b) test g

A large error should be included in the ICP measurements as the samples were not
quenched, the equilibration times may have been insufficient, accidental cross
contamination during preparation of the samples may have occurred, the metal oxides of
interest may have been insufficiently soluble in the highly caustic solutions used for ICP
analysis, metal oxides that are reduced to their metallic phase may have been insoluble in
the hydridic melts, and so on.
The LSGFM sintered ceramic discs from stability tests a and b withstood the
hydrolysis of the residual hydrides and were subsequently prepared so that their cross
sectional, SEM micrographs could be recorded, which are shown in Figure 4.12(a) and
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Figure 4.12(b), respectively.

As shown in the bottom panels of Figure 4.12, EDS

analyses indicates that NaH reduced Fe2C>3 to its metallic phase (2-35); the other metal
oxides were either washed away during their preparation or had dissolved into the
hydridic electrolyte during the equilibration periods.

The top-section, XRD pattern

(Figure 4.13(a)) further confirms that the reduction took place; hence, the findings
coincide with the thermodynamic analysis (2.5).

By the thicknesses of the austenite

phases, which for test a and b are 65 ± 5 and 120 ± 10 |xm, respectively, it appears that
the other metal oxides of LSGFM have greater solubilities the greater the melts' [O2'].
These analyses explain why irons's measured solubilities in the hydridic electrolytes
were so low.

(b)

(a)

Mill iim

EMCMoMWMt

La (Lai)

Sr(Lal)

La (Lai)

Ca(Lal 2)

Fe(Kal)

Ga(Lal 2)

Sr(Lal)

Fe(Kal)

Figure 4.12 SEM miscrographs (cross sections) of LSGFM sintered disc after exposure
to the hydridic electrolytes (Table 4.2) - (a) test a; (b) test b; their corresponding EDS,
elemental line-scans are given in the respective bottom panels
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During the manipulation from its crucible, the LSGM sintered disc from stability
test d could not be kept in tact; furthermore, upon hydrolyzing the residual hydridic
electrolytes, large pieces broke up into smaller ones. Prior to taking its XRD pattern
(Figure 4.13(b)), the sample was further dried for several days in an oven at 373 ± 5 °K
and then crushed to a fine powder. Significant levels of water insoluble phases other than
the desired perovskite phase were not detected.

(b)

Ji

wi

Figure 4.13 (a) Top section XRD pattern of the LSGFM sintered disc after test a (Table
4.2); (b) XRD pattern of LSGM powder from its ground disc after test d (Table 4.2)

Further inert-XRD analyses were done on the materials contained in the interior
crucibles (Figure 4.7 and Figure 4.9) after tests f (Figure 14.4(b)) and g (Figure 14.4(a)).
Perovskite or other oxide phases associated with LSGFM were not detected, which is
perhaps due to the insufficient depths at which the samples were taken. Clearly, other
than Fe2C>3, LSGFM's oxide components are significantly soluble in the melts. The inertXRD pattern shown in Figure 4.14(a) contains several unidentified peaks that may
correspond to other complex phases stemming from catholyte-SOAE interactions.
Because of the formation of the austenite phase in the more hydridic electrolyte,
unequivocally, the most promising SOAE for the ERH or ERC processes cannot be in
direct contact with these hydridic electrolytes; rather, a thin layer of LSGM or ScSZ
could perhaps be used to protect the LSGFM layer.

Peaks that correspond to to the

previously identified29 compound, Na6B20sH2, are listed in Table 4.3.
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Figure 4.14 (a) Inert-XRD patterns of the samples collected above (top), at (middle), and
below (bottom) the catholyte-LSGFM interface after test g (Table 4.2); (b) Inert-XRD
patterns of the samples collected above (top), at (middle), and below (bottom) the
catholyte-LSGFM interface after test f (Table 4.2)

Table 4.3 XRD data for the compound Na^OsFh (Cu Ka)
Position (°28) Relative Intensity (%)
55
68
100
52
80
64
25
31
26
27

34.28
34.73
39.39
40.22
44.47
47.38
56.71
57.61
59.33
63.19

Amongst other matters, the determination of metal oxide solubility limits could be
accomplished by electrochemical testing by using a B"-Al203 solid sodium cation
electrolyte (SSCE).

A stable SSCE would also allow for the construction of

concentration cells. This would facilitate the development of a thermodynamic solution
model for the catholyte systems of interest.
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Compatibility test p's prior and post EDS, XRD, and SEM analyses results are shown
in Figure 4.15.

During the hydrolysis of the residual hydridic electrolyte, P"-Al203

retained its mechanical integrity; thereafter, it was oven-dried at 373 ± 5 °K for several
days before being placed under an ambient temperature vacuum for several more days.
Certain XRD peaks, which were present both before and after the compatibility test,
could not be accounted for using the Jade™ database.

The XRD patterns and EDS

spectra analyses were not indicative that any objectionable processes had occurred.
However, by comparing the two SEM micrographs, as indicated by the unevenness of its
surface (Figure 4.15(b)), it appears that the exposed sample had been corroded. Not
enough time was available to study the variability of the corrosion process as a function
of the hydridic electrolyte's composition; hence, further investigations are warranted.
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Figure 4.15 Analyses of B"-Al203 before (left panels) and after (right panels) test p
(Table 4.2) - (a)-(b) SEM micrographs (top section); (c)-(d) EDS spectra (top sections);
(e)-(f) XRD patterns (top sections)
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4.4 Preparation of ERH anode compartments by SPS
The vast majority of the TSDP experimental work done here is with respect to the
fabrication of the ERH anode compartments. This requires multi-layer depositions of
dense ceramic layers only.

In order to obtain anodes having the sub-micron pore
1
structure described by others , the deposited Ni0-Fe20j (NFO) layer was to be reduced
under a H2 atmosphere following its deposition.
To be thorough, the early results for the RF, induction coupled, vacuum, solution,
plasma spraying is given alongside of those for the SPS single layer depositions of
LSGM and LSGFM. This was done on both titanium and GKN™ porous metal filter
substrates, with the latter type having variable porosity. Then, while accounting for the
plasma-to-substrate arcing, the results for the initial SPS single and multi-layer
depositions on GKN™ porous metal filter substrates are exhibited. This is followed by
the presentation of the results pertaining to the SPS depositions on ERH anode
compartments having the pipe and NPT type designs (Figure 3.4).

4.4.1 Initial investigations of SPS
Initial attempts at SPS depositions of double-doped, LaGa03 electrolytes
employed parameters that were similar to those used by Jia145. Early on, however, it was
found that the back-pressure in the atomization probe's suspension inlet, which was
caused by the pressure exerted by the injection gas line (Figure 3.3), often prevented the
EtOH-based suspension from

flowing altogether.

Furthermore, EtOH solvent-GNP

powder suspensions were not uniform; thus, at the time of the depositions, EtOH would
flow faster than the solids, and the latter obviously agglomerates in the peristaltic tube;
therefore, it was impossible to know, even approximately, what the suspensions' wt%
solids were at the atomization probe's exit.

This occured if solid GNP powders were

added to the solvent either directly following their synthesis or following their sintering
and subsequent placement in an ultrasound bath. The problem was particularly severe
using the former arrangement.

The effect of the addition of dispersant(s) on EtOH

suspensions' stabilities and fluidities was not investigated as white mineral oil was
discovered to be a far superior solvent. For the flow-rates used in this study (2.5 - 8.0 ml
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min"1), mineral oil suspensions were uniform; this stems from mineral oil's kinematic
viscosity (34.5 cSt), which is high compared to EtOH's (1.5 cSt).

Viscous solvent

impede powders from settling while en route to the RF induction coupled plasma torch.
All of the SPS results given here are in regards to mineral oil solvent suspensions.
A summary of the SPS (i-xiii) and RF, induction coupled, vacuum, solution,
plasma spraying (xiv-xv) parameters are given in Table 4.4. The corresponding samples'
analyses were done using the protocols given in (3.5). For this preliminary study, only
atomization probe A (Figure G.4) and 7 wt% solid suspensions were used. As well, the
substrate type and GNP powders' post-synthesis manipulations varied for this portion of
the optimization. Either a mortar and pestle or a miniature ball-mill (MBM) was used to
pulverize (~ 1 g) the sintered GNP powders.

Table 4.4 Summary of the varied parameters' values during the initial SPS and RF,
Substrate
i
ii
iii
iv
V

vi
vii
viii
ix
x

xi
xii
xiii
xiv

xv

induction coupled, vacuum, solution, plasma optimization
SOAE
SD NL
A
ST
FR
LSGFM
10
55
SEM,
EDS
Ti
4
10
20
SEM, EDS
4
LSGM
Ti
SEM
4
LSGMF
10.5 20
Ti
LSGM
10
23
SEM, EDS
Ti
4
LSGMF
14
15
SEM, EDS
Ti
4
8
LSGM
20
SEM, EDS
Ti
4
10
20
SEM
SIKA-SS-10
4
LSGMF
SIKA-SS-10
4
LSGMF
10
21
SEM, EDS
SIKA-SS-10
4
LSGMF
10
23
SEM
10
10
SEM, EDS
SlKA-HX-10
4.5
LSGMF
LSGFM
7
SEM
SIKA-HX-1
4
11
SIKA-HX-1
4
LSGFM
11
60
SEM
55
SIKA-HX-1
4
LSGFM
11
SEM
17
*LSGMF - SSC
23
13
SEM
SIKA-HX-10
SIKA-HX-10
17
•LSGMF - SSC
23
20
SEM

PP
MBM
MBM
MBM
MBM
MBM
MBM
MP
MP
MP
MP
Appendix C
Appendix C
Appendix C
N/A
N/A

Figures 4.16(a)-(c) shows that the coating suffers from a high level of open
porosity; in spite the number of passes, its EDS, elemental spectrum indicates the
presence of titanium.

The distribution of elements, however, was similar to the

feedstock's (Figure 4.3(b)).
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Figure 4.16 Analyses for deposition i (Table 4.4) - (a)-(c) SEM micrographs (top
section); (d) EDS elemental spectrm (top section)

Depostion ii's cross sectional, SEM micrographs are shown in Figures 4.17 (a)(b).

The LSGFM layer is well adhered to the Ti substrate, but there is significant

variation in its thickness. The coating is not homogeneous. Regions with significant
open porosity abruptly become dense. Copper, which assuredly came from the fusion of
the copper, cooling insert that Jia145 used for his SPS depositions, is present in the EDS,
elemental spectrum (Figures 4.17(d)). Henceforth, the cooling insert was not used.
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£ lscfm

lsgfm

LSCFM

Figure 4.17 Analyses for deposition ii (Table 4.4) - (a)-(b) SEM micrographs (cross
section); (c) SEM micrograph (top section) (d) EDS elemental spectrum (top section)

The global, SEM micrograph of deposition iii's top section is given in Figure
4.18(a). Although the coating has a high surface density of caverns, their characters do
not correspond well with those stemming from the plasma-substrate arcing that was
discovered later on. Furthermore, the coating's microstructure is highly porous and it
appears as though the powders were heated to a quasi-vapour state amid SPS. Neither the
pre-heating of the titanium substrate nor the post-heating of the coating under the plasma
jet was done. The effect may be a result of the amount of time the post-sintered, GNP
powders were subjected to ball-milling, which, for this portion of the optimization, varied
between several minutes to several hours. A substantial portion of the powders were lost
during the ball-milling. Powders having an excessively small particle size distribution
would be more susceptible to vaporization; hence, careful control over the powder's posttailoring process is critical.

The SEM micrograph of the deposition's cross section
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(Figure 4.18 (c)) shows that the rate of deposition was in the order of l|xm loop"1.
However, the coating did not remain adhered to the titanium substrate and it also contains
a significant level of open porosity.

LSGM

LSGM

Figure 4.18 Analyses for deposition iii (Table 4.4) - (a)-(b) SEM micrographs (top
section); (c) SEM micrograph (cross section)

As shown

in Figures 4.19(a)-(c), deposition iv's top global and micro

characteristics are similar to those of deposition iii's. The layer's thickness, which is
approximately half of the previous two depositions, indicates that either its density is
significantly higher or that a significant portion of the in-flight particles were rebounded
upon contacting the substrate. Again, the coating has poor adherence to the titanium
substrate and its non-homogeneity is presumably due to the powder's post-tailoring
sequence. As well, top-section's EDS, elemental spectrum is similar to the feedstock's
(Figure 4.3(b)).
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LSGFM

LSCFM

Figure 4.19 Analyses for deposition iv (Table 4.4) - (a)-(b) SEM micrographs (top
section); (d) SEM micrograph (cross section); (e) EDS elemental spectrum (top section)
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In comparison to the previous depositions, the only remarkable parameter change
amid deposition v was the greater stand-off, spraying distance. Two different types of
micro-structers were observed. On the one hand, as shown in Figure 4.20(a), there are
regions in which splats having diameters ranging from a tenth to several tens of microns
are deposited upon seemingly larger particle deposits that had reached a quasi-liquid
state. A vertical crack is also present in the top left hand side of the micrograph. On the
other hand, as shown in Figure 4.20(b), there are regions that correspond to the previous
depositions where the material attained a quasi-vaporized state prior to being deposited.
There is substantial variation in the deposition's thickness and the cross-section
micrographs (Figures 4.20(c)-(d)) shows that, along with open porosity, the deposition
suffers from substantial vertical/horizontal cracking. As well, either during or after the
deposition, portions of the coating having lengths and widths in the order of several
microns broke away from the rest of the deposition. The initial layer of the deposit,
however, is well adhered to the titanium substrate. Finally, other than the presence of
titanium, the deposition's top-section, EDS spectrum (Figure 4.20(e)) coincides with the
the feedstock's.
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Figure 4.20 Analyses for deposition v (Table 4.4) - (a,b) SEM micrographs (top section);
(c,d) SEM micrograph (cross section); (e) EDS spectrum (top section)

Amid deposition vi, the suspension's flow-rate,
the number of deposition loops differed.

the SPS stand-off distance, and

High resolution, SEM micrographs of the

coating's cross-views are shown in Figures 4.21(a)-(c); it can be seen that the welladhered deposit suffers from a significant level of open porosity.

Additionally, the

substrate was not well centered amid the deposition; hence, the coating's thickness varies
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greatly (7.9 ± 6.9 (j.m).

Other than the presence of titanium, the deposition's cross

sectional, EDS, spectrum closely resembles the feedstock's.

LSGM

LSGM

LSGM

Figure 4.21 Analyses for deposition vi (Table 4.4) - (a-c) SEM micrographs (cross
section); (d) EDS spectrum (cross section)

Due to the substantial powder loss that was experienced while pulverizing the
post-sintered, GNP powders in the miniature ball-mill, attempts were made to reduce the
powders' particle sizes with a mortar and pestle. As well, commercial GKN™ porous
metal filters made from both SS316 (SIKA-SS-10) and Hastelloy X (SIKA-HX-10 and
S1KA-HX-1) were used throughout the remainder of the initial optimization procedure.
Deposition vii's global top-view, SEM micrograph, given in Figure 4.22(a),
shows that the powder sizes are excessively large; hence, they are insufficiently melted in
the plasma core, which gives rise to discontinuous coatings. The high resolution, top
section, SEM micrograph (Figure 4.22(b)) suggests that particle splat formation did not
occur and that the particles were slightly liquefied in the plasma's core. The global, cross
section, SEM micrograph (Figure 4.22(c)) infers that the SS316 substrate's pore size is
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excessive and that the coating is poorly adhered to the substrate. As well, its thickness
(Figure 4.22(d)) is less than what was achieved while spraying the ball-milled powders
under the same operating conditions, which indicates that solid particles were rebounded
off of the substrate.

LSGM

LSGM
SIKA-SS-10

Figure 4.22 Analyses for deposition vii (Table 4.4) - (a)-(b) SEM micrographs (top
section); (c)-(d) SEM micrographs (cross section)

There is little else to report in regards to depositions xiii-x (Figures 4.25 - 4.27).
The need to reduce the sintered, GNP, synthesized powders to conventional sizes is
evident. In all three attempts the thicknesses of the deposited layers were less than what
was obtained while working with powders that had been pulverized with the miniature
ball-mill. Additionally, given the application at hand, the SIKA-SS-10 and SIKA-HX-10
pore sizes were excessive.
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Figure 4.23 Analyses for deposition viii (Table 4.4) - (a)-(b) SEM micrographs (cross
section); (c)-(d) SEM micrographs (cross section); (e) EDS spectrum (top section)
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re 4.24 Analyses for deposition ix (Table 4.4) - (a)-(b) SEM micrographs (top
section); (c)-(d) SEM micrographs (cross section)
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Figure 4.25 Analyses for deposition x (Table 4.4) - (a)-(b) SEM micrographs (top
section); (c)-(d) SEM micrographs (cross section); (e) EDS, elemental spectrum (top
section)
Other than the severe plasma-substrate arcing, which results in "lunar" surfaces,
SPS of sintered, GNP, synthesized LSGFM powders, tailored to dp < 32fim, on SIKAHX-1 substrates renders depositions of uniform thicknesses. The author is unable to
specify the reason(s) for the seemingly, previous absence of the arcing.

In the plasma

core, the outer volumes of the feedstock powders with 32 ^m < dp < 10 ^m attain a
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mostly liquid state in their outer volumes, while smaller particles are completely
liquefied. The quenched mixture results in depositions having minor amounts of open
porosity (e.g. Figure 4.26(e)).

LSGFM

LSGFM

Figure 4.26 Analyses for deposition xi (Table 4.4) - (a)-(f) SEM micrographs (top
sections)
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The SEM micrograph of deposition xi's global top-view (Figure 4.26(a)) indicates
that the arc rate density is 1.5 ± 0.25 arcs loop"1 mm'2. Micro-structures for three of the
deposition's craters are displayed in Figures 4.26(b)-(d); the arcs penetrate the depth of
the ceramic layer leaving craters with diameters between 45 ± 15 |a.m. Two types of
crater micro-morphologies are noted. One type, which is exemplified by Figures 4.26(b)(c), is where only the removal of material occurs during the arcing. The other type is
where the arc results in both the removal of material in combination with its vaporization,
which, upon quenching, results in ceramic bubble formation in the crater's exterior ring
(Figures 4.26 (d)).
In comparison with deposition xi, the SEM micrograph of deposition xii's global
top section (Figure 4.27(a)) shows the augmentation in crater density because of the
greater number of deposition passes. The severe environment also renders a high density
of vertical cracks (Figure 4.27(b)).
LSGFM

LSGFM

LSGFM

LSGFM

Figure 4.27 Analyses for deposition xii (Table 4.4) - (a)-(d) SEM micrographs (top
section)
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Cross-view micrographs for a 55 loop, LSGFM deposition are given in Figure
4.28. The operating conditions allow for a deposition rate of 0.8 ±0.1 jxm loop"1 and the
use of SIKA-HX-1 substrates largely eliminates the coating discontinuities and
depressions that occur on SIKA-HX-10 substrates. Although the level of open porosity is
very minor and the LSGFM coating adheres well to Hastelloy X, the presence of vertical
cracks, which are caused by either the arcs or the mismatch of the materials' TECs, or a
combination of the two effects, are highly objectionable.

LSGFM

LSGFM

Figure 4.28 Analyses for deposition xiii (Table 4.4) - (a)-(c) SEM micrographs (cross
section)

Following RF, induction coupled, vacuum, solution, plasma spraying, the quantity
of material deposit on the deposition chamber's interior wall was several orders of
magnitude greater compared to what is experienced with SPS; this is a significant
drawback for the technology.

Cross section, SEM micrographs of the porous

30wt%LSGFM-SSC cermet anode layers are shown in Figures 4.29 and 4.30. On flat
regions of the SIKA-HX-10 substrates, deposition rates are 2.9 ± 0.6 jxm s"1, but the pore
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size of the substrates renders discontinuities within the layer.

The substrate-coating

adherence is questionable and may be due to secondary, interfacial phase formation(s).

SIKA-HX-10

Figure 4.29 Analyses for deposition xiv (Table 4.4) - (a)-(c) SEM micrographs (cross
section)
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Figure 4.30 Analyses for deposition xv (Table 4.4) - (a)-(c) SEM micrographs (cross
section)

In summary, as it pertains to obtaining dense ceramic coatings by SPS, despite
what was reported in Jia's dissertation145, major parameter adjustments were required.
Firstly, GNP powder - EtOH suspensions are not homogeneous. Rather, viscous solvents
that can be pumped at greater than 4 ml min"1, such as mineral oil, are required.
Secondly, to obtain coatings of uniform thicknesses, sintered, GNP, synthesized powders
must be pulverized and sieved to dp < 32 jxm and commercial substrates having low pore
sizes, such as SIKA-HX-1, are required.

Thirdly, the plasma-substrate arcing, which
t
9 •
produces craters at a rate 1.5 ± 0.5 arcs loop" mm*, is highly objectionable as it is

responsible for significant amounts of coating loss and cracking. Finally, RF, induction
coupled, vacuum, solution, plasma spraying of cermet layers suffers from excessive
material loss in the deposition chamber.
The results from the secondary investigations of SPS of dense ceramic layers on
commercial, porous, metal substrates, particularly as it relates to the eradication of the
plasma-substrate arcing, is presented in the following sub-section.
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4.4.2 SPS on GKN™ porous metal filter substrates
Although several problems associated with SPS of dense ceramic layers on metal
supports were exposed and resolved in the previous sub-section, there are still many
issues that need to be addressed before the fabrication of metal-supported, ERH and ERC
anode compartments can be considered. In this sub-section the optimization of dense
ceramic coatings on GKN™ porous metal filters by SPS is elaborated. This particularly
relates itself to material compatibility issues, the eradications of the discovered plasmasubstrate arcing, and multi-layer depositions.
The remainder SPS results presented in this text involves the use of sintered, GNP
synthesized powders that were tailored to dp < 53 |*m (NFO) and dp < 32 |xm (LSGM,
SDC, LSGFM) using the protocol given in Appendix C. Depositions i-v and vi-xii were
done using the hexagonal (old) and electrically insulated (Appendix G) substrate holders,
respectively. Amid every deposition, the cooling mask was electrically grounded and
neither the pre-heating of the metal substrates nor the post heating of the coatings was
done. As well, the spraying distance (nozzle tip to substrate) was 5.5 ± 1.5 cm, the
suspension flow-rate was 4 ml min"1, and only atomization probe A was used (Appendix
G). Table 4.5 lists the variable, SPS parameters.
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Table 4.5 Summary of the varied parameters' values for the SPS of dense, ceramic layers
on GKN™ porous metal filters

Deposition
i

ii

iii

iv

V
vi
vii

viii

powder

wt% solids

No. loops

NFO
SDC
LSGM
LSGFM
NFO
SDC
LSGM
LSGFM
NFO
LSGM
LSGFM
NFO
SDC
LSGM
LSGFM
NFO
LSGFM
LSGFM
NFO
GDC
LSGM
LSGFM
NFO
LSGFM

10.6
10
10
10.1
10.6
10
10
10.1
10.6
10
10.1
9.7
10
10
10.1
6.9
8
8
8
7.4
7.4
8
8
8

50
3
3
60
50
3
3
60
50
3
80
60
2
2
60
25
25
90
20
2
2
70
60
99

Analysis

SEM, EDS

SEM

SEM, EDS

SEM
SEM
SEM

SEM, EDS, XRD
SEM

SEM micrograph of deposition i's cross-view, shown in Figure 4.31(a), does not
focus on the craters that were still present to a minor degree. For the NFO, SDC, and
LSGFM deposits, respective deposition rates of 0.72 ± 0.02, 1.0 ± 0.02, and 1.45 ± 0.02
|im loop"1 were obtained. Although the NFO layer does not adhere to the SIKA-SS-5
substrate, there is excellent adherence at the three ceramic interfaces. Other than the
LSGM/LSGFM interface, it is possible to visually distinguish the distinct layers by the
abrupt colour variations. While the level of open porosity is low, the vertical crack that
extends itself across the SOAE layer is objectionable. The EDS, elemental spectrum of
the LSGFM layer, shown in Figure 4.31(b), coincides with the feedstock's.
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Figure 4.31 Analyses for deposition i (Table 4.5) - (a) SEM micrographs (cross section);
(b) EDS elemental spectrum of the LSGFM layer (cross section)

Deposition ii was done on a SIKA-HX-1 substrate. The SEM micrographs of its
top section are shown in Figure 4.32. A crater formation rate of 0.06 ± 0.01 craters loop"1
mm"2 is low compared to the ones obtained while performing depositions with an
ungrounded, cooling mask. Note that the calculation was made using the number of
LSGFM passes as it is believed that craters in the previous layers were undetectable. The
high resolution micrographs (Figures 4.32(a)-(b)) indicate that the vast majority of the
feedstock is liquefied in the plasma core and that the coating is essentially free of vertical
cracks.
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Figure 4.32 Analyses for deposition ii (Table 4.5) - (a)-(c) SEM micrographs (topsection)

Deposition iii was done on a SIKA-HX-1 substrate.

From its cross sectional,

SEM micrograph, shown in Figure 4.33(b), deposition rates of LSGM/LSGFM and NFO
are 1.34 ± 0.14 and 0.92 ± 0.10 (xm loop'1, respectively, have been determined. The
contrasting layers are firmly attached to one other and there are no signs of
discontinuities along their interfaces. Additionally, the EDS, elemental mapping of the
individual elements, which are shown in the bottom inserts, affirms that excellent phase
separation was achieved. As well, the EDS spectrum of the LSGFM layer coincide with
the feedstock's. However, unwanted vertical cracks, which are only present in the SOAE
layer(s), exist at intervals of one for every 100 ± 20 fim.
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Figure 4.33 Analyses for deposition iii (Table 4.5) - (a) EDS, elemental spectrum of the
LSGFM layer (cross section); (b) SEM micrograph (cross section); EDS,elemental
mapping of the elements Fe (Kal), Ga(Lal,2), Ni (Kal), O (Lai), and Sr(Lal)

Deposition iv's top section's SEM micrographs are shown in Figures 4.34(a)-(f).
Again, while operating with the grounded cooling mask, and assuming 60 deposition
loops (LSGFM), the crater formation rate is 0.06 ± 0.01 craters loop"1 mm"2. The high
resolution micrographs shows that not all of the feedstock powders reach a purely fused
state in the plasma core, particularly those having dp > 20 nm.
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LSGFM

LSGFM

LSGFM

LSGFM

Figure 4.34 Analyses for deposition iv (Table 4.5) - (a)-(f) SEM micrographs (top
section)

For depositions v and vi, in order to investigate the possibility of liquefying a
greater portion of the feedstock's particles, their suspensions solid wt% was lowered.
Furthermore, these are the first trials that employed the electrically insulated sample
holder. Numerous depressions are shown by the global SEM micrographs of their top
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sections (Figures 4.35(a)-(c) and Figures 4.3 6(a)-(b)). The cavernous character differs
from the craters that result from the plasma-substrate arcing and it can be concluded that
they are a corollary of the large pore sized SIKA-SS-10 substrates.

Ostensibly, the

plasma-substrate arcing can be eliminated by operating with the new sample holder in
combination with the grounded cooling-mask.

Furthermore, as anticipated and

exemplified by the high-resolution micrographs given in Figure 4.35(d) and Figures
4.36(c)-(d), the percentage of the feedstock that is liquefied in the plasma core is
augmented when operating with suspensions comprised of lower wt% solids.
LSGFM

LSGFM

| LSGFM

LSGFM

Figure 4.35 Analyses for deposition v (Table 4.5) - (a)-(d) SEM micrographs (top
section)
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Figure 4.36 Analyses for deposition vi (Table 4.5) - (a)-(d) SEM micrographs (top
section)

Deposition vii's top section XRJD pattern coincides with the feedstock's (Figure
4.38(b)).

In Figure 39(a)-(f)> the SEM micrographs of varying resolutions for the

deposition's top and cross sections are shown.

Because a SIKA-HX-1 substrate was

used, the deposition's top-section was void of the caverns that were previously found (v
and vi)). Judging by the quantity of splat formations (Figure 4.37(c)-(d)), ostensibly, the
vast majority of the feedstock powders were liquefied in the plasma core. The deposition
rates for the NFO, GDC, and LSGFM/LSGM layers were 0.99 ±0.15, 0.65 ± 0.30, 1.00 ±
0.50 nm loop"1, respectively.

While there is some slight open porosity at the GDC-

LSGM interface, the deposition has a high density. Only one vertical crack can be found
along the depositions cross-section but mild horizontal cracks are also present. The EDS,
elemental line-scans, which are shown in the bottom of Figure 4.38, demonstrate the
excellent separation between the material deposits.

Using these optimized SPS

parameters, similar results were achieved (i.e. reproducible); several multi-layer, anodic,
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IT-SOFC half-cells of

varying

LSGFM thicknesses were

prepared for

further

investigations (Y. Shen; M. Sc. Eng.).

LSGFM

LSGFM

LSGFM

LSGFM

LSGFM

LSGFM

Figure 437 Analyses for deposition vi (Table 4.5) - (a)-(d) SEM micrographs (top
section); (e)-(f) SEM micrographs (cross section)
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Figure 4.38 Analyses for deposition vii (Table 4.5) - (a) SEM micrographs (cross
section); (b) XRD pattern (top section); EDS, elemental line-scans for the composition
line shown in (a) are given in the bottom panels

Figures 4.39(a)-(d) shows the SEM micrographs of deposition viii's top section.
Although the SPS operating conditions were the same as those previously used, the
coating has a smoother texture.

Evidently, a high percentage of the feedstock powder

was liquefied in the plasma core; furthermore, other than the slight vertical crack found in
the bottom right corner in Figures 41(c), the coating has excellent homogeneity.
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Figure 4.39 Analyses for deposition viii (Table 4.5) - (a)-(d) SEM micrographs (cross
section)
The principal, experimental findings in this sub-section are summarized as follows:
•

grounding the cooling mask drastically diminishes the rate of crater formation;

•

grounding the cooling mask, in combination with the insulated, sample holder,
fully eliminates the plasma-substrate arcing;

•

depositions on SIKA-HX-10 substrates results in cavernous coating;

•

depositions on SIKA-HX-1 substrates renders coatings having uniform depths;

•

feedstock liquefaction in the plasma core is largely dependent on the suspension's
solid content;

•

compared to the relevant TSDP literature pertaining to dense, ceramic coatings,
the optimized, multi-layer depositions (e.g vii) are of very high quality.

Attempts at extending these exceptional results to ERH anode compartments will now
be elaborated.
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4.4.3 SPS on ERH anode compartments having the pipe design
The initial compartment fabrication protocol involved TIG welding the adjoining
region of a pre-machined, Inconel bar and a SIKA-HX-1, GKN™, metal filter. The latter
was compression fitted into the former beforehand. The irregularities in the TIG weld
was thought to have been, in part, responsible for the obnoxious results to be discussed
shortly. Thereafter, the collaborative flow restrictor component (Appendix H), following
its further in-house machining, was used as the SPS substrate.

A summary of the

parameters that varied during SPS of the secondary, ERH anode compartments having
the pipe design (3.3.1) is given in Table 4.6.

Table 4.6 Summary of the varied parameters' values during the SPS on ERH anode
ERHAC

powder

wt% solids

no. loops

i

NFO
SDC
LSGFM
NFO
GDC
LSGM
LSGFM
NFO
GDC
LSGM
LSGFM
NFO
GDC
LSGM
LSGFM
NFO
GDC
LSGFM
NFO
GDC
LSGM
LSGFM

8
10
8
8
7.4
7.4
8
8
7.4
7.5
8
8
3
8
8
8
3
8
8
3
8
8

15
2
70
20
2
2
90
20
2
2
100
15
2
3
165
30
3
100
21
4
3
112

ii

iii

iv

v

vi

Post deposition photos for five (ii-vi) of the ERH anode compartments are shown in
Figures 4.40(a)-(e).
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Figure 4.40 Photos of the ERH anode compartments (ii-vi) of the pipe design after multi-layer depositions by SPS (Table 4.6)
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SPS on the first anode compartment (i) invoked the outright fusion/loss of the SS316
tube; hence, the SPS protocol was modified by incorporating either a protecttive nickel foil (ii)
or Inconel heat shield (iii-vi).

In spite of these efforts, the principal problem of substrate

overheating remained. Shortly after the final layer of LSGFM had been deposited, the coating
flaked off; this is due to the relaxing of residual stresses during cooling which stems from the
TEC mismatch of the adjacent, deposited layers.

Additional attempts to mitigate the

components' over-heating included minor machining modifications and stop-start, deposition
cycles whereby 5-15 deposition loops were done prior to stopping the robotic arm for a few
moments.
To conclude, it is imperative to maintain the substrate's temperature as close to the
ambient as possible amid SPS.

In order to conform to this requirement, the ERH anode

compartment NPT design (3.3.1) was concieved and developed.
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4.4.4 SPS on ERH anode compartments having the NPT design

Table 4.7 lists the parameters/post-deposition analyses used in the investigations of,
ERH anode compartment (3.3.1) prepared by SPS.

Table 4.7 Summary of the varied parameters' values during the SPS on ERH anode
compartments having the NPT design
Deposition

Powder

no. loops

i

NFO

15

LSGFM

20

ii
iii

iv

V

vi

vii

NFO

35
99

R

NFO

35

R

GDC

4

LSGM

3

LSGFM

110

NFO

35

GDC

4

LSGM

3

LSGFM

99

NFO

35

SEM

R

SEM

SEM

GDC

4
3

LSGFM

99

R

NFO

35

R

•7NF03SDC

3
3

GDC

4

LSGM

3

LSGFM

150

NFO

30

•7NF03SDC

3

**3NF07SDC

3

GDC

3
•

OCV, SEM

R

LSGM

••3NF07SDC

analysis
SEM

LSGFM

LSGM
viii

H2R

R

R

SEM

R

3

LSGFM

99

NFO

30

•7NF03SDC

3

••3NF07SDC

3

GDC

3

LSGM

3

LSGFM

70

R

SEM

R

SEM

**3NF07SDC-30wt%NFC)-SDC; *7NFO3SDC-70wt%NFO-SDC
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For these investigations, the SPS stand-off distance was 4.5 ± 0.5 cm and, unless stated
otherwise, the suspension flow-rate was 4 ml min"1. As well, atomizer A and B were used for
depositions i and ii-ix, respectively. Furthermore, in order to achieve a denser GDC interlayer, it was decided to diminish its suspension's solid content from 8 to 3 wt%. GDC has a
significantly higher fusion temperature (~3000 °K) compared to NFO's and the double-doped
LaGaC^'s (-1800 °K). All other suspensions were comprised of 8 wt% solids. Finally, as will
be discussed in more depth below, the sequencing of the post-deposition, H2 reduction (H2R in
Table 4.7) plays an important role in the successful fabrication of the ERH anode
compartments. Components were placed under a flowing (100 ± 25 ml min"1) H2 (99.9 vol%)
atmosphere at 923 ± 10 °K for 6 hrs. In order to determine if the reduction of the anode
layer(s) had indeed taken place in the allotted time-frame, electrical resistance measurements
were taken before and after their depositions. Similar tests proved that the incorporated Fe2C>3,
in LSGFM is not reduced by H2 to its metallic state under the aforementioned conditions.
At the time of this writing, Ishihara et al.121 had obtained the highest power densities in
the SOFC, open literature. This was achieved by the in-situ reduction of the NiO-Fe2C>3
substrate after the deposition of the SOAE layers were deposited by pulsed laser deposition.
Being that the ERH process to be tested here was to be done with a metal-supported, anode
compartment fabricated by TSDP, which are susceptible to vertical cracks, relatively thick (>
100 |im) SOAE layers were deposited so to lessen the possibility of catholyte cross-over.
The SEM micrographs of deposition i's top-section are shown in Figure 4.41. Judging
by the coating's surface, ostensibly, while in the plasma core, the feedstock had reached a
quasi-vaporized state.

The post-deposition measurement of the suspension's flow-rate

rendered an unexpected value of 2.5 ml min"1 that was due to a worn out tube.
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LSGFM

LSGFM

LSGFM

LSGFM

Figure 4.41 Analyses for deposition i (Table 4.7) - (a)-(d) SEM micrographs (top section)

To test the functionality of the ERH anode compartment that resulted from deposition
ii, OCV measurements were taken using the arrangement depicted in Figure 3.6 (3.5). As the
system's temperature was augmented between 873 ± 10 - 923 ± 10 °K, the OCV increased
from 0.385 ± 0.003 - 0.645 ± 0.003 V. Thereafter, it diminished rapidly (~ 3 mV min"1) until
a zero voltage reading was obtained. The measured value at 923 ± 10 °K is in reasonable
accordance with the one obtained by Ishihara et al."5. Due to time constraints, this was the
only ERH anode compartment that was characterized in this way.

The subsequent SEM

analysis of the sample's cross-section (Figures 4.42(a)-(e)) shows that, during the examination
period, other than the far left portion of the coating (Figure 4.42(a)), the LSGFM layer had
completely delaminated itself from the quasi-dense, 30 ± 5 fim thick, 90wt%Ni-Fe, anode
layer. The latter material remained flush and fully adhered to the well adjoined SIKA-HX-1
and Inconel materials that constitute the integral, flow-restrictor substrate. Five minor vertical
cracks of variable spacing between each (50 - 400 (im) can be observed along the dense, even,
100 ± 10 ^m thick, LSGFM layer (Figure 4.42(c)), which was therefore deposited at a rate of
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1.01 ± 0.10 fxm loop"1.

From the analyses, it can be concluded that the custom cooling

arrangement can achieve the goal of substrate temperature management. A protocol allowing
for the preparation of an adherent, multi-layer assembly following the H2 reduction of NFO is
still required.

Figure 4.42 Analyses for deposition ii (Table 4.7) following the OCV testing - (a)-(d) SEM
micrographs (cross section)
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Deposition iii's H2 reduction sequence allows for the investigation of the cohesion of
the SOAE layer(s) on the 90wt%Ni-Fe anode layer. So to conform, as much as possible, to
the desired final product, GDC and LSGM inter-layers were included. The SEM micrographs
of its cross section are displayed in Figures 4.43 (a)-(f).

Figure 4.43 Analyses for deposition iii (Table 4.7) - (a)-(f) SEM micrographs (cross section)
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Figure 4.44 Analyses for deposition iv (Table 4.7) - (a)-(d) SEM micrographs (top section);
(e)-(h) SEM micrographs (cross section)
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The apparent LSGFM/LSGM and GDC deposition rates are 1.19 ± 0.18 and 0.19 ±
0.06 jim loop*1, respectively. As the deposition of the NFO layer was succeeded by its H2
reduction, a corresponding value cannot be assigned; hence, a "superficial" (i.e. 90wt%Ni-Fe)
deposition rate of 0.74 ± 0.12

loop"'is assigned.

particularly notable (Figure 4.43(f))-

The anode's sub-micron porosity is

Although there is excellent coherence between the

various layers, it can be seen that, in comparison with the previous depositions, the number of
vertical and horizontal cracks is extensive; a significant percentage of the former type, which
occur at a frequency of 5 - 6 cracks mm"1, penetrate the multi-layer coating all the way up to
the substrate; and the latter type, which often but not always span themselves between two
neighbouring vertical cracks, appear to coincide with an individual layer resulting from a
single, deposition pass. Speculative reasons for the formation of these macro-fissures include:
(a) insufficient substrate cooling at the time of the deposition, which results in the coating's
subsequent, rapid, post-deposition cooling; (b) abrasive, post-deposition handling of the
component during its removal from

the cooling apparatus; (c) TEC mismatch between the

substrate and deposited layers; and (d) the inherent vibrations that the robotic arm perpetuates
during the deposition.
A Swagelok™, SS316, bottom ferrule was used to make the thermal contact between
the underside of the substrate and the interior cooling apparatus.

The ferrule's thermal

conductivity (16.3 W m"1 K."1), in combination with its irregular shape, lends credence to (a).
Moreover, the obnoxious macro-fissures are more probably a consequence of reasons (a) and
(b) together. Because of copper's excellent ductility and high thermal conductivity (386.0 W
m"1 K"1), it is a preferable thermal contact material; hence, copper foil was used for depositions
iv, v, vii, and viii. The remaining aforementioned reasons are regarded with less confidence
but are worthy of mention for future researchers.
Prior to depositing its three SOAE layers, deposition iv's NFO layer was H2 reduced to
its metallic state. The completed deposition was then exposed to a H2 environment; thereafter,
the SEM micrographs of both the coating's top (Figures 4.44(a)-(d)) and cross (Figures
4.44(e)-(h)) sections were taken. While, due to poor colour resolution in the cross-sectional
micrographs, it is impossible to ascertain the GDC layer's thickness, the LSGFM/LSGM, and
superficial anode deposition rates are 1.04 ± 0.07 and 0.79 ± 0.07 jxm loop"1, respectively. The
anode layers sub-micron porosity is visible in Figures 4.46(e)-(f).
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Figure 4.45 Analyses for deposition v (Table 4.7) - (a)-(d) SEM micrographs (top section);
(e-h) SEM micrographs (cross section)

The aforementioned modifications were made for the fabrication of deposition vi; its
cross-section SEM micrographs are shown in Figures 4.46(a)-(f). As a Swagelok™, SS316,
bottom ferrule was used to make thermal contact between the substrate and the interior cooling
apparatus (Figure 3.4), the deposition's character closely resembles deposition iii's; this is
clearly illustrated by the prevalence of horizontal (6-7 cracks mm"1) and vertical fissures that
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are of the particularity previously described. However, there is good coherence between the
anode, cermet, and electrolyte layers; therefore, the cermet layers are effective in diminishing
the interlayer tension that results from materials' conflicting TECs. Finally, the loss of the
electrolyte layers shown in Figure 4.48(b) may have occurred while removing the component
from cooling apparatus following the final depositions.

Figure 4.46 Analyses for deposition vi (Table 4.7) - (a)-(f) SEM micrographs (cross section)
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With the exception of the use of copper foil as the cooling apparatus-substrate thermal
connection and the number of LSGFM deposition passes, the protocol used for deposition vi
and vii were the same; the latter's cross-sectional SEM micrographs, along with its top
section's XRD pattern, are shown in Figure 4.47.
Although present, the incidence and character of the vertical and horizontal cracks was
less than what was found in the previous deposition; which supports the previous assertion
that, at the time of the deposition, maximum substrate cooling renders increases the uniformity
of the coating.

This is because the transformation of energy that is endured during the

relaxation of residual stresses in a "macro-quench" (i.e. deposited material resulting from
several deposition passes) is in excess of what would otherwise be experienced if the liquefied
particles from an single pass are quenched and relieved of the their residual stresses prior to
the deposition of the succeeding layer.
The electrolyte layers are coherent to the anode layer; ostensibly, if the compared with
the previous depositions, the addition of the cermet layers is responsible for the positive result.
There is, however, considerable variation in the electrolyte layer's thickness, which stems
from substrate misalignment, and ranges between 33 ± 3 - 90 ± 5 fim on the extreme going
from left to right.
Other notable observations include: (I) the sub-micron porosity of the anode layer
(Figures 4.47(a),(c)-(d)); (II) the LSGFM, perovskite phase was present following the
deposition (Figure 4.47(h)); (III) the poor coherence between the porous SIKA-HX-1 and solid
Inconel housing at the integrated substrate's left side (Figures 4.47(a),(c,)); and (IV) the
detachment of the electrolyte layers at the outer edge (Figures 4.47(a),(d,)). The latter two
observations may be a direct result of the handling of the post-deposition component. Further
efforts are required to resolve minor issues surrounding the custom cooling apparatus.
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Figure 4.47 Analyses for deposition vii (Table 4.7) - (a-g) SEM micrographs (cross section);
(h) XRD pattern (top section)
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SEM micrographs of deposition's viii's top section are shown in Figures 4.50(a-d).
While, as given in Figure 4.48(a)-(b), the coating is fissure free in certain-regions, a large
fissure spanning several hundred microns is found in Figure 4.50(d), and a less substantial
fissure can be found in Figure 4.50(c). As well, an example of the coating's character above
the region where the substrate's porous and solid metals adjoin is displayed in Figure 4.50(c).
Minus the objectionable fissures, the coating has the characteristics of the optimized
depositions given in sub-section 4.4.2. Further optimization of the ERH anode compartments
was not possible due to time and monetary constraints.

100|im

500|im

Figure 4.48 Analyses for deposition viii (Table 4.7) - (a)-(d) SEM micrographs (top sections)
Points worth reiterating from the investigations pertaining to the investigations of NPT
type, ERH anode compartment fabrication by SPS include:
•

NFO experiences a volumetric change during its H2 reduction to its corresponding submicron, porous metallic form causes the delamination of the electrolyte layers; hence,
the deposition of the electrolyte layers must succeed the reduction of the NFO layer;
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•

H2 reduction of the deposited NFO layer yields metallic coatings with sub-micron
porosity;

•

degrees to which substrate cooling occurs reflects upon the homogeneity of coatings,
particularly as it pertains to the incidence of fissuring, both horizontal and vertical;
where maximum cooling renders the best results;

•

diminishing the interlayer TEC mismatch via additional cermet layers can resolve the
electrolyte-anode delamination of the SOAE leayer(s) from the anode;

•

unlike the optimal depositions in sub-section 4.4.2, fissure-free

coatings were not

achieved during the course of this optimization;
•

allowing for more substantial cooling and less abrasive removal of the ERH anode
compartments during and after SPS, respectively, is still required.

A TSDP coating study that unequivocally demonstrates the outright eradication of the
fissuring phenomena is unknown to the author.

This of course does not bode well for the

experiments that were supposed to be at the heart of this multidisciplinary study.
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4.5 Experimental attempts at ERH
In regards to the preparation of metal-supported, ERH anode compartments (Figure
1.9) having the characteristics that would render them worthy for use in fundamental ERH
investigations, two critical issues remain unresolved: (a) the inability to eradicate the
fissures/cracks in the SOAE layers deposited by SPS (4.4.4); and (b) the insufficiency of the
investigated electrically insulating materials (4.3.1). As well, the chemical reactions that were
shown to occur between LSGFM and the hydridic melts at the specified ERH operating
conditions (2.5) eliminates the possibility of having these two media in direct contact with
each other. Even though LSGM was not proven to be reactive with the molten salts, its oxide
components are significantly soluble in the melts (4.3.2).

In spite of all this, two

potentiostatic, ERH tests were made.
With the exception of the deposition of a supplemental, LSGM layer having a 20 ± 5
Urn thickness on top of a 70 ± 5 ^m, LSGFM layer, the SPS parameters that were used in the
preparation of deposition vii (4.4.4) was also invoked for the ERH anode compartments used
for the ERH tests.

A prior-to-experiment photograph of one of the anode compartments is

shown in Figure 4.52(a).

During the experiments, -0.5 cm of its NPT-fitting portion was

immersed below the molten salt's surface.

The catholytes were comprised of 190 ± 10 g

mixtures of MSii and MSiv, which had been previously saturated with LSGFM during the
week long compatibility/solubility tests (4.3.2).

Only the results for the second attempt at

ERH are reported here as, following the first experiment, which rendered ambiguous results, it
was found that that the potentiostat was defective. A second potentiostat was calibrated with
standard resistances prior to doing the second experiment. The additional ERH test protocols
are given in (3.4.1).
At ambient conditions, using a multi-meter, an infinite resistance was measured
between the anode compartment and the pressure-vessel. However, while heating the system
to 748 ± 10 °K and 1.00 ± 0.01 MPa (H2), the measured resistances diminished until an open
line reading was obtained.

The current-time plot shown in Figure 4.49 exemplifies the

magnitude of the currents that were obtained while applying positive potentials to the working
electrode (i.e. anode compartment) as a function of time. As indicated by their values given in
the plot, only potentials having significantly lower magnitudes than the theoretical, standard
ERH value ~ 1.05 V (2.4) could be applied before the potentiostat overloaded. If it is assumed
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that the anode's surface area matches to the Inconel housing's diameter (Appendix H), then
the plot's upper and lower current densities would correspond to 11.7 and 19.4 mA cm"2,
respectively; the values seem to be in excess of what would result from capacitance alone.
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Figure 4.49 Current responses to an applied voltage of 0.175-0.46 V as a function of time
during the ERH experiment operated at 748 ± 10 °K and 1.00 ± 0.01 MPa (H2)
Concrete reasons for the ambiguous results are lacking.

On the one hand, the

potentiostat's overload reading indicated that a massive resistance existed between the
working and counter electrodes.

On the other hand, the multi-meter's open line reading

indicated that there was a short circuit in the system; however, the anode compartment's postexperimental photographs given in Figures 4.52(b-d) are revealing. A portion of the insulating
layer broke away from the Inconel substrate (Figures 4.52(b)) while the anode compartment
was being manipulated from the electrolyte filled crucible. The insulating layer adhered to the
metal support within the region where the anode compartment was in direct contact with the
liquid electrolyte; it did not, however, remain coherent to the SS316 tube and its post and preexperimental colours were strikingly different, which indicates a materials' compatibility
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issue. While rinsing/hydrolyzing the hydridic electrolyte from the insulating layer's surface,
the hydrolysis reaction seemed to continue through the insulating layer up until the metal's
surface.

While certain portions of the SOAE layer(s) remained, others chipped off (Figure

4.52(c)). As well, Figure 4.52(d)-(e) shows that the catholyte had penetrated both the ceramic
and porous metal regions of the anode compartment. Capillary action appears to have played
a role in the filling of the anode compartment as the height at which the catholyte filled the
anode compartment's interior exceeded the depth at which the anode compartment was
immersed.
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Figure 4.50 Photographs of the ERH anode compartment before (a) and after (b)-(d) ERH
experimentation
While

this sub-section's preamble details the

most probable

causes

for

the

unfavourable results, prior to any further ERH experimentation, it is important to discuss the
modifications that the ERH anode compartment design should undergo.
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From the outset, the two most pronounced limitation placed on the simple ERH and
ERC concepts put forth here have been: (i) the low conductivities of even the most
contemporary SOAEs at the desired operating conditions; and (ii) the compatibility between
the candidate SOAEs, which are namely ScSZ and the double-doped, LaGaC>3 family, and the
considered hydridic electrolytes. In regards to the TSDP literature pertaining to the deposition
of dense ceramic layers, the optimized depositions given in 4.4.2 are of the highest quality
known to the author.

Although the results were not fully transposed to the ERH anode

compartments (4.4.3) used for these preliminary electrochemical experiments, generally
speaking, because of the seemingly inherent fissuring phenomena associated with TSDPes,
they should not have been considered for the preparation of the ERH anode compartments in
the first place; rather, vapour deposition techniques should have been sought as they can result
in homogenous, fissure-free depositions.

While it is debatable as to whether or not further

proof-of-concept attempts should involve the use of a SOAE-supported or a metal-supported
anode compartment design, from a commercial standpoint, due to the high cost and low
conductivities of the current, candidate SOAEs, the latter design is the preferred one.
Although the thermodynamic analysis on materials compatibility under both polarized and
non-polarized operating conditions indicated that, in comparison to the double-doped LaGa03
family, ScSZ is a more stable SOAE, scandium's natural abundance, and therefore its cost,
eliminates the viability of either an ERH or an ERC commercial process founded on a ScSZsupported, anode compartment design. A rigorous investigation of the compatibility between
ScSZ and the liquid, anhydrous, Na+,B3+,H+/H",02" system is still lacking and should be
preceed any further ERH/ERC electrochemical investigations. Finally, in regards to the metalsupported, anode compartment design, it is still not clear how a dense, electrically insulating
layer can be successfully applied to the metal substrate; this topic also needs to be addressed
before further electrochemical tests can be considered.
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5 CONCLUSIONS AND RECOMMENDATIONS
5.1 Conclusions en Franfais
Le d6veloppement du processus d'oxydation inverse complete electrochimique
demeure critique pour le developpement des cycles non carbones des combustibles de
vehicules a moteur. De tels processus peuvent plus facilement etre exprimes en utilisant un
formalisme amphotere qui suppose que les phases elementaires et composees sont des
solutions ioniques et utilise une unite originate de concentration qui est similaire aux fractions
equivalentes ioniques presentees par d'autres auteurs. En utilisant ce formalisme, les potentiels
electrochimiques de formation et des processus consideres peuvent etre exprimes par
liquation modifiee de Nernst par laquelle le rapport des deux fractions ioniques equivalentes
elementaires d'un dement electro-actif definisse les compositions des compartiments distincts.
Pour les cellules galvaniques ayant leurs compartiments separes par un electrolyte conducteur
ionique approprie de sorte qu'il y ait un transfert zero entre eux, si leurs deux ratios sont
proches de zero ou de l'unit^, les potentiels mesures correspondent aux valeurs normees qui
correspondent aux valeurs de formation.

Bien que ce ne soit pas la convention utilisee

traditionnellement en thermodynamique classique qui suppose qu'au cours d'un processus
chimique, tous les produits et les reactifs sont dans leurs etats standards a temperature et a un
pression indiques, ce formalisme a £te utile pour expliquer les raisons pour lesquelles les
processus d'oxydation inverse complete electrochimique doivent etre divises en deux unites
electrolytiques separees. Ainsi, en premiere approximation, et sur une base equivalente, on
peut facilement comparer les potentiels de reactions competitives.

Les discussions28,29 des

processus d'hydrolyse inverse electrochimique et de combustion inverse electrochimique ont
mentionne la possibility de la formation de metal cathodique.

Lorsqu'on considere la

formation de Na2BHs a partir de Na4B205, on constate que la formation du metal devrait se
produire vers -810 °K. L'analyse thermodynamique executee ici a prouve qu'afin d'eviter de
tels processus non souhaites, tout en reduisant le potentiel utilise, les processus d'hydrolyse
inverse electrochimique et de combustion inverse electrochimique devraient etre menes aussi
proches de la temperature ambiante que possible.

Tandis que c'est toujours imperatif de

trouver un electrolyte solide k anion oxygene qui a une excellente stabilite thermodynamique
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avec les catholytes liquides, c'est la plupart du temps le bas <r/onjc de l'electrolyte solide a
anion oxygene qui a limite la recherche experimental sur 1'hydrolyse inverse electrochimique
avec une composition proche du liquidus de 1'eutectique du melange Na+,B3+,H+/ H", O2. Un
eutectique a beaucoup plus basse temperature existe dans le systeme £M+,B3+,H7 H",02*, mais
il n'existe pas de base de donnees des proprietes thermodynamiques actuellement. De plus,
tr£s peu est connu au sujet des proprietes d'hydrolyse des solutions a base de solides
d'hydrures. Les premiers resultats de la synthese de 1'hydrolyse de Na4B20s sont prometteurs.
De la meme fa?on, lors de la synthase d'hydrolyse inverse electrochimique ou de
combustion inverse electrochimique de NazBHs a partir de Na^Os a 823 K et 0.1 MPa,
l'analyse du transfert de masse initial indique que la surtension theorique k 0.1 A/cm2 etait
trop basse et que Pefficacite provenant de l'analyse energetique de la source a la production de
~ 0.5 peut etre realisable si, entre autres choses, la formation de metal cathodique peut etre
evitee. Malheureusement, pratiquement rien n'est connu des proprietes de transport ou de la
solubility de H2 dans le systeme liquide £M+, B3+ H+/H", O2". Evidemment, l'abaissement de la
temperature de fonctionnement des processus d'hydrolyse inverse electrochimique et de
combustion inverse electrochimique augmenterait les resistances liees au transfert de masse
dues aux conductivites et aux resistances decroissantes et croissantes de transfert de charge,
respectivement. En outre, l'abaissement de la pression de H2 dans le compartiment de la
cathode diminuera egalement la disponibilite de H2 dissous a 1'interface cathode/liquide dans
certaines configurations de cellules. Les discussions relativement au transfert de masse de H2 a
l'interface ont indique qu'au moins trois arrangements de cellules peuvent etre considers.
Bien que les compartiments d'anode d'hydrolyse inverse electrochimique ou de combustion
inverse etectrochimique supportes par l'electrolyte solide a anion oxygene soient la conception
preferee pour des etudes fondamentales des processus associes, l'auteur a choisi une
conception supportee par metal fabriquee par le procede de projection thermique afin de tirer
profit des resistances sensiblement inferieures permises par des couches minces de
l'electrolyte solide a anion oxygene. Cependant, les phenomenes de fissuration macro et micro
qui sont inherents aux depots produits par projection thermique en general les rendent peu
convenables pour ('application desiree. Neanmoins, des gains significatifs ont ete faits dans le
domaine des depots multicouche de ceramique—metal par projection par plasma de suspension
(SPS). L'effet d'arcage indesirable plasma-a-substrat a ete completement supprime par
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1'intermEdiaire du developpement d'un support electriquement isole du substrat. En outre, en
plus de son enthalpie ElevEe pour l'oxydation complete, qui permet une reaction de combustion
dans les plasmas O2 riches utilises ici, l'huile minerale s'est avEree un medium superieur pour
les suspensions de poudres en raison de sa viscosity cinematique elevEe. Cette reaction
exothermique de combustion de l'huile dans le plasma a oxygene influe significativement sur
le taux de chauffage des poudres d'oxyde en suspension. Aussi bien, du point de vue de la
fabrication par projection thermique de couches d'elements de piles k combustibles a oxyde
solide (SOFC) ou d'electrolyseurs, les perovskites de l'Electrolyte solide k anion oxygene
LaGaC>3 sont preferes pour le procEdE SPS en raison de leur conductivity ionique
comparativement de loin superieure et de l'abaissement sensible des temperatures de point de
fusion.
L'optimisation de multicouches en ceramique-metal faites par SPS a demontre la
faisabilite d'un procede pour la fabrication fiable

de compartiments d'anode d'SOFC ou de

cathode d'electrolyseurs composes de jusqu'a six couches fonctionnelles deposees. Bien que
les contraintes de temps, n'aient pas permis d'elaborer davantage ce sujet, les revetements sont
d'assez haute quality pour meriter que leur performance Electrochimique soit testee.
Les experimentations pour executer des tests d'hydrolyse inverse electrochimique ont
donnE des resultats nEgatifs, et il en decoule que l'electrolyte solide a anion oxygene base sur
les perovskites de type LaGaC>3 ne devrait pas etre en contact direct avec le systEme liquide
anhydreux ^M+,B3+,H+/ H",02" en raison de 1'instabilit^ du LaGaC>3 dope d'oxydes de metal
de transition. De plus, aucune peinture en ceramique commerciale ne s'est averee appropriee
pour agir en tant que couche d'isolant electronique satisfaisante pour la conception choisie.
Cependant, la forte stabilite de B"-Al203 avec les catholytes consideres ici pourrait faire l'objet
d'investigations plus precises de solubilite de l'electrolyte solide a anion oxygene et de
developpement de modules de solutions thermodynamiques.
II etait malheureux qu'une Etude electrochimique fondamentale d'hydrolyse inverse
Electrochimique ou de combustion inverse electrochimique ne pouvait pas etre realisee dans ce
travail.

Les efforts qui seront exiges pour le developpement d'un processus commercial

d'oxydation inverse complete electrochimique demeurent Enormes et lointains au-dela des
capacitEs de n'importe quel chercheur individuel. Cependant, l'auteur reste optimiste qu'une
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telle etude employant les compartiments d'electrolyte solide & anion oxygene-supportes par
anode peut etre possible dans un avenir pas trop eloigne.
Les analyses de cout de l'oxydation inverse complete electrochimique n'ont pas ete
faites ici du fait de 1'absence de donnees experimentales qui demontrent sa viabilite.
Cependant ce qui caracterise ces precedes c'est qu'ils represented la fa9on la plus efficace de
reg^nerer les oxydes de metaux legers en leur hydrures respectifs ce qui rend les couts
d'exploitation de tels systemes essentiellement lies au prix de I'electricite.

5.2 Conclusions
ERCO processes, and the development thereof, particularly those that pertain to the
regeneration of light alkaline-metal borohydrides (2M+,B3+/H ), is an imperative theme in the
mass-commercialization of cheap, synthetic, transportation fuels that should garner interest in
the coming years.

It may be that the hitherto failure to identify suitable electrochemical,

automotive fuel-cycles stems from the insufficiencies of thermodynamics' numerous, presentday, concentration scales; to these ends, a so-called amphoteric formalism (Appendix A) was
contrived.

Inferences from the formalism include:
1. elemental systems may be regarded as salts and therefore thermodynamically stable
mixtures of elements are charge-neutral systems wherefore, <?,«, = q J n ] ;

2. normalization,

Yt =

,

Yt

=

LW
i

, gives way to the EEIF concentration scale;

LW
i

3. compound formations from the elements invoke cancelations that impart two electroactive elements in the overall process;
4. specification of the composition of an electrochemical cell's compartment is satisfied
by the ratio of its electro-active element's two EEIFs, which renders a less ambiguous,
modified, Nernst equation;
5. ions of the non-electro-active elements carry the electrochemical cell's internal current,
thus it is possible to predict which solid ionic electrolyte(s) are required to achieve a
desired electrochemical process;
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6. extensions to this formalism seem unbounded.

A secondary thermodynamic analysis of ERCO processes (2.3) demonstrates that the
associated ERH and ERC processes would be operated at the lowest possible temperature
because of the competing metal formation potentials. However, it is principally the low aionic
of the currently available SOAEs (2.2.3) that prevents the experimental investigation of ERH
at near the liquid eutectic of the liquid, anhydrous Na+,B3+,H+/ H", O2" system (Figure 2.5).
Lower temperature liquids exists in the anhydrous £M+,B3+,H+/ H",02" system, and a database
of its thermodynamic properties predicated upon a particular thermodynamic solution model
does not currently exist.
While the relevant, liquid, anhydrous Na+, B3+ HV H", O2" system's transport properties are
non-existent in the open literature, by applying the most corresponding values from the most
analogous systems, a general circuit model (2-4), which may serve as a useful starting point
for future researchers, permitted a preliminary kinetic analysis of both metal-supported and
SOAE-supported, ERH and ERC anode compartment cells to be performed.

A WTPPE of

greater than 54% was calculated for the hydriding of Na4B20s to Na2BHs via hypothetical 0.24
cm thick LSGFM-supported ERH cells operating with a current density of 0.1 A cm"2 (823
°K; 0.1 MPa). As well, many ERC and ERC designs are conceivable:
i.

anode and cathode layers, which are porous and inert to the hydridic electrolyte, are
applied directly to the SOAE (Figure 1.6);

ii.

H2 diffuses through a semi-permeable membrane via the application of a pressure
differential (i.e. double membrane process);

iii.

H2, which is dissolved in the molten salt is reduced at an inert cathode having a surface
area that is three orders of magnitude greater than the anode's and is separated from the
SOAE by a thin layer of hydridic electrolyte.

Even though the kinetic analysis was mostly in regards to design iii with a SOAE-support,
the equation set given in 2-4 is general; however, all other things being the same, a metalsupported, ERH anode compartment yield higher WTPPEs.
Copper has been shown to be a benign material in the hydridic melts and thus it serves as
an excellent envelope and inert cathode material.

However, amongst other matters, the

thermodynamic analysis on the currently available SOAEs (Figure 2.3) suggests that the most
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promising members of the double-doped LaGaC^ perovskite family would be unstable with
the hydridic electrolytes; particularly, NaH should reduce both Ga203 and Fe2C>3 to their
metallic states.
unambiguously

No experimental evidence could prove the former but the latter was
validated.

Although time did not

allow

for

compatibility/solubility

investigations of ScSZ, the thermodynamic analysis implies that it is the most stable SOAE
under ERH and ERC polarizing/operating conditions.
In regards to the use of SPS for the preparation of metal-supported, ERH anode
compartments, numerous issues needed to be resolved to obtain the necessary quality coatings
that were required for the desired potentiostatic ERH investigations. Despite the enormous
amount of time and effort that was spent working on process optimization, coatings that were
completely free of vertical and horizontal cracks were not obtained. Nevertheless, significant
gains were made in the field of SPS multi-layered ceramic-to-metal depositions and contrary
to Jia's145 claims, many of his stated parameters were significantly modified, including:
a.

solvent type

b. post-tailoring of the synthesized powders
c.

post-deposition, H2 reduction sequence

d. substrate type
e.

substrate's cooling amid deposition

f.

substrate holder

Particularly, the discovered deleterious plasma-to-substrate arcing effect was completely
eradicated via the development of an electrically insulated, substrate holder.
Along with the inadequacies of the coatings were the insufficiencies of all the
commercial ceramic paints that were investigated in the hydridic melts. This was combined
with the additional problem regarding the questionable stability of LSGM in the melts; hence,
at best, the ERH experimentation was superficial.

Recommendations 5.3
The preparation metal-supported, ERH anode compartment design by TSDPes is
seemingly out of the question for either the ERH or ERC processes. If one wishes to obtain
meaningful current densities, only LSGFM could be considered as a practical SOAE-support
between 673-773 °K. However, due to reactions between transition metal oxides with NaH, a
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protective SOAE coating, which ostensibly would be deposited by a co-sintering or vapour
deposition technique, would necessarily have to be applied to the face of the LSGFM support
that is in contact with the hydridic electrolyte.

Since the thermodynamic and experimental

studies have shown that LSGM has questionable compatibility with the considered hydridic
electrolytes, ScSZ poses as the best candidate material for the job.

While the measured

solubility of Zr was quite low in the investigated catholyte (338 ppm), experimentally nothing
is known about the compatibility of SC2O3 with such liquid systems. Future solubility testing
would ideally be done via concentration cells based on the SSCE B"-Al203, or via the
quenching method.
The experimental conditions used here for the investigation of ERH were seemingly
too severe and, for obvious reasons, positive pressures are undesirable for molten salt
processes. It is therefore recommended that future attempts at ERH or ERC be done below the
thermal decomposition temperature of the metal hydride(s). This is already possible in the
liquid, anhydrous Na+,B3+,H+/H", O2" system as the liquid eutectic is -35 °K below the NaH's
thermal decomposition temperature.

However, from Henry's law, decreasing the operating

pressure of these processes will negatively affect the availability of H2 at the cathode - molten
salt interface, thereby making stability of metallic, hydrogen-membrane cathodes with
optimized catholytes an interesting topic.
Given that the amount of discussions on molten hydrides and oxide-hydride mixtures
in the standard molten salt chemistry text books is null, the liquidus topologies and transport
properties (i.e. viscosities and mobilities) of analogous anhydrous M+,B3+,H+/H",02' liquid
systems, and more generally, the liquidus topology of the anhydrous £M+,B3+,H+/H\02"
system, and the hydrolysis characteristics of the solid mixtures contained in the £M+,B3+/H"
composition domain, should also be investigated. Intuitively, the more general composition
domain will become more interesting with time as it may be expected that further advances in
the field of SOAE will allow for lower operating temperatures to be considered. For now, if
ScSZ is highly stable, the compositions near the liquid eutectic of the anhydrous
Na+,B3+,H+/H\02" liquid system are sufficient for a fundamental ERH or ERC investigation
using a LSGFM SOAE-supported design.
With respect to SPS, electrochemical performance testing of the miniature cells that
were optimized here for the ERH experiments could instead be used for the developments of
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water electrolysis or IT-SOFC applications. Other than the token efforts made in this study,
no literature is available on the electrochemical performance of thin-filmed electrochemical
cells having LSGFM as its primary SOAE.

For economic reasons, cheaper GKN™ iron

porous metal substrates should be substituted for the Hastelloy X, and air, as opposed to

O2,

could be considered as SPS's principal gas.
As it has been presented thus far, the amphoteric formalism is in regards to NM-M-NM
systems under conditions where only one obvious, stable compound exists on all three of the
principal binaries at isothermal and isobaric conditions. Many more conventions would be
required to make the model capable of defining any electrochemical process having well
defined compositions in each of its compartments.

The model would ideally be able to

account for M-NM-M systems where obvious compounds do not form in all of the elemental
binary systems, and for instances where elements have several oxidation states of the same
sign, and be able to define the composition of each phase in a multiple phase system
simultaneously, and so on. A full treatise could not be provided here but may be considered.
Finally, the previous assertion29 that only SOAE would suffice for the electrolytic
regeneration of NaBfy from its respective oxide was too rash.

Other more complex ERH

processes employing solid, alkaline-metal cation electrolytes could be considered.

For

example, an ERH process whereby the cathode and anode compartments are comprised of
mixtures of H2-NaB02-Na4B205-H20 and H2-NaH-NaBH4, respectively, and a SSCE (fi"-

AI2O3) may be possible. The theoretical half-reactions at the respective electrodes are given
by (5-1) and (5-2). Upon cancelation of the unaffected

ions on

both sides of each simplifies

the processes to the forward and reverse of (A-8a); thus, making it an ERH process.
Furthermore, if the two half-reaction are combined with (E-l), it renders the reverse of NaBfy
hydrolysis (1-2).

« e" + Na + + 2"' H 2 -* NaH
2~' Na^O, + 2"' H 2 -> 2"' H 2 0+NaB0 2

(5-1)

+ Na + + e"
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(5-2)
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APPENDIX A: ERCO and the amphoteric
formalism
Electrolytic reverse complete oxidation within the Na-B-H-O composition-domain and
the so-called amphoteric formalism

Abstract
Molecular hydrogen's notoriously low volumetric energy capacity is the major impediment in
the development of the so-called hydrogen economy.

Insofar as chemical processes are

concerned, it should be recognized that only energy cycles founded upon the reversible
complete oxidation of certain alkaline metal borohydride-alkaline hydride mixtures can be
considered as having the necessary automotive volumetric energy capacities while rendering
incompressible by-products (borates). The lack of an efficient means to regenerating such
hydride mixtures from their respective borates makes them impractical for general automotive
use. On an equivalent basis it can be shown that anhydrous liquid oxide-hydride catholtyes
saturated with H2 that are void of oxygen gas or water are required for the electrolytic reverse
combustion (ERC) or electrolytic reverse hydrolysis (ERH) processes, either of which, when
in combination with water electrolysis (WE), represents an electrolytic reverse complete
oxidation (ERCO) process. Here, as it pertains to the Na-B-H-0 system, the rudiments of a
new amphoteric formalism, ERC, ERH and ERCO are discussed.

1. Introduction
In regards to automotive power systems, it must be clearly understood what processes
render the superior volumetric energy capacities obtained from

gasoline/diesel-internal

combustion/diesel engine (ICE) type systems compared to all of the contemporary options
including: secondary lithium-ion batteries and vehicular hydrogen fuel cells (VHCF) fueled by
molecular hydrogen (H2). Only then is it possible to explicitly state what the characteristics of
an evolutionary fuel cycle are.
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The diesel engine/ICE transforms the chemical energy from the ideally complete
oxidation of 'hydride carbons' into expansion work, and then subsequently into mechanical
work. The 'oxidant' (O2) is taken directly from the ambient, and so in comparison to a
secondary battery, one of the reactants is carried on board for free. Furthermore, the reaction
products (ideally CO2 and H2O) are simply given off to the ambient so that the power system's
mass diminishes with operation time. In this way, H^-powered VHFCs resembles the status
quo.
Power systems whereby the onboard steam reforming of some hydride rich hydride
carbons, such as methanol, ethanol, diesel, methane etc., in-situ with electrochemical water
formation, byway of a VHFC, can in some cases yield energy capacities that are suitable for
automotive applications. Consider the overall steam methane reformation process on an
equivalent basis (A-la). This followed by two equivalent water formations with a VHFC (Alb) renders its complete oxidation (A-lc).
If elemental hydrogen (H) or oxygen (O) is the nearest neighbors of carbon their
formal charges are negative. However, if H and O are nearest-neighbors (i.e. H2O), their
formal charges are positive and negative, respectively; therefore, the methane molecule (CH4)
possesses four hydrogen atoms of negative character. The reasons for emphasizing these
points and for discussing processes on an equivalent basis will become clearer later.
(4)"1 CH 4 + (2)"' H 2 0^> (4)"' co 2 + H 2

(A-la)

H 2 + (2)"1 o 2 -+H 2 O

(A-lb)

(4YCH, +(2 )' l 0 2 —> (4)"1 C0 2 +{l)' x H 2 0

(A-lc)

The problem with hydride carbons is that the most important reaction product (CO2) is
a gas at ambient temperatures; the probability of capturing and storing it onboard a vehicle for
subsequent, efficient (electrolytic) regeneration is null, and therefore new hyride carbons
produced by natural phenomena must continuously be sought.
It is striking when one considers the resemblance between alkaline-metal hydride
hydrolysis and steam (hydride carbon) reformation processes. Taking sodium hydride (NaH)
as an example, its hydrolysis, followed by water formation (A.2a-c), on an equivalent basis, is
completely analogous to the previous reaction set.
NaH + (2)-' H 2 0^> (2)"' Na 2 0+H 2

(A.2a)
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H2 + (2)"' 0 2 -*H 2 0

(A.2b)

NaH+(2)"' 0 2 -> (2)"' Na 2 0+(2)"1 H 2 0

(A.2c)

Even while considering complete oxidation processes, only some of the solid, light
alkaline-metal borohydrides (MBH4)-alkaline metal hydride (MH) mixtures (£M+,B3+/H')
could be considered as viable automotive fuels; neither beryllium, nor diborane, nor ammonia
can be considered as practical hydride carriers due to either their toxicities, natural
abundances, recyclabilities, reactivities, etc. Quite literally, only mixtures of LiBH^ NaBHL* or
KBH4, with their respective alkaline-metal hydrides (MH) should be considered as potential

vehicular fuels. While the metal oxide to metal hydride regeneration problem has not been
resolved, the natural abundance of the elements required for the aforementioned fuels is not of
concern. Having had in mind the outright replacement of gasoline, the authorA, A2 has been
preoccupied with the development of a simple electrolytic reverse complete oxidation (ERCO)
process based on such promising automotive fuel mixtures. Of course, the highly investigated
reversible hydrides (MHx/2 «-> M + xH2) are not founded on the principle of complete
oxidation, which explains their failure to render power systems with energy capacities amiable
to vehicular applications.
Now, the two aforementioned reaction sets will be generalized in such a way so that
fuel cycles based on the forward and reverse electrochemical equivalent complete oxidation
processes contained within the £Mq+-0-H (Mq+ = metal cation) system can be described
insofar as the necessary electrochemical cell construction requirements. This shall be done
using a contemporary thermodynamic reaction model to be described herein - a so-called
amphoteric formalism. The present article's aim is to introduce the model's rudiments as they
relate themselves to the Na-B-H-0 system.

2. Rudiments of the amphoteric model
The following model is founded on the principle of electroneutrality with emphasis on
the pure elements. According to L. Pauling^, about five percent of the H2*s bond-energy is
attributed to the ionic structures H+H- and H-H+. For this model, which should be considered
a

convenient

thermodynamic

framework

in

describing

electro-chemical,

energy

transformations, it is assumed that ionic bonding exists for elements in their pure and most
stable phase at a given temperature and pressure. For example, the light elements H, Li, Be,
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B,C, N, O, F, Na, and Mg are regarded as electrically neutral mixtures of H+H\ Li+Li\
Be2+Be2", B3+B3\ C4+C4", N3+N3", 02+02", F+F", Na^a", and Mg2+Mg2". It can be shown that
the phase-rule is not violated using this formalism due to the extra condition of
electroneutrality.

2.1 Elemental binary systems with reference to the H-O system
For many elemental binary systems, especially those having elements with large
differences in their electro-negativity values, binary compounds form, such that the initial
elemental phases apparently lose completely one of the partial charges that were initially
present. Taking the H-0 elemental binary system as an example, the elemental binary
ai

compound (H2O) has a negligible amount of either H" or O

character and is grossly

dominated by H+ and O2' character. This concept can be illustrated in a sort of isothermal,
isobaric, reciprocal ternary, composition squareA4 shown in Figure A.l.

H+02"H+

O^O2"

H"02+H"

O^o2"

Figure A.l Isothermal, isobaric, reciprocal ternary, composition square depicting the definite
elemental formal charge lost and gained during water formation

At ambient conditions, the conventional notation for the Gibbs energy of reaction for
water formation (A-3a) is such that the components are distinguished by the activity of water
(aH/)) and the fugacities {fHi ,f()i) of the gaseous reactants, and the standard Gibbs energy
of water formation (AG°form) is defined when H2O, H2, and O2 are all in their standard states
(A-3b); its equilibrium concentrations are determined from the equilibrium constant (Keq)
when the free energy of reaction (AG,OT) is equal to zero (A-3c).
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AG„ = & G ° + R T \ n

(A-3a)
v /w 2 /o 2

AGrxn = AG"rxn + RT In

J

=AG :

(A-3b)

v i n y,
v

exp

RT

J

a.2 Q
„
"H
~ "1 ~ „»2

(A-3c)

PH 2PO 2

There are numerous other concentration units that could be considered for the
individual species involved in the reaction.

The mole or mass ratios, mole fractions,

molalities, partial pressures, ionic fraction, equivalent ionic fractions, amongst others, could be
consideredA5'A6. However, at the present time, there is no universal concentration system, and
unless a dimensionless concentration unit such as the mole fraction is used, it is difficult, if not
impossible, to unambiguously specify equilibrium concentrations.
The Nernst equation (AG = -nFAE) is the principal link between thermochemistry
and electrochemistry and there are several half-reaction sets that are currently assigned to the
overall galvanic water formation reaction, depending on, amongst other arrangements, if the
galvanic cell is considered to be 'acidic' (A-5a,b), high-temperature (A-6a,b), or 'basic' (A4a,b), which could be depicted in terms of solid hydrogen cation electrolyte (SHCE), solid
oxygen anion electrolyte (SOAE), liquid hydroxide anion electrolyte type galvanic cells,
respectively. The former two are depicted in Table A.1.
e" + (2)"1 H 2 0 + (4)"' 0 2 -> OH~

(A-4a)

OH~ + (2)"' H 2 ^>H 2 0+ e~

(A-4b)

e- + H + + (4)"' 0 2 -> (2)"' H 2 0

(A-5a)

(2

(A-5b)

+e"

e + (4)"' 0 2 -> (2)"1&-

(A-6a)

(2)"'O2' + (2)"' H2 -> (2)"' H 2 0+e

(A-6b)

The absolute potential for the standard hydrogen electrode in aqueous electrochemistry is
given by (A-7); alarmingly, the standard potential, however, is undefined. Unit activity would
have to be assigned to the hydrogen cation, and in the conventional aqueous concentration
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units (moles dm'3 H2O), it cannot be defined with any confidence whatsoever, as there is no
account made for the specific anion(s) that counterbalance the protons.

It is generally

accepted that the pH scale is a notional oneA7 that is severely limited in it its temperature
range. As well it is impossible to unambiguously assign a value of unity to f H .

RT\

it = E
r°
E

( f \
J H,

(A-7)

In
IF \ a H > J

Considering the precarious state of the reference point in aqueous electrochemistry,
and the fact that there is not a single electrochemical framework that can account for a
galvanic cell's half reactions, regardless of the state of matter (solid, gas or liquid), it seems
appropriate to offer up a new framework based upon a perhaps more universal concentration
unit.

Seemingly, the elemental salt convention chosen offers a simpler mathematical

description of the electrochemical processes as will firstly be shown for an obvious compound
formation reaction.
For the elemental O-H binary system, if OH" not considered to be a true anion, but
rather, as a combination of O2" and H+ (i.e. O2" + H+ = OH"), and the aforementioned elemental
salt convention is employed, it is found that the previous sets of half reactions are equivalent
(A-8a,b), and the absolute potentials of the two half reactions can be expressed by (A-9a,b).
(l)' 1 H+ +e~

(2)-,/r

(A-8a)

(4)_i02+ +e~

> (4)-' O2"

(A-8b)

f
H E="E°

1/2 >

( V1/2
( yViyV* \
H'F H~
="E'-ZT in H~ + C
v"/2 1/2
yl/2
j
\
H*
v, v V ;

-(F)"1 RT\n 5r =HE°-ZT\X\
aV2

4
V
a 2 ^
="E°-ZT In
'E=°E° -{F^RT In
<> -

\

V4
a
a o

J

( ( vl/4 ^ \
=°E° -ZT In — + C
yi/4 vV*
yl/4
J
K V o2t j

f V>/4

(A-9a)

1/4 \

(A-9b)

The logarithmic terms employ an original concentration unit defined as elemental
equivalent ionic fractions (EEIF), and the H-0 composition line can be conceptually divided
into the 02"/02+,H+ (O2-H2O) and H+/H",02" (H2O-H2) common ion, sub-binary systems
whereby Y(f.,y(^. = 1
°E=°E° + ZT(\nY^

and

=1

such

+C®).
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thatHE=HE -AT^nY}'1 + C®)

and

The convention applied here is that the absolute standard potentials ( H E° ,°E°, etc.) of
all pure elements in their most stable phase are assigned the value of zero at all temperatures
and pressures. This has no physical significance as only potential differences between two
electrode contacts can be measured. Such is akin to Hess's law whereby the enthalpy of the
elements are defined as zero at an internationally agreed upon standard temperature (298.15 K)
and pressure (0.1 MPa); furthermore, the absolute enthalpies of compounds are taken to be the
enthalpy of reaction (),and the absolute entropies of all substances in their most stable
state are said to approach zero as the temperature approaches absolute zero.
Unlike the absolute standard potentials, the absolute standard potential differences
measured for water formation (OHAE°) has physical meaning and its magnitude can in many
instances be measured via a well defined galvanic cell. The water formation galvanic cells
considered here (Table A.l) are comprised of two compartments that are isolated from each
other by either a solid oxygen anion electrolyte (SOAE) or a solid hydrogen cation electrolyte
(SHCE). It is assumed that when no electronic current flows in the external circuit, no net
reactions take place in either compartment, as their solutions are in thermodynamic
equilibrium. As well, it is assumed that a porous cathode and anode of the same material (e.g.
copper) are in direct contact with the dense solid electrolyte and the electrodes' contacts used
to measure the potential difference (owAE). Then, while treating the elements as salts, the
potential difference that could be measured across a massive known resistance would be due
to the combined half-reactions; the most general expression for the process is given by (A10a), which could be expressed in terms of the electrochemical potentials (A-10b).
e" + (2)~' H~ + (4)"102+

(2)"' H+ + (4)"' 02~ +e~

(A-10a)

Mt- + (4)~'/V* + (2)~W = (4)~W- -(2)~'/V + Me—Cu

(A-lOb)

The electrochemical potentials of the charged species jue-, (i H -, etc. can be expressed by
using the classical formA8 so that
M e - = M e--FtCu
WW = (2)"' Pr+KT I"

-ff

(tfW = W'V;,. +RT\na^. +Ff
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W"W = W"V;,.- + «Tln<$- -Ff"'

+RT]nal 2 . + Fj s

(2)-'^.
^U = M ®- -F<t>
17
Mee

By substitution into (A-10b) we have (A-10c)
( ) H {T C U

-F»')= O H &E

= -F-'((4)"V;,- +(2)"V;. -(4)"V;,-. -(2T^ h .)-F-'RT^

(aHv*Wl
^
O '

\

1

H

(A-10c)

O1*

= f-'(-wAG"')
Upon further substitution of a, =y t Y i for the individual ions and
m&E-(r,p)=-F->((4y - ,_
M u
= -F~l((2)~V«
!

+(2)"V;. -(4)"V;„ -(2»;,.)

+(4)_V;, -(2)-'A,„)-'r"'(-"''AG"'(7',/'))

one obtains a modified Nernst equation (MNE) given by (A-lOd)
2- ml* u*\
yl/4 yl/4
Vv2 v n \ H * / H - , O
2
H* ' H*
=OHAE° -F~'RT In V>/2
+ ln V- "o Vl/4 yl/4
yi/2
z

1

H- ' H-

yi/4

="HAE°

* u*

-ZT In

yi/2

+ ln

^O2-/O2*,H*

,

\

+c

/Q2-

V HO H AE"(T)

(A-lOd)

V o 2 * ' o1* J

(A-lOe)
/

which will always be expressed on an equivalent (Coulomb) basis, is

calculable from the absolute free energies of the pure independent components

> a"d

) at the pressure and temperature of interest.
While treating the pure element phases as symmetrical salts, the EEIF that are used in
the MNE (A-lOe) bear likeness to the equivalent ionic fractionsA4. For the H+/ H',02" and O2'/
02+,H+ common ion binaries, the EEIF are given by (A-l la) and (A-l lb), respectively, where
qr,q.,,Xr,X..,

and X, are the absolute charges of the so-considered ionic species, the

here defined molar elemental fractions, the number of moles of molecules, and molecular mole
fractions, respectively.
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yH*/H~,()*' _j

(A-11a)

(A-lib)
ya1*no2*
(2)nQ

2

QO *^O
( 2 ) X q2

2

(2)n0i+(2)nH2()

(2)X 0i +(2)X Hfi

u +

_

QH*^H*
- UJ

2 j()

*

As O H AE(T, P)-> O H AE° ( T , P) the individual compartments have compositions that
approach those of the pure elements. In other words, for both the anolyte and the catholyte,
electroactive species' two EEIFs both approach unity; each compartment's composition is
conveniently expressed by the ratio of the species EEIF. Furthermore, the H+/ H",02" and O2"/
02+,H+ common-ion binary systems having their compositions defined by the left and right
hand logarithmic terms in (A-lOe), respectively, can have their elemental equivalent ionic
hydrogen cation ( YH, ) and oxygen anion ( YQ1. ) fractions set to unity so that

The equilibrium constant can be determined by adjusting the concentrations of both
compartments until

OHAE

is zero such that

Heat of mixing studies, which determine the activity coefficients (yi) in each binary
system could be performed on either the H+/H',02" or O2*/ 02+,H+ common-ion binary systems
by employing a SOAE or a SHCE, respectively.

The half-reactions are based on the

electroactive element, and the non-electroactive ion is transported in the internal circuit such
that there is zero molecular transference between the two distinct compartments. Due to the
brevity of this article, all that can be mentioned about the activity coefficients is that they are
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dependent on the concentration unit(s) and the thermodynamic solution model that the
modeler wishes to employ.

For now, the logarithmic terms carrying all the activity

coefficients are lumped together (C) in the MNE. To obtain a better idea of the possible
solution models that are currently available, the reader is directed to the conformal ionic
solution modelA9 or the phenomenological modified quasi-chemical modelA,°. This article is
concentrated on the description of chemically reacting systems as they relate to well-defined,
electrochemical cells.
To conclude, any elemental binary composition line having only one obvious binary
compound with elements of definite elemental formal charge could be conceptually divided at
its midpoint into two common-ion, binary, composition lines. Each can be defined by a
unique EEIF that represents the individual compartments' contents and a general half reaction.
The potential for compound formation and mixing can be expressed on an equivalent basis in
the MNE.

2.2 Elemental ternary systems with reference to the Na-H-O system
More often than not, elemental ternary systems have a clear hierarchy with respect to
their elements' electro-negativities. Now, with emphasis placed on systems where a single
obvious binary compound forms in all three of the elemental binary systems, it will be shown
that it may be more convenient to perform an electrochemical analysis of the system in terms
of EEIFs and the MNE. Taking the Na-H-0 system as an example, the electro-negativity
series for this particular set of elements is unarguably Na<H<0. The electrochemical series is
given most simply and on an equivalent basis by
(2)' l Na + +e~ o ( 2 )~ l Na~
{2)-lH++e~ <->(2)"'/T

l+_

(4)~'02++<?"<-» (4)~'02The Na-0 and Na-H binaries can be treated in the same manner (2.1) using the MNE with the
standard binary compound formation potentials denoted by"WoA£° and

NaHAE°.

At elevated

temperatures, as shown in Table A.l, actual galvanic or electrolytic cells could be constructed
using solid ceramic type electrolytes.
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ONa

-<2)"' K.-)

A£-(n=F-'((4)"V;,, +(2)~V;„-

= F"'((2r< +(4)"V;, -(2)-V;„,0)=f'(-°''"AC3-(r))
»-»A£-(r)=f-i((2)rV;„. +(2)"X- -(2)"V;„- -(2)"V;.)
= f-'((2)"'A, +(2)-'rt„ -//;.„)= F-'f-^AO-ID)
Table A.1 Sketches of the possible galvanic cell configurations for the binary compounds of
the Na-H-0 system depending on the type of solid electroyte with the general amphoteric
notation shown in the bottom panels.
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The isothermal, isobaric, elemental, ternary composition triangle for the Na-H-0
system at near ambient conditions is shown using the atomic percent scale in Figure A.2.
Using the here defined isothermal, isobaric, elemental, equivalent ternary composition triangle
(Figure A.3), it can be shown that there are three regions of ionic stability (Roman numerals),
all of which can be treated on an equivalent basisA4 including the two additive ternary (I and
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Ill) systems and reciprocal ternary (II) system. To account for the elemental salt convention, I
and III are defined as isothermal, isobaric, elemental, equivalent, additive ternary composition
triangles and II (Figure A.4) is defined as an isothermal, isobaric, elementalal, equivalent,
reciprocal ternary composition square. Within each of the principal stability zones (I, II, and
III), only one of the three considered electrochemical half reactions is possible. If a potential
difference is measured between any two electrode compartments having compositions lying
within the same stability zone while being isolated from each other by a dense solid electrolyte
that renders zero molecular transference between them, its value is related to the free energy of
mixing as defined by a chosen thermodynamic solution model.

.5 NaH

Na20-H20

O 0.0

0.1

0.2

0.3

0.4

0.5

0.6

0.7

0.8

0.9

1.0

H

Figure A.2 Isothermal, isobaric elemental, ternary composition triangle for the Na-O-H
system shown on the atomic percent concentration scale
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Na2=Na+Na"

Yn.+=^Yn.=1

(Ij'NajONa^O'O1)

NaH =Na+H'
vn.+-i.y„.-i

^Nlt=''^02='

VN. - ' - V02
+
+

(2)"'02=(2)i(02-02+)

Yo2+=1'Y02=1

/ 02"/02+ UT

V h + -I-Y 0 2 +

(2)-iH20=h+((2)-,02)

Y 0 2 .-I-Y H

h2=h+h
y„+=uyh=i

y„+=i,y02=i

Figure A.3 Isothermal, isobaric, elemental, equivalent, ternary composition triangle for the
Na-O-H system shown on the EEIF concentration scale

As shown in Figure A.5, if the hydrolysis of NaH (A-2a) via a galvanic cell without
molecular transference is considered, it is found that H2 will be produced at both electrodes as
H+ from H2O and H" from NaH will simultaneously be electro-reduced and electro-oxidized at
the cathode and anode, respectively. Depending on the type of solid ion electrolyte used for
the arrangement, either Na+ or O2" could carry the internal current. From (A-12a) and (A-12b),
the MNE for this process can then be derived (A-12c).
e~ + ((2)"' H + )"" +((2)-'//-)® —> ((2)"' H~

+ ((2)~] H + f +<T

(A-12a)

+ (2)"'} + ((2)~'/V
2r x - ->(2)"'m'H - + ((2)"'/V + Ml"}
Cu

-<f><u')=N"

1 H ~- ol ~\E=" a '" h AE = -Z71

YV 2 S \
In H ~
Yn
1H*
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(A-12b)

Ua

W
H*
+ ln vl/2
H- J

+C

(A-12c)

As (Y h. )"", (Y h_ )"b -*• 0, the compositions of compartments Ha (H2-H20-Na20) and lib
(H2-NaH-Na20) approach that of pure H2O and NaH, respectively, and the potential difference
(

AE)

would

(m

approach

< > i

that

of

the

1

1

standard

•

•

1

•

hydrolysis

reaction

); its value can be estimated from standard thermochemical data of

the considered compounds.

Again, ^"^"AZT and the standard formation potentials and

absolute free energies of compounds and elements are not temperature of pressure independent
quantities.

*•.«•

+" E° -°"&E°-NaHAE° =°N"AE° -°" AE°-Na"AE°

= F ((2) fJNlh + (4) MO2~(2)

= F-%2Tn°Hfi + / W - W M w

^o2+(2) MH2O~{^) MH2~&) fiNai + Mnoh)

~(2) MH2

~MH)=

Y = 1-Y
1

"H-

'02-

Figure A.4 Isothermal, isobaric, elemental, equivalent, reciprocal ternary composition square
for the Na+,H+/H",02' system shown in EE1F concentration units
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The hydrolysis process can generally be thought of as a metathesis reaction, where, in
this case, H+ H' and Na+ O2' stable pairs form. Again, the NME employs EE1F to express the
compositions in the Na+,H+/H',02' ionic stable region (II). For Ha, the EEIF for the H2-H2ONa20 ternary system, YH_ and YH, are calculated using (A-13a) and (A-13b). Likewise, for
lib, the EEIF for the H2-NaH-Na20 ternary system YH_ and Y . are calculated by using (A13c) and (A-13d).

y _
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^nNa2()
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X HU2

_
XH
2

4"

^

^

^

^

O

X NaH

(A-13c)

+ XNaff + 2XNai<)
QH- XH>

= 1 -Yu_.
n H , + W A!aH + ^- n Na,0

(A-13 b)

(A-13d)

X H , + X N a H + ^ X Na,()

The three elemental, binary, compound formation, galvanic cells (Table A.l) of
concern can be connected in series to illustrate their relation to the standard hydrolysis cell
(Figure A.5). For the hydrolysis, galvanic cell, as was given in Table A.l, the corresponding
half-reactions in the case where SOAE and solid sodium cation electrolytes (SSCE) are shown
along with the corresponding amphoteric notation.
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e"'+ (2)'HjO - (2)'H2+ (2)"'Ol"

NaH + (2)'01- - (2)"'Hj + (2)'NaiO + e1

or

Ila
(H20-H2-Na20)
(2)'H,0 + Na* + e « (2)-'N«,0 + (2)'H2

Hydrolysis

or

or

or

Figure A.5 Sketch showing the equivalence between the galvanic hydrolysis and compound
formation (Table A.l) cells at isothermal, isobaric conditions
A particularly useful kind of diagram will now be considered, two of which can be
found in these simple elemental ternary systems of interest, and are defined here as isothermal,
isobaric, two-element, equivalent, reciprocal ternary composition squares (Figure A.6).
Assuming that the two compartments are completely isolated from one another by an
appropriate solid ion electrolyte, two different half-reactions will occur if each electrode were
placed in a different stability region. In other words, for the Na+-0-H two element charge
equivalent composition square, a SOAE or SSCE would necessarily be required to separate the
two compartments, each being comprised of compositions lying within different stability
regions (i.e. II and III). There is a negligible amount of Na" within the overall composition
square and 02+ and H' are unstable in II and III, respectively.
The combustion mode (A-14a) to metal hydride complete oxidation will now be
considered. It is realized that the Na+ acts as a cationic support for the anions, and the effect
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of its presence on the system can be explicitly accounted for by expressing the composition of
each compartment for each stability zone as the ratio of the two EEIF of a single electro-active
species in the MNE. The MNE has the same form as (A-lOf) but in this case (Y h, )"h may not
be equal to unity and

= 1 - YNa, - YH+)'" .

NaH + (4)"' 0 2 -> (2)"' Na 2 0+(2)' 1 H2

(A-14a)

Na+H~ + (4)-'(02+02~)-> Ar«+((2)",02-)+ (2)-'(/T/r)

(A-14b)

e~ + (2)"' H~ + (4)"102+ <-> (2)"1 H+ + (4)"' O 1 ' + <T

(A-14c)

f fvV2
II / III ,
AE=OHM;° -Z71 In H *
v'/2
\ H- J

CvV* \ III
+ ln yV4
V O

u

+c

J

The measured potential difference """ AE will approach that of the standard potential of
combustion (r"mAus'"",A£°) as (YHt -+0J h„ ->lf and (y;2., Y & , f ->1, such that the so
considered ionic solutions in the cathode and anode compartments approach that of pure NaH
(II) and O2 (III), respectively.
"'AF.

-

yc"mhux"o%p° =ONa\F° +hE° —NaHAE°-°E° =ONaAF.°—NaH\F."
+(4r«),

= F~' (Wfo, + Mm- (2)"' />•».,<> - COX) = ^'

)

If the anode compartment is absent of NaH then only water formation can occur, and
as(r(/.,}^ -»\J" and(Yh,,YH. - > l ) \ "1AE->OHAE°.
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-V0J.= Y^,Y
H= Y
N«+> ^H-~
^1Ht

1

H+

* 02+ '' ' 02-

02-

H- *' 'H+

Figure A.6 Isothermal, isobaric, two-element, equivalent, ternary reciprocal composition
square for the Na+-0-H system

Figure A.7 depicts the equivalence between C"mhus"°"/^£c and the formation type galvanic
cells (Table A.l) in series with the individual cell polarities arranged so as to correspond to
their signs as combus'i""^e° -ona£j?°_nah^£a.
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NaH + (2)-'0'-(2)'Na20 + (2)'Hj + e

(2) 'H" = (2)-'H+ + e

NaH-NajO-Hj

(4)'02+ + e" = (4)lOJ"

02-Na,0-H20
or

Na+ + (4)"'Oj - (2)"' NaiO + e'

NaH - Na* + (2)"'Hj + e"

Combustion

NaH

or

or

Figure A.7 Sketch showing the equivalence between c"mhus"°"£j?° and the standard potentials of
compound formation (Table l.A) cells at at isothermal, isobaric conditions

Then,

by

substitution,

it

is

found

that

on

an

equivalent

bs&isc"mhu*''°"AE° =Hydn>ly!l'sAE°+OH AE° and that electrochemical complete oxidation of metal
hydrides, including the carbon-hydrides, could be achieved by constructing the corresponding
galvanic cells in series. Moreover, and again on an equivalent basis, for complete oxidation,
we find thatcoAE0=Combm,io'AE°+OHAE0=H>dro'ysisAE° +2°"AE°.
If the anode and cathode compartments are comprised of mixtures containing the
spontaneous reaction product present to a significant degree, and if the inverse polarity is
applied across the cell, then, by definition, electrolysis type cells result. Therefore, electrolytic
reverse complete oxidation (ERCO) could be achieved by electrolytic reverse combustion
(ERC) or electrolytic reverse hydrolysis (ERH) along with water electrolysis (WE)
as ro A£° =-'x'°AE°,()HAE° =-m:AE°, c'om'"""""A£0 =-' x AE°, and
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=-' m AE\

Many groups have attempted to do ERCO in aqueous solutions without success. The
reasons for this, although not clearly stated in the open literature, are obvious from classical
thermodynamic considerations. As the potential for WE (WI':AE° = -1.23 V at STP) has an
absolute value that is clearly less than that of ERC (m AE° =m:/±E° +l'mAE°), attempts to
electrolyse aqueous solutions saturated with metal oxides (hydroxides) results in WE until
solids form such that there can be no appreciable mass transfer of metal oxides (hydroxides) to
the catholyte cathode interface. Even if there were, any formation of hydrides in the catholyte
would, with time, be subsequently hydrolyzed if water or hydroxides are present. Although
imAF.° --0.3

V (Na-H-O, STP) has an absolute value that is considerably less than that

of^AZT, its execution is impossible in aqueous solution, as again the metal hydride would
have a tendency to hydrolyze. Moreover, due to mass transfer considerations, ERCO could
only be practically realized if one (ERH or ERC) of the two necessary electrolytic processes
has in its cathode compartment a liquid anhydrous mixtures akin to those found in lib type
ternary system (Figure A.6). Unfortunately, up to the time of this writing, reports on attempts
to test these types of electrolytic cells are nonexistent.
It can be concluded that, if compared to gasoline, which is an incompressible fluid
(STP) whereby essentially all of its hydrogen has H" character, then H2, which is a
compressible fluid (STP) whereby only half of the molecule can have H" character, cannot be
considered an evolutionary automotive fuel.

2.3 Elemental higher-order systems with reference to the Na-B-H-O system
While the Na-H-0 system serves as an excellent simple example for the description of
ERCO processes, pure NaH does not have the energy capacities necessary to be considered as
an automotive fuel. Furthermore, the anhydrous, liquid Na+,H+/H',02'system would be too
difficult to practically work with. At standard pressure (0.1 MPa), NaH dissociates at a
temperature (~693 °K) well below its fusion point (925±2 °K at 10.6 MPa").
As was explicitly stated in the opening remarks, only certain alkaline metal hydrideborohydride mixtures should be considered as possible alternative automotive fuels. The
authorAI A2 previously determined the liquidus topology for the relevant, liquid, anhydrous
Na+,B3+,H+/H",02" system. Due to its relatively high stability from decomposition, it was
found that the liquid H2-Na4B20s-Na2BH5 quasi-ternary system, where Na2BHs =
50mol%NaH-NaBH4, was one of the more promising catholyte systems to test either of the
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ERH or ERC concepts. On an equivalent basis ERC and ERH are given by (A-15a) and (A15b), respectively, and from what has already been shown, the electro-positive metals serve as
a cationic support for both the H" and O2' (i.e. 2Na+ + B3+ = X5+). By substituting (5)"'X2 =
(5)''X5+X5" into the same elemental ternary type composition figures (Figures A.3,4,6) the
same type of electrochemical analysis can be applied to higher order elemental systems on an
equivalent basis (Figure A.8).
H2 + (10)"1 Na^O, ->(2)"'H 2 0+(5)"'Na 2 BH,

(A-15a)

(2)'1 H2 + (l0)"1 NaAB205 -> (4)~'02 + (5)"' Na2BH}

(A-15b)

In this instance, while considering electrolytic cells to perform ERH or ERC, it is
obviously nonsense to ponder the existence of solid ion electrolyte having pure conduction for
X5+; hence, the previous assertionAI,A2 that only SOAE should be considered was correct.
(S)-%

X5-

X5+

H-

02-

N»+

02+

H+

H+e

(2) O,

;

H+

02+

02-

+

Xo2+~''Xo2-=^

Y,H+

Figure A.8 Isothermal, isobaric elemental, equivalent, ternary composition triangle for the
(Na2B=X)-0-H system using the EEIF concentration units
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APPENDIX B: Na4B205 synthesis
The custom apparatuses described in Appendix D, along with the XRD analysis
protocols given in sub-chapter (3.5), were employed for the investigations of high purity
Na4B205 synthesis. Initially, sodium dioxide (Na20) synthesis was attempted for the two-step
process given by (B-2(a)-(b)). Then, the two-step process was combined into one (B-lc).
Lastly, the hydrolysis synthesis route (1-6) was investigated.
NaOH+NaH -+Na 2 0+H 2

(B-la)

Na 2 O +2NaB0 2 -» Na 4 B 2 0 5

(B-lb)

NaOH+ NaH +2NaB0 2 -• Na 4 B 2 O s + H 2

(B-lc)

For the synthesis of Na20 via (B-la), a 150 g stoichiometric mixture of NaOH and
NaH (B-la) was firstly mixed and then heated at 2 °K min'to above the fusion point of NaOH
(600 ± 10 °K) under 1.00 ± 0.01 MPa (Ar), where it was soaked for ~ 24 hrs; during which
time, no abrupt pressure increase in the vessel was observed. Thereafter, the mixture was
crushed to a fine powder in the commercial glove-box with an agate mortar and pestle and its
XRD pattern was recorded. Low conversion invoked the reheating of the mixture to 643 ± 10
°K under argon atmosphere (1.00 ± 0.01 MPa) where it was soaked for ~ 48 hrs. After
repeating the aforementioned steps, the mixture's XRD pattern still indicated a low
conversion. The sample was a final time to 873 ± 10 °K and held for an additional ~ 48 hrs
under a mild vacuum; these conditions are favourable to the thermal decomposition of NaH;
hence, after cooling the system, a minor quantity of metallic sodium was observed on the
pressure vessel's interior wall.

As its resultant XRD pattern indicates, the mixture still

contained a minor amount of NaOH. The sample's XRD patterns are shown in Figure B.l(a).
As Na20 having the desired purity was not obtained, the two-step, Na4B20s synthesis
process was discarded for the one-step process given by (B-lc).

This time, a 200 g,

stoichiometric mixture was heated under argon (0.14 ± 0.01 MPa) at 2 °K min"' to 723 ± 10
°K where it was held overnight. The following day, the mixture was heated further to 903 ±
10 °K and soaked for another day while occasionally purging argon through the system. After
the manipulation, the sample appeared to have had partially fused; its XRD pattern, shown in
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Figure B.l(b), indicates that a mixture of NajBCb and N846205 had formed, with the latter
being the predominant borate species.
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Figure B.1 XRD patterns relevant to the synthesis of Na4B20s - (a) XRD pattern for the
synthesis of pure Na20 (B-la) as a function of soaking temperature; (b) XRD pattern of the
mixture that resulted following the synthesis attempt given by (B-lc)

The multi-step, synthesis route (i.e. (1-4) and (1-5)) was achieved by first hydrolyzing
a pre-melted 150 g sample of Na2BHs with 5 ml samples of D.I water with a syringe under a
fume hood until its molar ratio, with respect to complete NaaBHs hydrolysis (1-6), was -1.5.
Unlike its condensation, the previously molten mixture did not react violently with water;
rather, the facile and exothermic hydrolysis of NaH (1-4) gave rise to a caustic, aqueous
solution that was rich in NaBR*; the resultant solution was subsequently heated at 2 °K min"
'under a mild vacuum. While holding the furnace's temperature at 673 ± 10 °K, there was a
rapid increase in the pressure vessel's temperature that commenced at 550 ± 28 °K and
indicated that the speculative, exothermic process (1-4) was occuring. Once the reaction had
seemingly ceased, the sample was heated further to 648 ± 10 °K where it was held for ~ 1 hr.
After cooling the system to the ambient, a porous material was obtained. The XRD patterns
shown in Figure B.2(a) are for sample's bottom (beige) and top (white) regions. In order to
obtain a higher purity product, the sample was first crushed to fine powder and thoroughly
mixed in the commercial glove box and then reheated under 99.9 vol% H2 (1.00 ± 0.01 MPa)
at 2 °K min'1 to 913 ± 10 °K and held for ~1 hr while purging H2 through the system at 100 ±
20 ml min"1. Following the second heating sequence, XRD and acid hydrolysis analyses were
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done; the former result is shown in Figure B.2(a) while the latter yielded 3.3 wt% NaBfy. To
obtain an even higher purity material, vacuum filtration using ethylenediamine (Aldrich Co.
E2-626-6) solvent was used to strip the residual NaBH4 from the sample. The sample's
resultant, inert-XRD pattern is shown in B.2(b) and can be compared with the material that
was subsequently heated under 99.9 vol% H2 (1.00 ± 0.01 MPa) at 2 °K min"1 to 1073 ± 10 °K
and held for ~ 8 hrs. As is shown in figure, NaBH4 was not significantly present in either of
the samples, but a minor quantity of the Na^Os!^ phase was detected.
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Figure B.2 XRD analyses for the hydrolysis synthesis of Na4B20s (1-6) - (a) XRD patterns
for the samples taken from the top (top) and bottom (middle) portions of the copper crucible
after hydrolyzing (njco/ nNa2BH5 ~ 4) and heating Na2BHs to 648 ± 10 °K and after
subsequently heating it to 733°K ± 10 °K (bottom) under vacuum; (b) inert-XRD patterns of
the reheated (1023 ± 10 °K) and non-reheated (bottom) samples following vacuum filtration
with ethylenediamine

This side study shows that, from the exothermic process at elevated temperature (1-4),
NaH is an effective catalyst for NaBH4 hydrolysis. This preliminary result is promising for
vehicular, hydrogen production. In addition, the hydrolysis synthesis of borate species (e.g.
NajBOj, Na4B2C>5, etc.) may be considered as an alternate method to the conventional one40.
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As well, high purity Na^OsFb

may be producible via an extended synthesis route; a

fundamental study of this compound is deserved as it an interesting member of the growing
family of metal oxide-hydride.
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APPENDIX C: GNP materials and protocols
Materials that were synthesized by the glycine nitrate process along with their thermal
expansion coefficients (TECs) are listed in Table C.l. Commercial starting reagents are listed
in Table C.2. Gdo iCe<)902-6 SOAE (Sigma Aldrich; 734667) having dp< 0.5|im was also used
without further tailoring.
Table C.l TECs for the ERC and ERH anode compartment materials
Material (mole basis)
TEC (10 m m" °K" ) Reference
178
12.7
Smo.2Ceo.802-8
11.6
114
Lao.9Sro. i Gao.sMgo^Cb-s
179
12.1
Lao.8Sro,2Gao.8Mgo.203_g
117
13.6
Lao.7Sro.3Gao.7Feo.2Mgo.1O3-S
22.8
180
Smo.sSro 5C0O3.5
109
11.6
Gdo.2Ceo 8O2-5
Inconel™ 600
13.3
Hastelloy X
13.1
13.2
ca.
*Nio9Feo.i
*mass basis
-

Table C.2 Commercial materials used for the GNP
Supplier
Reagent
Purity wt%
Product #
Lot#
La(N03)3*6H20
Alfa Aesar
U9N01
99.9
12915
Fe(N03)3*9H20
Alfa Aesar
98.1
3315
E31Q52
Sr(N03)2
Alfa Aesar
E17Q02
99.9
12232
Mg(N03)2*6H20
Alfa Aesar
11564
B27J018
99.9
Sm(N0 )3*6H20
Alfa Aesar
99.9
12906
LI 1 Ml 1
Ce(N03)3*6H20
Alfa Aesar
11329
G20P07
99.5
Ni(N0 )2*6H20
Alfa Aesar
15540
F22U008
98.0
Ga
Alfa Aesar
99.999
44418
D23U027
Anachemia
[HNO3]
62786-460
307271
68-70*
Alfa Aesar
43497
98.5
C2H5NO2
*vol%
3

3

During the synthesis of GNP powders, best results were obtained when the doublewalled vessel was placed in a horizontal position and maintained between 343 ± 10 °K with a
thermostatic water bath. This avoided excess condensation on the reactor walls, thus making
it more agreeable to collect the powders.

Amid operation, the system's pressure was

maintained between 54 ± 14 103 Pa and the reaction vessel's temperature was monitored with
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a hand-held recorder and a 3.175 mm o.d., SS-sheathed, K-type, grounded thermocouple
(Omega™) that was fitted into place with a Swagelok™ component. As well, a 1.7 ± 0.1
C2H5NO2 to metal mole ratio was used and 75 ± 25 ml volumes of GNP solution were reacted
each time. The reaction vessel's temperature would stagnate after several minutes of heating;
shortly thereafter, simultaneous increases in the system's pressure and reaction vessel's
temperature indicated the initiation of the powder formation process.
In order to eliminate phase impurities, following their synthesis, ~100g samples of
GNP powders were placed in MgO crucibles (Ozark Technical Ceramics, MO, USA) and
heated to < 1780 °K at 1.5 ± 0.5 °K min"1 in a RHF 17/3M (Carbolite Ltd., London, UK)
resistance furnace.

Then, the powders were pulverized in an 8000M Mixer/Mill (Spex

SamplePrep LLC, NJ, USA) and subsequently sieved to dp < 53 jam in a Sonic Sifter (ATM
Corp.; WI, USA). The 2.4 ± 0.1 cm o.d., 2.5 ± 0.5 mm thick, green discs were prepared with a
Model 3850 axial hydraulic press (Carver Co., IN, USA) that was operated at 30 ± 5 MPa for
1.5 ± 0.5 minutes. In order to obtain stable green discs, when required, prior to pressing,
polyvinyl butyral (Sigma-Aldrich, BO 154) binder was added to the tailored powders (~5 wt%).
The green discs were subsequently heated to 1773 ± 10 °K for 9 ± 3 hrs.
Prior to investigating the compatibilities/solubilities of Lao.gSro.iGao.gMgo^Os-s,
Lao7Sro.3Gao.7Feo.2Mgo.i03_5

with/in the hydridic electrolytes (3.2), a two-electrode

electrochemical impedance spectroscopy technique was used to measure the conductivities of
the prepared Lao.7Sro.3Gao.7Feo.2Mgo 1O3-8 and Lao.gSro.2Gao.gMgo.203.6 sintered discs (J.
Bilodeau; M.Sc. candidate).
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APPENDIX D: Apparatuses and protocols for
molten salt experimentation
Due to the hygroscopic and potentially hazardous nature of the relatively large masses
(0.25 ± 0.05 kg) of hydridic electrolytes that were required for both the investigations of
materials' compatibilities and solubilities in hydridic electrolytes and ERH experimentation,
the custom glove-box that was available at the Centre de Recherche en Energie, Plasma et
Electrochimie was modified.

It was modeled after the one that was employed by the

researchers at the Oak Ridge National Laboratory183 for their investigations of liquid fluoride
systems, who referenced Barton184 in their work. All hygroscopic materials were stored in a
commercial glove-box (Vacuum Atmosphere Co., CA, USA), which was equipped with a
catalyst bed that rendered the glove-box interior's dew-point below 186 °K. There, materials
were weighed on a two-digit electronic balance and subsequently stored in a hermetic,
stainless steel container for their transport to the custom glove-box.

To minimize their

exposure to the custom glove-box's atmosphere, upon their entrance, the hydridic materials
were transferred into the custom pressure-vessel and 99.9 vol% H2 was subsequently purged
through the system.

Custom glove-box
Several modifications were made to the custom glove-box that was available at the
Centre de Recherche en Energie, Plasma et Electrochimie. As found, due to the windows'
design, which were singular and sealed with silicon glue (Figure D.l), the system suffered
from a large leak-rate; thus, modifications were made so that its design matched the
commercial norm. To maintain the glove-box's interior at a positive pressure, a HE-63-P
Pedatrol (Vacuum Atmospheres Co.) was connected in series to the laboratory's liquid argon
reservoir. The hermetic, hydraulic system, configured on the right glove-box, facilitated the
entrance and exit of materials. A mechanical vice was fitted in the right glove-box's interior
so that the hydridic electrolytes could be manipulated from their crucibles with a hacksaw
under a sufficiently inert environment. Electrical connections for the Model 173 PotentiostatGalvanostat (Princeton Applied Research, TN, USA) were made through the ceiling of the left
most compartment with a rubber gasket-screw arrangement. The influent/effluent, 99.9 vol%
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H2, lines, along with the thermostatic, mineral oil lines, were made through the back of the
glove-box with bored-through, Swagelok™, NPT components and 0.64 cm o.d., SS316 tubing.
A Lindberg 58114-P (Lindberg/MPH; WI, USA) resistance furnace, having a 20.3 cm bore
and regulated by a Eurotherm 818 temperature controller (Eurotherm; VA, USA), was
manipulated into place on a custom jack. The furnace's thermocouple was positioned such
that it made physical contact with the bottom of the glove-box's custom pot during operation.
Mineral oil was used for the interior's coolant to maintain a low water concentration in the
glove-box. Although the glove-box's interior water concentration was never measured, while
doing lengthy manipulations, it was noticed that hydridic electrolytes' surfaces slowly reacted
with the quasi-inert atmosphere.

Figure D.l Custom glove-box - (a) as found; (b) set-up for ERH experimentation

A hole was cut into the left glove-box's floor so that a SS304, 0.152 m o.d., custom
pot, which supported the custom pressure vessel, could be hermetically fitted into place with
polymer gaskets and screws. The custom pot was furnished by welding a cap and cooling coil
to a pipe's respective bottom and top ends. Swagelok™, NPT fittings were used to connect the
cooling coil's influent and effluent water lines. Figure D.2 to Figure D.6 show the custom
pot's SolidWorks™ drawings.
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No. ARTICLE

NUMERODE PIECE
Hea-0101
Hea-0102
Hea-0103
Hea-0104
Hea-0107

COUMA-A

Figure D.2 Solidworks™ drawing of the assembled custom pot
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Figure D.3 Solidworks™ drawing of the custom pot's cooling coil's top piece
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Figure D.4 Solidworks™ drawing of the custom pot's body
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Figure D.5 Solidworks™ drawing of the custom pot's end cap
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Figure D.6 Solidworks™ drawing of the custom pot's cooling coil's bottom piece

Custom pressure-vessel
An inquiry to the Regie du batiment du Quebec confirmed that, due to pressurevessel's dimensions, it could be categorized as an H fitting; therefore, it did not require
•
1R5
certification . Although the pressure-vessel's o.d. was less than 15.2 cm and its exterior
surface was in contact with a fairly inert atmosphere as manipulations were exclusively done
in the custom glove-box, due diligence was applied for the design of the blind, flange, and end
cap; their dimensions were calculated using the empirical formulas given in ASME Pressure
Vessels Division; furthermore, a safety factor of 1.4 was included in the pressure vessel's wall
thickness calculation. The vessel's components were machined in-house using the author's
calculated dimensions and the joint welds were done by Propar Inc. (Sherbrooke, QC). Figure
D.7 to Figure D.12 show the custom pressure-vessel's sketches in SolidWorks™.
Gaskets cut from Grafoil™ sheets (EGC Ent., OH, USA) along with 1.2 cm o.d. x 16.5
cm long SS bolts with their corresponding nuts and washers allowed for the hermetic sealing
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of the pressure vessel, which was easily achieved in spite of the awkwardness of working with
rubber gloves and the elevated working temperatures (< 923 °K) and pressures (< 1 MPa H2).
For the pressure vessel's gas connections to the anode and cathode compartments, four 1 cm
and one 1.3 cm o.d. holes were drilled in the interior portion of the pressure vessel's lid and
corresponding SS tubes were welded into place. Two additional ports were also drilled into
the lid using NPT-Swagelok™ components. All connections thereafter were made of SS316
Swagelok™ components. A spring-type pressure gauge, along with two Swagelok™, SS316,
variable, check valves, was always included in the apparatus amid operation. One check valve
was set to open just slightly above the desired working pressure (1.00 ± 0.01 MPa), and the
other was set to release at 1.14 ± 0.01 MPa. Upon heating the system, pressure increases due
to natural gas expansion were vented off into the custom glove-box; sufficient amounts of
argon were flushed through the system during experimentation so to maintain a non-hazardous
environment. Using Swagelok™, bored-through, 0.16 cm i.d. union adapters, 0mega™0.16
cm o.d., SS-sheathed, grounded, K-type thermocouples were inserted into the pressure-vessel.
Preferably, the thermocouple was not in direct contact with the melts, but was instead sheathed
by a closed ended, copper tube. The pressure vessel's thermocouple temperatures and
pressures that are cited in this text are estimated to carry errors of ± 10 °K and ± 0.01 MPa,
respectively.
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No. ARTICLE

NUMERO DE PIECE
Vai-0101
Vai-0105
Vai-0106
Vai-0107
Val-01C»
Val-OlCW

court A-A

Figure D.7 Solidworks™ drawing of the assembled pressure-vessel
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Figure D.8 Solidworks™ drawing of pressure-vessel's body
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Figure D.9 Solidworks™ drawing of pressure-vessel end-cap
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Figure D.10 Solidworks™ drawing of pressure-vessel's lid
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Figure D. l l Solidworks™ drawing of pressure-vessel's flange
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Figure D.12 Solidworks™ drawing of pressure-vessel's cooling coil
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APPENDIX E: Synthesis of hydridic electrolytes
NaH mineral oil suspensions (Alfa Aesar - 13431), technical grade NaOH (Fisher S320-1), NaB02*4H20 (Alfa Aesar - 36736), and 99.2 wt% silica free NaBHU, were the
starting reagents; the latter was donated by the Rohm and Haas Co. (PA, USA).
NaH was stripped of its mineral oil by vacuum filtration in the commercial glove-box.
Copious amounts of 99.5 vol% anhydrous toluene (ACP Chemicals Inc.; QC, Canada) solvent
were used and vacuum was applied for prolonged periods of time. Excess toluene was then
evaporated from the stripped NaH by placing it in a non-hermetic, dried, glass bottle in the
commercial glove-box's entrance port for about a week. NaH's purity was measured using a
custom hydrolysis apparatus that was previously described by the author ' .
After the custom glove-box had been made operational, in order to avoid its future
wetting, 0.50 ± 0.05 kg samples of NaB02*4H20 were dehydrated. The starting reagent was
placed in custom 8 cm o.d., 20 cm tall, custom copper crucibles that were capped at their
bottoms with copper discs and silver solder (Braze 450, Lucas Milhaupt Ltd., WI, USA),
which has a liquidus eutectic temperature of 1016 °K. The sample was heated at 2 °K min"1
and soaked under vacuum at 423 ± 10 °K for several hours before it was further heated to 673
± 10 °K and soaked for several hours at 50 ± 10 °K intervals. Then, the sample was cooled to
ambient and its hydrous portion, which had agglomerated in the vessel's headspace, was
crushed and compacted with a SS rod and subsequently mixed with the anhydrous material
contained at the bottom of the crucible. Lastly, the sample was reheated under vacuum to 923
± 10 °K and held for a day, or until the XRD pattern indicated a pure product.
Table E.l lists the hydridic electrolytes that were prepared in both mol%Na4B205
(Na4B2C>5-Na2BH5 quasi-binary) and EEIF

=0.4). The starting reagents included

NaBH4, NaH, and anhydrous NaBC>2, and the resulting phases are a consequence of the quasireciprocal process29 given by (E-l).

The mixtures were subsequently used for materials'

compatibilities and solubilities investigations (3.2).

It was cumbersome to manipulate the

mixtures once the pre-fused mixtures were cooled to the ambient as their crucibles essentially
had to be sawed open; improper pre-mixing of the reagents is ill advised as this may result in
NaH's decomposition. To allow for the quasi-reciprocal process to go to completion, metal
oxide containing mixtures were allowed to equilibrate for ~2 days at 848 ± 25 °K. MSiii-iv
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and MSiv belong to the Na+/B20sH26\ BH4", H" and NaVE^OsFh6", B2054",BH4" additive
ternary systems (Figure 2.5), respectively, and in some cases the behaviour of relevant
materials were studied in both.

(5/4 )NaB02+NaH -»(\/2)Na4B205 +(\/4)NaBH4

(E-l)

Na4B20s (mol%)

MSi
MSii
MSiii
MSiv
MSv

0.0
0.0
15
20
30
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T
O
II

Mixture

f Ji

Table E.l Synthesized hydridic electrolytes belonging to the Na4B205-Na2BH5 quasi-binary
system

0.0
0.0
0.26
0.33
0.46

APPENDIX F: Preparations for investigations of
materials9 compatibilities and solubilities
Commercial, electronically insulating paints included Resbond™ 919 and 903 HP
(Cotronics Corp.; NY, USA), Pyro-paints™ 634-BN, 634-SIC, 634-AL (Aremco Products
Inc.; NY, USA), A1N (Alfa-Aesar - 43959) and 96wt% Zr02-Ca0 (Alfa Aesar - 40480); the
commercial powders included 99.9 wt% La203 (Sigma-Aldrich; L4000), 99.9 wt% SrO
(Sigma-Aldrich; 41513), 99.0 wt% MgO (Sigma-Aldrich; 342793), 99.99 wt% Y2O3 (SigmaAldrich; 205168), 99.9 wt% A1203 (Sigma-Aldrich; 318767), and 99.9 wt% A1203 (AlfaAesar; 318767; the sintered ceramic materials included BM-Al203 (Ionotec Inc. - B2-220-LN;
Cheshire, UK), BN (Carborundum Co. - WT118098024; NY, USA) and Si3N4 (McMaster
Carr - 9576K24; IL, USA).
To determine their general adherence, commercial electronic insulating paints were
painted onto sand-blasted, ultra sounded, 1.27 cm o.d., SS316 discs and then heated according
to the suppliers' specifications. This was followed by a second heating to 873 ± 10 °K under
99.9 vol% H2.

Materials that seemed well adhered were further investigated using

arrangement B in 3.2.
Rings of BN and strengthened B"-Al203 (7wt% Z1O2, 86wt% 8"-Al203, 6.5wt% B-

AI2O3, 0.5wt% NaAlOa) were cut from their respective tubes with a diamond saw before being
oven dried under air at 373 ± 5 °K; they were subsequently held under vacuum in the
commercial glove-box's entrance port for several days.
Copper crucibles of all dimensions were washed with 1 N HNO3 followed by distilled
water before being dried and heated in the custom pressure-vessel to 773 ± 10 °K under a mild
purge of H2 for about a day. For the arrangements A and B (3.2), 3-4 samples were tested
simultaneously by placing them at the bottom of a custom, copper crucible.
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APPENDIX G: Materials and protocols for SPS
Initially, the same SPS parameters as those used by Jia

tw

were employed. However,

many difficulties had to be overcome before satisfactory and reproducible results were
obtained. In particular, the solvent type, substrate type, and sample holder had to be changed;
the latter required a new design in order to resolve a hitherto unremarked upon plasma-tosubstrate arcing. A much simpler cooling-mask design could be used as its principal function
is as an electronic path of least resistance between the induction plasma arc and the torch's
exterior. A photo of the deposition chamber's interior is shown in Figure G.l. Resistance
measurements taken between the electrically insulated substrate holder and the cooling mask
were in the order of 10-20 kOhm.

cooling mask

insulated
sample holder

Figure G.l Photo of the deposition chamber' interior
Figure G.2 is the schematic of the PL 50 RF induction coupled plasma torch (Tekna
Plasma Systems Inc., Sherbrooke, QC) that was used for all depositions; it runs with a
maximum plate power of 60 kW (2-4 MHz) and is water-cooled at the outer wall of the
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ceramic tube. In order to create discharge back-diffusion and to minimize the temperature of
the ceramic tube, sheath gas is injected into the RF induction coupled plasma torch's core.
The central gas has a swirl component which aids in stabilizing the plasma.

In order to

commence the plasma discharge, low-pressures of argon are applied and, prior to the injection
of other gases, the argon pressure is increased. For the depositions of dense layers, a 4.53 cm
i.d., subsonic, tungsten nozzle was employed which garnered deposition o.d.'s at the specified
spraying distances of 3.5 ± 1.5 cm.
suspension

suspension gas'
probe water inlet
central gas-

probe water outlet
sheathe i

torch cooling
water inlet"

torch cooling
water outlet

inner tube
plasma ceramic
confinement tube

induction-coil
water outlet

atomization probe'
induction-coil
water inlet
torch body

exit sub-sonic nozzle

Figure G.2 Cross view schematic of the PL-50 Tekna™ plasma torch

In order to circumvent the aforementioned arcing effect, the water-cooled mask145 was
electrically grounded at the exterior of the deposition chamber, and the water-cooled, robotic
arm was electrically insulated from the water-cooled, sample holder byway of a commercial,
Teflon nipple (McMaster Carr Supply Co., IL, USA). Initial attempts to prevent the Teflon
nipple from being deformed by the plasma jet by insulating it with commercial ceramic paints
were negative; henceforth, the nipple was protected by a water-cooled, double-walled,
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aluminum (McMaster Carr Supply Co.) cooling-jacket that had its influent and effluent water
lines connected to it via Swagelok™ dielectric components and Swagelok™ flexible SS316
hoses (Figure 3.3).

The cooling-jacket's and cooling-mask's influent water lines were

connected in parallel with each other. Teflon tubing was used for the sample holder's exterior
water lines. Grafoil™ gaskets, rather than polymer-based gaskets, were used to eliminate the
water leakage that occurred while using the latter material when the distance between the torch
nozzle's exit and substrate were 7 ± 3 cm.

The custom insulated sample-holder's

SolidWorks™ sketches are given in Figure G.3 to Figure G.10.
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Figure G.3 Solidworks™ drawings of the assembled custom insulated sample holder
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Figure G.4 Solidworks™ drawings of the insulated sample holder's SS body
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Figure G.5 Solidworks™ drawings of the insulated sample holder's Teflon interior
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Figure G.6 Solidworks™ drawings of the insulated sample holder's copper plaque
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Figure G.7 Solidworks™ drawings of the insulated sample holder's SS adapter
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Figure G.8 Solidworks™ drawing of the electrically insulatea sample Holder's double-walled,
aluminum, cooling-jacket
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Figure G.9 Solidworks™ drawing of the double-walled, aluminum cooling-jacket's back-end
cap
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03.043

Figure G.10 Solidworks™ drawing of the double-walled, aluminum cooling-jacket's frontend cap

Both EtOH and white mineral oil (Fischer Scientific; CAS 8042-47-5) were used as
solvents during the course of the SPS optimization. Typically 250 ml beakers of suspensions
were topped up by weighing the solvent and solid into their beakers at a specified ratio on a
two-digit, electronic balance. Suspensions were pumped in to the atomization probe by way
of a peristaltic pump, and were agitated using a stir plate and magnetic bar and sometimes by
peristaltic purging; the latter mixing methodology was highly effective in suspending the
powders. The length of the peristaltic tube should be minimized so to avoid unnecessary
resistances (gravitational or frictional). This was achieved .by placing the peristaltic pump on
top of the Faraday cage
The self-synthesized, Ni-NiO, sintered, disc substrates (1.27 ± 0.05 cm o.d; 0.64 ± 0.05
cm thick) that were used by Jia145 were not highly reproducible; a large percentage of them
became too deformed upon the heating/reduction step. Commercial 1.27 ± 0.05 cm o.d., 0.32
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± 0.05 cm thick, Hastelloy X (SIKA-HX-10 or SIKA-HX-1) or SS316 (SIKA-SS-10) GKN™
(Radevormwald, Germany) porous metal filters were satisfactory for the initial SPS
optimization on standalone discs, with the smallest pore sized filters (SIKA-HX-1) being the
preferred substrate in terms of deposition quality. After having been sand-blasted and ultra
sounded in an EtOH bath for several hours, solid titanium discs were also used for the initial
SPS optimization.

Substrates were preferentially compression fitted into the SPS substrate

holder's custom copper plaque (Figure G.6), which was machined so that -0.75 mm of the
substrate protruded out of it. This way, during SPS, the majority of the substrate's volume
undergoes intensive cooling such that the incoming liquid, ceramic droplets are effectively
quenched upon contact.
The function of the water-cooled atomization probe is to shear the influent suspension
or solution into fine droplets with diameters ranging between 1-100 ^m. The suspension gas
comes into contact with the fluid at the probe's exit and causes the shearing to occur. Two
different probes were used during this investigation (Figure G.ll).

Using probe A, the

operator controls the suspension gas flow rate by adjusting the number of turns applied to the
suspension inlet, which had its end threaded. Probe B differs only in that the suspension inlet
was set in place with a gasket and flange arrangement and the flow rate of gas was controlled
using an exterior flow meter.

Figure G.ll SPS atomization probes A (left) and B (right)
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When required, the atomization probe and RF induction coupled plasma torch
cleaned with a water degreaser mixture by conventional methods.
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APPENDIX H: Protocols for the preparation of
ERH anode compartment
GKN™ porous metal filters

(SIKA-HX-1) were initially compression-fitted into the

machined Inconel pipe and then TIG welded into place. Due to the irregularities along the
welded area, a 1.91 cm o.d. Inconel bar was machined in-house to the GKN™™ flow
restrictor tooling specifications (Figure H.l), sand-blasted, cleaned, and shipped to the
manufacturer where SIKA-HX-5 powders were pressed and sintered into the part.

There

appeared to be excellent porous-solid joint integrity, and further machining of the integrated
part was done as required throughout the optimization process.
The final

preparation of the integrated parts included: (i) sand-blasting their non-

porous regions; (ii) washing them in alternating baths of 1 N HC1 and 20 vol% H2O2 as
deemed necessary; and (iii) placing them in an EtOH, ultra sound bath for several hours.
For the pipe design shown in Figure 3.4(a), the cleaned part was either gently pressfitted into a custom machined copper plaque or a steel screw was fitted into the underside of
the part so that it could be screwed into the substrate holder's plaque (Figure G.6). For the
NPT design, a high-pressure water-cooling device was designed whereby a brass cross having
a copper Vi" male NPT fitting soldered to its top exit port and the integrated, ERH anode
compartment substrates had their lower, interior wall threaded to '/«" female, NPT fitting so
that they could be hand screwed into place (Figure 3.4(b)). Either a SS316 Swagelok™ backferrule or copper foil was placed on top of the cross's exit before screwing in an ERH anode
compartment substrate into place so that good physical contact was made between the two.
Substrate cooling was accomplished by circulating high-pressure water in series through the
cross fitting and the doughnut-shaped, exterior cooling-jacket. The cross's bottom was welded
shut and configured on a copper plate that was machined such that is could be screwed into the
new substrate holder's copper plaque. The overall cooling apparatus was operated in series
with the substrate holder's double-walled, aluminum cooling-jacket (Figure G.8).
The SS316 Swagelok™ fitting's influent, effluent, and dielectric tube o.d.'s were 0.95,
0.48, and 0.16 cm, respectively, and the ERH anode compartment's entrance port (dielectric)
was positioned at the center of the custom pressure vessel's lid. The 0.48 o.d. tube belonging
to the machined ERH anode compartment was connected to a longer tube using a Swagelok™
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union; this way, the open end of the tube could be inserted through the bottom of the pressure
vessel's lid and manipulated to the desired depth.
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Figure H.l Sketch (mm) of the commercial, GKN™™ flow restrictor that was used as the
ERH anode compartments' substrates
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APPENDIX I: Schematic of an experimental set-up
for ERC
potentiostat

analogue/digital
card

effluent Ar/02 anode

influent Ar anode

influent H* cathode

effluent H2 cathode
(purging)

argon glove-box

yMO-cooHng (int. P.-vessel)
water-cooling (ext. glove-box
counter electrode (copper)

- in i i*

furnace
sheathed thermocouple

Hi I

ill

I

ERC

anode comp.
anh. Na^.B^H+/ H ,02 (liquid)

Figure 1.1 Schematic of an experimental set-up for ERC - OT - over-flow trap; PV - precision
needle valve; I - electronically insulating, Swagelok™, high-pressure, thermoplastic hose; PT pressure transducer; FA - flash arrestor, PC - personal computer
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